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I.

Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC) Year 5 Work Plan Executive Summary

The Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC) is a U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science
and Technology (S&T) Office of University Programs (OUP) Center of Excellence in Maritime Research
(CMR).
ADAC supports the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) and other DHS maritime missions in order to improve
capability for Arctic search and rescue, humanitarian assistance, disaster response, and security. This
includes efforts to “enable the decision maker” across those mission sets.
Accordingly, ADAC looks to the coming program year to complete and transition existing research, rapidly
advance research initiated in Year 4 to effect suitable transition, continue to innovate education
activities, add new research derived from Year 4 workshops and publish conducted research. The ADAC
Year 5 Work Plan introduces new ADAC research teams and institutions to the Center’s research network.
Outside of the workplan, University of Alaska personnel associated with ADAC will seek sponsor
diversification to take effect beyond Year 5.
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A core part of the ADAC mission is to foster the next generation of scientists and engineers devoted to the
discovery, development, and improvement of technologies and applications for Arctic Maritime Domain
Awareness, Response and Resilience. During Program Year 5, ADAC will continue to work and mentor our
student fellows that presently are at different stages in their studies to ensure their successful transition
to the Homeland Security Enterprise workforce once they graduate. ADAC Center leadership will support
student transition efforts with enrichment efforts that will enable their success.
ADAC’s Year 5 Work Plan management and administrative processes (Section II) highlights the Center’s
strategy and overarching management plan. This includes ADAC’s organization and plans for: 1)
engagement and strategic communications, 2) research investigation and development (including
research calls and operator-driven workshops), 3) current project assessment, evaluation and
management, 4) research transition and/or commercialization, and 5) summary of education
management and fiscal accountability.
ADAC’s Year 5 Work Plan project descriptions, located in Section III of the document, are the heart of the
Center’s mission. This section also describes ADAC’s efforts in education and workforce development.
As introduced in ADAC’s Year 4 workplan, ADAC’s Year 5 Work Plan format aligns research projects to the
DHS Funding Opportunity Announcement’s (FOA) six overarching themes. These are:








Maritime Risk, Threat Analysis and Resilience Research;
Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) Research;
Maritime Technology Research;
Integration of Science and Engineering with Maritime;
End to End (E2E);
Integrated Education.

ADAC plans to conduct, complete and transition the following projects for Program Year 5:









Developing Sea-Ice and Weather Forecasting Tools to Improve Situational Awareness and
Crisis Response.
High Resolution Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice and Currents.
Arctic Oil Spill Modeling.
Ice Condition Index (ICECON) for the Great Lakes.
Using Vessel Tracking Data to Prioritize Bathymetric Surveying in a Rapidly Changing Arctic
Development of Propeller Driven Long Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (LRAUV) for
Under-Ice Mapping of Oil Spills and Environmental Hazards.
Arctic related incidents of National Significance (Arctic IoNs) & Arctic focused Medium and
Long Term Environment (MaLTE) workshops collaborated with U.S. Coast Guard.
Integrated education and workforce development workshops, research interning, for specific
project investigators, and a summer internship program that provides Arctic research
opportunities for students from under represented categories.

In Program Year 5, ADAC will transition legacy projects as the priority of effort. Additionally, the Center will
advance new projects from the fall 2017 Request for Proposal (RFP) “Seeking solutions to advance
Maritime spatial understanding, resilience, and awareness to achieve safety and security in the maritime
5
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domain.” Further, ADAC will finalize workplans and conduct projects from the March 2018 RFP associated
with the “Coping with the Unthinkable, an Arctic Maritime Oil Spill” Arctic IoNS workshop.

II.

Center Management Processes
Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC) Objective and Purpose.

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Science and Technology’s Office of University Programs (DHS
S&T OUP) established the Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC) in summer 2014 to research and
provide a scientific basis to address the challenges faced by USCG and other DHS maritime missions in
the Arctic region.
ADAC’s principal customer is the USCG. ADAC investigates capability shortfalls and gaps, and orients
research activity to support the USCG mission needs. The particular areas that ADAC seeks to assist the
USCG are related to missions in support of Arctic search and rescue, humanitarian assistance, disaster
response and security matters. While principally oriented to the USCG, ADAC also seeks to support other
DHS maritime mission needs in the Arctic.
As a university-hosted research venue, ADAC supports student education. Through the Center’s Fellows
Program, ADAC provisions student research, internships, and entry into the Homeland Security Enterprise.
ADAC’s approach is to align the Center’s research agenda with U.S. national, DHS, and USCG Arctic
strategies and strategy implementation plans. ADAC notes existing strategies may change, and DHS
strategy for the Arctic remains in development. As the U.S. national, DHS, and USCG Arctic strategies
adapt and develop over time, ADAC will seek to conform Center research endeavors appropriately.
As in prior year work plans, research and development conducted by ADAC will not only serve USCG and
other DHS maritime missions, but also benefit an array of ADAC partners and collaborators and support
the public good.
ADAC’s vision, mission and strategy:
Vision: The DHS Center of Excellence provides networked and mission-focused support to the USCG
Operator in the High North. ADAC strives to become a National Center of Arctic maritime research.
Mission: ADAC’s mission is to develop and transition technology solutions, innovative products and
educational programs to improve situational awareness and crisis response capabilities related to
maritime challenges posed by the dynamic Arctic environment. ADAC seeks to accomplish this mission
through an inclusive approach.
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Strategy: The Center’s overall strategy is as follows: ADAC will conduct a parallel effort over five lines of
major activity collaboratively with DHS S&T OUP and USCG in order to:
 Investigate, develop, resource, and initiate new research.
 Execute approved research work plans that are appropriately detailed and resourced.
 Successfully integrate university student fellows into the Homeland Security Enterprise workforce.
 Transition sufficiently mature research to meet customer acquisition needs, and commercialize as
appropriate.
 Adapt Center activities, management, and communications to continue to learn and collaborate
with an array of Center partners, and continue to suitably expand the reach of ADAC across U.S.
and Canada to include Arctic government, military and security operators, researchers, and
industry partners.
Implementation: In order to implement the Year 5 strategy, ADAC will improve established management
processes, continue existing communications practices, execute approved workplans, seek
commercialization opportunities, and continue to innovate in education and workforce development.
Organization and Leadership: DHS S&T OUP awarded ADAC’s cooperative grant to University of Alaska,
Anchorage. ADAC has created a unified approach to leading the Center for the University of Alaska
through close partnership with the University of Alaska Fairbanks. ADAC reports to the DHS S&T OUP
program manager in accordance with protocols established via the DHS S&T OUP cooperative grant.
ADAC’s Principal Investigator and Executive Director jointly report through the UAA Provost and Executive
Vice Chancellor, the UAA Chancellor, and the University of Alaska System President for academic
institutional support requirements.
ADAC leadership consists of the Principal Investigator, Executive Director, and Directors of Research and
Finance. Rounding out the leadership team is the Project Manager and Education & Administration
Manager. ADAC will gain communications support from UAA resources.
ADAC has established an extensive research partner and collaborative network across Arctic-minded
universities and industries throughout the U.S. and Canada. ADAC also gains multi-faceted counsel
through an external advisory board, and has established an effective student fellows program. ADAC
maintains committed collaboration with fellow DHS S&T OUP Centers of Excellence. ADAC
comprehensively engages with U.S. Federal, State of Alaska, and local Arctic authorities on Arctic
research matters. Internationally, ADAC principally engages with Canada as well as other Arctic partners,
including Denmark, Finland, and Norway.
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Figure 1: ADAC Organizational Construct (see http://adac.uaa.alaska.edu/home/newabout)

In accordance with the DHS award, the University of Alaska Anchorage hosts the Principal Investigator and
Executive Director. The ADAC Research Director is located at the University of Alaska Fairbanks campus,
while also serving as the Vice Chancellor for Research at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
In sum, the ADAC team comprises a diverse blend of Arctic science and technology academics, Arcticrelated strategy and policy expertise, and strong organizational and fiscal leadership credentials. The
following is the leadership lineup for ADAC:
Principal Investigator (PI), Douglas Causey, PhD, University of Alaska. The ADAC PI is responsible to closely
collaborate with the Executive Director and the Research Director to achieve ADAC mission goals. The
ADAC PI will seek to connect ADAC with partners and opportunities. In coordination with the Executive
Director, the ADAC PI is responsible for reporting to the University of Alaska System Leadership and DHS
program sponsors on a regular basis. Ultimately, the ADAC PI is responsible for program execution and
accomplishment to DHS.
Executive Director (ED), Randy Kee, Maj Gen, USAF (Ret), MS, University of Alaska. The ADAC ED provides
day-to-day direction of all Center activities to meet COE goals, achieve milestones, develop technology,
communicate with customers and engage the broader Arctic community across the U.S. and Canada. The
ED will organize site visits for demonstrations, interface with the end users, and will work with ADAC
leadership to ensure the Center complies with federal regulations and reporting. Together with the ADAC
PI, the ED will regularly meet with DHS staff at DHS headquarters and represent the program at meetings
required to support the needs of DHS management and the greater DHS enterprise. The ADAC ED works
8
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closely with U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) stakeholders to ensure the Center meets USCG expectations. Finally,
the ED will ensure ADAC appropriately conducts internal processes, in particular assessment meetings,
engagement forums, and DHS sponsored workshops.
Research Director (RD), Larry Hinzman, PhD, University of Alaska Fairbanks. The ADAC RD provides
leadership for the center in establishing research concepts and follow-on proposals. The RD also provides
leadership to support research concept generation, individual project leaders, and research teams. ADAC’s
RD is responsible for addressing and guiding scientific quality for the individual projects and the overall
program. The ADAC RD, where suitable, interacts with DHS and stakeholders and interfaces with other
DHS COEs and research centers to identify and formulate additional research projects. The ADAC RD is a
key leader for the Center to identify when research projects are ready to transition to the next TRL and
whether they are suitable for transition from research to development.
Finance Director, (FD), Heather Paulsen, MBA, University of Alaska Anchorage. The ADAC FD is responsible
for management and oversight of administrative operations of the Center of Excellence (COE) and its group
of associated subcontracts. The ADAC FD will provide program/project planning, budgeting, and implement
operational policies and processes to support the COE. Further, the FD will work in close collaboration with
the ED and the Project Management Director to develop budgets aligned to program and project planning
objectives and to manage expenditures as aligned with the research mission of the Center.
Project Management Director (PMD), LuAnn Piccard, MSE, PMP, University of Alaska Anchorage. In
partnership with ADAC ED, Finance Director, and Project PIs the PMD will lead efforts to integrate project
plans into a cohesive program with phased solution and technology deliverables aligned with ADAC’s
strategic mission and ADAC’s research-to- development process. This includes managing and documenting
the progress of projects relative to established ADAC program execution guidelines. The Center PMD
efforts include coordinating and documenting regular team meetings, and facilitating project
communication within the Center team and with partners and external stakeholders.
Education and Administration Manager (EAM), Malla Kukkonen, MSS, University of Alaska Anchorage.
ADAC’s Education and Administration Manager oversees ADAC’s student development program. This
includes DHS Career Development Grant Scholarships and student research interns. ADAC’s EAM will
oversee and support the Center’s student, summer internship program for ADAC Fellows and underrepresented students from Minority Serving Institutions (MSI), Federal Tribal Designations (FTD), and
Significant Minority Enrollment (SME) universities or colleges. ADAC’s EAM will lead efforts to recruit,
enroll, and monitor student performance and to graduate entry into the Homeland Security Enterprise.
The ADAC EAM leads administrative management functions and supports communications outreach.
ADAC Executive Counselors. The Executive Counselors (EC) are ADAC’s external advisory board and are
highly qualified senior leaders and/or research professionals. The EC provide counsel pro-bono. The EC
principally provide strategic advice on Center management focus, critical commentary on current project
work, and insights to future opportunities. In Program Year 5, ADAC will continue to meet individually with
these Executive Counselors periodically, while also conducting three Strategic meetings with the
Counselors via a dedicated forum (one associated an ADAC Program Quarterly Review).
ADAC’s Executive Counselors are:
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Tom Barrett, VADM (Ret), USCG, President, Alyeska Corporation, Anchorage Alaska. Admiral
Barrett is a former USCG Vice Commandant and District 17 Commander.
Paul Hubbard, PhD, Canada Department of National Defense, Ottawa Canada.
John Farrell, PhD, Executive Director, U.S. Arctic Research Commission, Washington D.C.
Ruth Lane, CDR, USN, Director, National Ice Center, Suitland Maryland.
Mike Faust, (Ret), Former Vice President of Exploration, Conoco-Phillips Corporation, Anchorage
Alaska.
Tom Case, Chancellor Emeritus, University of Alaska Anchorage, and Lt. Gen, USAF (Ret).
Roberta Quintavell, President and CEO of Sitnasuak Native Corporation.

ADAC Overall Management Approach and Allocation of Effort
The USCG and other DHS maritime Arctic operators are the key end users driving research for ADAC. The
Center will conduct fundamental and applied research in maritime domain awareness and maritime
technology. Strategically, ADAC will:








Advance Arctic domain awareness research areas by increasing the science of knowledge and
understanding in order to improve USCG Arctic operator coordination, control, and decisionmaking.
Conduct research in maritime technology to provide needed capability to support and effect
increased domain awareness.
Comprehensively investigate new research.
Transition sufficiently mature or completed research. Transition outcomes are project specific.
Pursue commercialization options as suitable for concluding or completed research.
Initiate patents, trademarks and other measures to protect developed intellectual property.

ADAC will continue to advance Center student research programs, including student fellow participation
within research projects and their participation in cross-center activities.
ADAC’s leadership apportions the execution of the Program Year 5 Work Plan accordingly:


Direct and manage the research of established projects, which includes extensive research
transition coordination between Project teams, USCG Project Champions, HQ USCG Acquisition
and DHS S&T OUP. This entails 60% of the ADAC management focus. Specific tasks and
associated measurements include:
Task

Associated Metric
10
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Conduct weekly teleconferences with ADAC
Project leads and research teams.
Participate in weekly teleconference with DHS
S&T OUP Program Manager.
Conduct monthly project invoice review.
Conduct a Quarterly Review with ADAC Project
Leads and research teams for DHS S&T OUP
Approved workplans that includes specific
project transition planning.
Conduct one Quarterly Review with ADAC
Project Leads and research teams, with the
Executive Counselors.
Prepare Center and project Work plan for any
approved research activities that extend
beyond Year 5 (30 June 2019).
Establish new projects from Fall 2017 Arctic
IoNS workshop. This includes concluding
proposal reviews, notification, development of
workplans and establishing HQ USCG Project
Champions.
Subrecipient monitoring via ADAC leadership
in-person visits at each subrecipient of the
DHS S&T OUP Cooperative Grant location
(university or business).
Prepare Annual Report reporting on Center
activities and Project Research
Participate in detailed effort for project
transition, including collaboration with HQ
USCG CG-9 ADAC point of contact and USCG
Project Champions.
Investigate commercial opportunities for
research transition, including patent and
licensing.


Informed ADAC leadership and research
team.
Informed DHS S&T OUP Program
Manager.
Fiscal understanding of each project
performance on monthly basis.
Comprehensive review of project
performance by ADAC leadership team,
enabling oversight on a scheduled
basis.
Comprehensive review as with regular
reviews, with added recommendations
from ADAC’s Executive Counselors.
Approved plans and activities by DHS
S&T OUP PM.
Projects approved by DHS S&T OUP PM.

Successfully concluded subrecipient
monitoring. ADAC leadership plans to
conduct a minimum of one subrecipient
monitoring visit at each location at least
once per two-year program period.
Approved report by DHS S&T OUP PM.
Established transition pathway for ADAC
research to meet USCG acquisition
needs.
Approved patents and/or licensing from
submitted proposals.

Continue research development Initiative started in Program Year 4. This entails 10% of ADAC
leadership focus. This effort entails collaborating with DHS S&T OUP and USCG for workshops that
generate research questions, conducting and processing calls for research. Specific tasks and
associated measurements include:
Task
Plan and conduct Arctic IoNS workshop, with
topic determined by USCG (in particular,
USCG D17 Commander).

Associated Metric
Successfully concluded workshop that
provides workshop Rapporteurs report and
USCG approved research questions.
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Coordinate and conduct Arctic Medium and
Long-Term Environment (Arctic MaLTE)
workshop on Canada-U.S. (CANUS) Arctic
Regional Security. Workshop planned in
conjunction with Trent University,
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada.



Research questions will not result in ADAC
funded solicitation, simply intended for
mission agencies to consider sponsoring
research, which addresses priority shortfalls
identified at the workshop.
Conducted workshop at University of Alaska
Anchorage addressing CANUS Arctic
Regional Security Needs. Workshop to
produce a report suitable for peer review and
publishing highlighting concerns and
discussions from the workshop. Hosting
workshop in Anchorage affords attendance
from a diverse array of U.S. Federal security
mission agencies.

Conduct outreach, engagement and communications with customers, partners and collaborators,
including potential new partners, to inform of center initiatives and research project details, while
advancing ADAC’s research networks. This encompasses 10% of ADAC leadership focus. Specific
tasks and associated measurements include:
Task
Prepare and conduct Annual meeting in
Washington D.C. (preferably at HQ USCG).
Conduct approximately quarterly Customers
and Partners Roundtables via
teleconference/webinar.
Conduct semi-annual USCG focused ADAC
“Principal Customer’s” research project
teleconference.
Participate in Alaska Marine Science
Symposium (January 2019).
Conduct a UAA Arctic Research Day,
highlighting ADAC activities and research (in
partnership with fellow UAA researchers).
Develop center and project motion graphics
presentations in support of outreach.
Prepare and release quarterly newsletters.
Prepare brief noteworthy activities and
project vignettes for DHS S&T OUP
communications staff.
Update ADAC website, Facebook and Twitter
of Center activities and noteworthy events.

Associated Metric
Successfully presented meeting, informing
DHS, USCG and invited participants of ADAC
research and transition planning.
Successful completion of roundtables, and
publishing of associated minutes.
Successful completion of teleconference.
ADAC completing a planned presentation.
ADAC participates, presents and contributes
to UAA Arctic Research day.
Completed and posted motion graphics that
describe ADAC efforts.
Published newsletters to established ADAC
mailing list and posted to Center website.
Providing DHS S&T OUP, communications
needed information of ADAC activities and
project research.
Informing public of ADAC activities and
research.
12
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Publish specific ADAC events and activities to
Interagency Arctic Research Policy
Committee (IARPC).


Informing community of Arctic researchers
about ADAC activities.

Continue conducting education, outreach and workforce development efforts consisting of a
variety of activities that include both ADAC Fellows and minority students. ADAC anticipates this
effort requires 10% of Center leadership focus.
Task
Recruit student interns (ADAC Fellows) for
available research.
Assign projects and develop workplans to
ADAC Fellows.
Conduct monthly ADAC Fellows meetings.
Conduct an ADAC Student research
Symposium.
Support ADAC fellows entry into suitable 10week summer internship;
Support post-graduate student placement
with Homeland Security Enterprise (HSE).
Recruit and conduct an abbreviated Minority
Serving Institute (MSI) Arctic Summer Intern
Project (ASIP) for June 2019.

Associated Metric
Achieve 100% fill for ADAC Fellow available
slots.
Students fully assigned to projects with
associated workplans.
Accomplish planned meeting schedule.
Completed symposium highlighting student
research efforts.
All ADAC fellows conclude a 10-week
summer internship.
All graduated ADAC fellows complete one
year minimum service in a HSE related
position or alternatives as described in the
DHS OUP Terms and Conditions.
Successful completion of an Abbreviated
MSI ASIP in June 2019.

ADAC Information Protection Plan.
ADAC has reviewed the Center’s Information Protection Plan established in Program Year 1. ADAC will
continue to execute this plan.
ADAC Research Safety Plan.
ADAC has carefully reviewed Center’s Research Safety Plan established in Program Year 1. ADAC will
continue to execute this plan.

ADAC Review Group and Project Evaluation Process.
ADAC Review Group. Central to ADAC’s evaluation plan is establishing a comprehensive review of the
Center’s work on a quarterly basis. Therefore, ADAC will schedule the convening of the ADAC Review Group
to govern ADAC Quarterly Reviews. The ADAC Review Group will also review ADAC’s comprehensive
approach to investigate and develop new research for DHS S&T OUP and USCG consideration.
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ADAC’s Principal Investigator, Research Director, and Executive Director will Co-Chair the ADAC Review
Group at Center Quarterly Reviews. The remaining ADAC Center leadership (Finance Director, Education
and Administration Manager, and Project Management, will complete the ADAC Review Group. Co-chairs
will consider inviting additional subject matter experts to assist the ADAC Review Group in executing an
overall “end to end” approach for the Center and for project examination. Co-chairs will consult with the
ADAC Executive Counselors Board for appropriate participation to provide their assessments of program
and project utility and performance.
ADAC Project Evaluation process to assess program activity. ADAC will use the following process to
evaluate Center projects during Center quarterly reviews by the ADAC Review Group. As needed, ADAC
leadership will conduct specific reviews on research projects outside of the quarterly review cycle.
1. Evaluate the science and technology advances. The ADAC Review Group will assess the progress
made by each individual project compared to the utility of the research for ADAC’s goals and objectives
and make onward recommendations for proposed action.
2. Assess project resourcing versus project execution. The ADAC Review Group will determine the
appropriate alignment between project plans and resources. If a project’s importance, priority, and
performance measures warrant additional resourcing during “in-year execution,” ADAC’s leadership will
seek to address or mitigate the need by coordinating cross-funding from projects that are underexecuting (according to project planned schedule and milestones) in resource expenditure. Any
movement of resources between projects will comply with the terms and conditions of the DHS S&T ADAC cooperative agreement protocols.
3. Assess each project’s ability to communicate current findings and projected research trajectory. The
ADAC Review Group will determine if project discoveries or developments warrant the pursuit of
publication in the appropriate media, particularly scientific journals. The ADAC Review Group stresses
the importance of publishing ADAC funded research.
4. Assess project Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs). The ADAC Review Group will determine if the
actual TRLs versus the planned TRLs at given milestones for each project indicate that research is
progressing as planned. Additionally, assessment will seek to determine if research indicates planned
TRLs are on a trajectory to produce a useful capability for the Arctic operator.
5. Review Project Transition Plan. The ADAC Review Group will review and consult with the project team
and project champion for discoveries in new intellectual property, commercialization opportunities, and
alignment that meet end-user acquisition needs.
6. Determine actual program execution versus planned in terms of schedules, milestones, and metrics.
The ADAC Review Group will assess how well each project is progressing according to their workplan
submitted by ADAC to DHS OUP for the project year. If the project is substantially off schedule, the
project team will develop a “Get-Well-Plan” to re-establish adherence to the prior approved Project
schedule, milestones, and metrics.
7. Assess project team overall performance. For projects that are significantly under- performing, the
ADAC Review Group will determine if the project lead is able to present an acceptable approach to
14
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Center leadership. If necessary, ADAC leadership will consult with the DHS S&T OUP Program Manager
to restructure the project’s leadership, team, and/or project plan in accordance with DHS S&T OUP ADAC grant terms and conditions. If a project is unable to proceed accordingly, ADAC leadership will
consult with DHS S&T OUP PM to discontinue the project. Following such a decision, ADAC leadership
will conduct documentation and provide reprograming recommendations.
8. Specific process for Education Program Management: ADAC’s Education and Administration Manager
will present assessments of the education program during quarterly reviews or during periods between
quarterly reviews as needed. Following each quarterly education assessment, the ADAC Review Group
will:
a. Examine the effectiveness of student participation in individual projects.
b. Evaluate Center performance for recruitment of under-represented students in both the ADAC
Fellows program and for the summer internship program.
c. Assess individual ADAC Fellow performance in meeting their work plan objectives.
d. Evaluate the Education Outreach and Workforce Development Program by assessing
schedules, milestones, and planned metrics for the overall program.
e. Assess recommendations by the Education and Administration Manager to address any
deficient areas of performance.
9. Subrecipient monitoring visits by ADAC leadership. Independent of the ADAC quarterly review cycle but
instrumental in the overall management of project work for the Center, ADAC leadership will conduct
subrecipient monitoring visits. ADAC leadership has developed a subrecipient checklist to guide
awardees in preparing and presenting their project’s compliance with the cooperative grant terms and
conditions. ADAC’s Executive Director and Finance Director normally conduct these subrecipient
monitoring visits.
ADAC Research Transition Process.
As a DHS S&T OUP Center of Maritime Research, ADAC’s priority is to transition research that is sufficiently
mature to DHS acquisition processes. In pursuit of acquisition, ADAC seeks to connect sufficiently mature
research to industry, HQ USCG CG-7 (Assistant Commandant for Capabilities), and HQ USCG CG-9
(Assistant Commandant for Acquisitions). In addition to working with HQ USCG CG-7 and CG-9, ADAC will
conduct appropriate coordination with USCG Research and Development Center for operational testing of
research in advance of formal USCG acquisition of ADAC maturing research. While principally oriented to
the USCG, ADAC also seeks to support other DHS maritime mission needs in the Arctic.
Research transition is principal focus of ADAC Year 5. All ADAC’s projects included in Year 5 plan include
transition as an integral part of their work plans. Center leadership evaluates project transition planning
during quarterly reviews via the ADAC Review Group. This review is one way to discern the pathway of
transition planning needed to support end user mission needs, and that an acquisition opportunity is
feasible, acceptable, and supportable. ADAC’s USCG Project Champions are integral to research
transition. Consulting USCG Project Champions normally occur during ADAC’s Annual Meeting, through
direct dialogue with Project teams, and at the ADAC Customers and Partners Roundtable.
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Attributes of research transition readiness. Research projects that are suitable for transition need a higher
Technology Readiness Level (TRL). Project leads are responsible for identifying the TRL. Transitioning
research needs a confirmed pathway to become an acquisition. Accordingly, the established USCG Project
Champions are encouraged to confirm the TRL and to provide advocacy to establish transition planning
with HQ USCG CG-9, and by appropriate coordination with DHS S&T OUP, HQ USCG CG-7, and USCG
Research Development Center (RDC).
ADAC’s “Research-to-Capability Process” (RTCP). ADAC’s RTCP is the Center’s approach for finalizing the
transition of research to end users. In Program Year 5, ADAC plans to add an industry-provided transition
advisor to work with the ADAC Executive Director and Project Management Director to transition
concluding research to DHS and USCG acquisition professionals. ADAC will recruit the support of the
University of Alaska Business Enterprise Institute and UAA Office of Sponsored Programs to support
transition activities.
This task team approach includes careful handling of transfer for appropriate documentation and patent
initiation.
ADAC’s Principal Investigator, Research Director, and Executive Director will determine the task
organization needed to migrate research to receiving development and acquisition professionals. ADAC’s
Executive Director will lead with Center’s Project Management Director in serving as deputy lead for the
task-organized team. This team will include project PI(s), center support personnel, and supporting
institutions.
The task-organized team will prepare the transfer of research materials, associated physical hardware,
software, and intellectual property. Transfer preparation will include a review of financial documentation,
DHS S&T OUP-ADAC grant terms and conditions, onward disclosure notifications to DHS S&T OUP Program
Manager, and appropriate public announcements.
The Project PI(s) will complete documentation. This will include fully describing the research, completed
milestones, objectives, and project research conclusions while also initiating science review and preparing
journal submissions. The Project PI(s) team, in coordination with ADAC leadership, will initiate patent
application with University of Alaska as appropriate.
Following internal center preparations, ADAC’s Executive Director and Project Management Director will
lead the task-organized team in correspondence and meetings with the receiving agency or organization to
conclude transfer.
If a research project is not able to discern a pathway to DHS and USCG acquisition, ADAC’s secondary
approach is to determine an alternative pathway to the research plan to realize an achievable acquisition
for DHS and USCG.
If either primary or alternative pathway efforts for acquisition prove infeasible, ADAC’s next approach is to
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seek transition for commercial application. ADAC believes the following categories are the most feasible
for commercial application of ADAC research:






Oil and mineral extraction;
Coastal and port security;
Destination adventure cruises;
Arctic region maritime shipping;
Education materials.

Lastly, if research does not prove to be feasible for commercial applications, ADAC will seek to connect
completed research with those in the community of Arctic maritime research who will benefit the most. In
all cases, ADAC will continue to strive to ensure research outcomes benefit the public good.

ADAC Strategic Communications Plan.
Effective communications is essential for ADAC research success. This communication plan is both a
chance to publicize center and project activities and accomplishments, and to receive input from
stakeholders. The below reflects both mediums and audiences targeted for communications.
ADAC’s plan will communicate progress on research projects and center activities as well as
announcements of workshops and research opportunities. The center will engage with the community of
Arctic researchers (particularly in the U.S. and Canada) to inform and be informed of S&T advances and
research associated with Arctic Domain Awareness. ADAC plans to continue a comprehensive approach
in various mediums to communicate to customers, partners, and collaborators. Therefore, ADAC plans to
utilize the internet, social media, workshops, roundtables, and direct engagement with USCG entities and
other key stakeholders to remain informed.
Correspondingly, in Program Year 5, ADAC will accomplish the following tasks to advance Strategic
Communications:
 As part of ADAC’s Quarterly Review process, ADAC leadership will review communications
activities. This includes review of ADAC’s internet website, quarterly newsletters, and proposed
project journal articles. During the Quarterly Review, Center leadership will benchmark ADAC
communications products based on a summary review of other DHS CoEs and U.S. university
research centers. Following the review, ADAC communications team will implement changes.
o ADAC will maintain Center website synchronization with the DHS S&T OUP website,
www.hsuniversityprograms.org.
o Center newsletters will include focused project reviews and ADAC Fellow’s written
contributions.
 Continue to use Facebook, Linkedin, and Twitter social media when suitable.
 Continue ADAC outreach through utilizing the resources and venues of the University of Alaska,
the Arctic Research Consortium of the U.S., the Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee,
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and the U.S. Arctic Research Commission communications media.
Engage fellow DHS S&T OUP Centers of Excellence for collaboration opportunities.
Collaborate with fellow University of Alaska research entities.
Continue to improve engagement activities as discussed under USCG and Key Stakeholder
Engagement. This includes providing a survey via Customers and Partners Roundtables to solicit
feedback of all ADAC engagement. ADAC leadership will address surveys at ADAC Quarterly
Reviews.

USCG and Key Stakeholder Engagement.
In Program Year 5, ADAC will build upon successful prior engagement with USCG. ADAC will also advance
efforts with other U.S. Federal departments and agencies, particularly those agencies that also seek to
support USCG missions in the Arctic. Current or planned collaborations with U.S. Federal agencies include
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), U.S. National Ice Center (USNIC) and National Maritime Intelligence-Integration Office (NMIO).
ADAC will work to advance partnerships, and investigate potential for joint or sponsored research with
these and other Federal agencies that are oriented toward USCG mission needs in the Arctic. ADAC’s
leadership will conduct teleconferences and webinars with these key agencies, participate in their
workshops and conferences when invited, and provide invitations for these agencies to participate in
ADAC or University of Alaska hosted venues. Further, ADAC plans to travel to USCG District 17 to meet
with the incoming Commander and senior command staff early in Year 5 to review all current and new
research. ADAC plans quarterly teleconferences with USCG R&D Center, and will initiate new reach-out
with USCG Pacific Area leadership, as the new command team transitions in the summer of 2018.
ADAC’s “Customers and Partner’s Roundtable” will continue to be an important research synchronization
forum, that will be conducted on a quarterly basis in Program Year 5. This forum has proven itself as a
useful venue to inform research and provide customers and partners alike, the opportunity to ask specific
questions, and stay connected to ADAC’s research projects and Center activities.
As a focused supplement to the open nature of Customer’s and Partner’s Roundtable, there will be a
semi-annual USCG “Principal Customer’s” teleconference, which include HQ USCG Project Champions.
This focused venue will be off-set from ADAC’s fall Annual meeting. The Project Champion’s
teleconference provides a chance for ADAC’s principal customers in the USCG, the chance for extended
conversations on Center activities and research, within a USCG oriented format.
Due to their reach across the network of Arctic research, additional key partners for engagement include
the U.S. Arctic Research Commission, Arctic Research Consortium of the U.S., the Alaska Arctic Policy
Commission (a State of Alaska agency), and the U.S. Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee.
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ADAC leadership and project leads will continue to routinely interact with HQ USCG Project Champions
and key HQ USCG staff leadership, and engage with USCG Pacific Area, USCG Districts 9 and 17, and
USCG R&D Center.
ADAC will also continue routine interaction with DHS S&T Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects
Agency (HSARPA).
In addition to routine engagement with USCG Project Champions and project advocates, ADAC will
conduct the following calendar driven engagement approach for program Year 5 as previously described.

III.

ADAC Project Descriptions Aligned to DHS CMR FOA Themes:
THEME 1: Maritime Risk, Threat Analysis and Resilience Research Projects:
1. Developing Sea-Ice and Weather Forecasting Tools to Improve Situational Awareness and Crisis
Response in the Arctic;
2. High resolution Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice and Currents (HIOMAS).
3. TBD: Projects awarded and established responding to the fall 2017 Arctic Incidents of
National Significance Workshop: “Coping with the Unthinkable…an Arctic Maritime Oil Spill.”

1. PROJECT: Developing Sea-Ice and Weather Forecasting Tools to Improve Situational Awareness and
Crisis Response in the Arctic.
Project PI: Dr. Nathan Kettle
Lead Institution: University of Alaska Fairbanks
Supporting Team: Dr.’s Hajo Eicken, Andy Mahoney, and Lawson Brigham (UAF)
Project Description:
Abstract: This research project aims to improve USCG and other DHS Arctic maritime operator situational
awareness. The forecasting tools developed from this project will improve crisis response by enhancing the
support for planning an emergency response to meteorological and environmental marine hazards in the
Arctic. Researchers will develop a decision support tool, grounded in stakeholder interactions, to support
weather and sea ice-sensitive decision making. This includes facilitated and deliberate interactions
among University of Alaska researchers, USCG emergency responders, NOAA forecasters, and marine
operators in the Arctic. Researchers will focus investigation on the waters surrounding Utqiaġvik (Barrow),
Alaska; a sub region of the North Slope located on the north coast of Alaska between the Chukchi and
Beaufort Seas. The research project involves three phases:
1. Preliminary tool development;
2. Stakeholder feedback and tool optimization and;
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3. Outreach, dissemination, and evaluation.
Phase 1: Prototype tool development involves three steps. First, researchers assess the decision contexts
of marine operators in the Arctic including: weather and sea ice-sensitive decisions, use of weather and
climate information, factors influencing information use, thresholds, and uncertainties via a series of
literature reviews and interviews. Second, the team identifies coastal hazards from historical gridded ice
velocity data from the UAF Coastal Sea Ice Radar system (CSIRS). Third, researchers will collaborate with
the National Weather Service (NWS) and Arctic Environmental Response Management Application (ERMA)
to identify procedures for generating event notifications and formats suitable for communicating
information.
Phase 2: Findings help to develop a prototype-forecasting module. Researchers leverage feedback
obtained from marine stakeholders via an interactive webinar to improve the project-forecasting tool.
Phase 3: Researchers share project findings with a broader audience across Alaska and the Arctic via
outreach and project evaluation.

Figure 2: Developing Sea-Ice and Weather Forecasting Tools Overview

Objective/Purpose: The proposed research will address the following goals and objectives:
(1) Assess the decision contexts for marine operators in the Arctic, including weather and sea icesensitive decisions, use of weather/climate information, factors influencing information use,
thresholds, and uncertainties.
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(2) Enhance the usability of weather and sea ice forecasting tools to predict and respond to
environmental hazards threatening vessels and marine activities via the development of a prototype
forecasting module.
(3) Identify lessons learned and best practices for supporting knowledge co-production of decision
support tools in the Arctic.
Baseline: ADAC and other research endeavors investigate approaches to support key decision makers
involved in Arctic operations. Some tools provide information on existing environmental conditions in the
Arctic, which are useful in decision-making. However, there is a need to improve decision support tools in a
manner that directly serves operators. The proposed enhancement of the operator support tools includes
the following: (1) understanding the tactical scales of data flow needed for planning and response to sea
ice and other marine hazards, (2) developing methods to automate emergency responses from
observations based on potentially hazardous conditions, (3) understanding perceived uncertainties, and
(4) identifying decision thresholds for tools. There is also a need to understand the best methods for
sharing summaries of lessons learned from past rescue and response efforts. Improving the opportunities
for implementation and long-term cost-effectiveness will require leveraging existing infrastructure,
observations, and partnerships.
Research Method: Using a model of action-oriented science, researchers will continue work established in
Program Year 4 by consulting with key stakeholders to develop and evaluate a sea ice-forecasting tool for
Arctic operators. The team seeks a forecast tool, which will have a direct bearing on stakeholder needs
with regard to hazards, planning, and operations.
The research method is accomplished via a phased process, which includes multiple iterations of
stakeholder engagement in the development, testing, implementation, and evaluation of the research
product (forecasting tool). This approach is within a total hazards framework, and builds on the premise
that comprehensively accounting for different classes of hazards is far preferable to considering these
hazards in isolation. Details of the research plan, including what work will be completed by the close of
ADAC Program Year 5, are as follows:
Phase 1: The team develops a prototype weather and Sea Ice Hazard Tool. This includes an assessment of
decision contexts among marine operators by conducting a literature review and interviews with key
stakeholders (Phase 1a). This step focuses on understanding the following: (1) weather and sea ice
sensitive decisions related to mitigating Arctic shipping hazards, (2) operator use and awareness of
forecasting tools, (3) information needs and decision thresholds, (4) key uncertainties, (5) what planners
and managers desire to learn about past emergency response efforts, and (6) previous rescue and
recovery efforts in the Arctic. Interviews will target key decision makers involved in shipping management
decisions across Arctic Alaska (e.g., managers, operators, responders across several agencies and
organizations). We anticipate these steps for phase 1a will be completed in the initial weeks of Year 5.
Findings from the literature review and interviews will inform the development of the prototype hazardforecasting tool, which provides early warning capability for three classes of hazards (phase 1b). The team
begins by identifying coastal hazards from historical gridded ice velocity data from the UAF CSIRS. The
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focus is on three classes of coastal ice hazards observed by the CSIRS and for developing early warning
systems (EWS). We anticipate phase 1b will be completed very soon following the start of Program Year 5.
For each EWS, the team will develop working prototypes using archived data and knowledge of previous
events. They will then prepare a series of demonstrations for each EWS under different ice conditions and
thresholds to present to project partners and stakeholders for evaluation and refinement in later phases of
the project. In parallel with phases 1a and 1b, they will collaborate with project partners at NWS and Arctic
ERMA to identify procedures for generating event notifications detected by EWS’s and formats suitable for
communicating information (phase 1c). Phase 1c will begin in Program Year 5.
Phase 2: The team presents a prototype-forecasting tool to the marine stakeholders to obtain feedback for
tool refinement. The research team will elicit feedback via an interactive webinar, which specifically targets
the interviewees, project partners, and additional stakeholders. The research team will then optimize the
prototype-forecasting tool based on the feedback obtained during the webinar and presentation.
Optimizing the tool will require iterations with project partners to revise hazard notification formats and
procedures discussed in Phase 1c. Phase 2 will begin in Program Year 5.
Phase 3: During the final phase of the project, the team will share project findings with a broader range of
stakeholders across Alaska and the Arctic to evaluate the tool. This includes presenting the tool to a
broader audience via the following: a webinar, developing a summary FAQ sheet for distribution to
stakeholders (made available online), and presenting the findings at peer review forums attended by both
scientists and stakeholders to provide additional opportunities for dialog and engagement. Phase 3 will
begin in Program Year 5.
The research team will evaluate the action-oriented approach to creating useable forecasting tools based
on feedback obtained from a web-based questionnaire (following the webinar) to understand how project
outcomes met user needs. They will also discuss lessons learned about knowledge co-production with
project partners, including barriers and enabling factors, to identify lessons learned that might advise
future collaborations.

Figure 3: Developing Sea-Ice and Weather Forecasting Tools Research Methodology Phases

Student Participation: ADAC Fellow Dina Abdel Fatah will continue as a project student researcher. Ms.
Fatah will work closely with the Principal Investigator to conclude interviews and work with the technology
development members of the project to assist realizing information gained from the interviews into the
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applied tools. This research will further her PhD program and prepare her to enter the HSE uniquely
qualified as a social science researcher who can visualize technology solutions.
Key Milestones:
1. Assessment of decision context. The research team provides a summary of the context in which
decisions relating to weather and sea ice hazards from different stakeholders based upon a review
of existing literature and interviews with decision makers (30 Jun 2018, with follow-on
assessment, 15 Jul 2018).
2. EWS demonstrations for sea ice hazards detected using a CSIRS development of demonstration
products for identifying historical sea ice hazard events developed using archived data (30 Jun
2018 with follow-on assessment, 15 Jul 2018).
3. Identify procedures for generating notification events detected by EWS and formats suitable for
communicating information (30 Oct 2018).
4. Present prototypes of EWS to project partners and stakeholders for evaluation and refinement
5. Refine EWS based on partner and stakeholder feedback (15 Jan 2019).
6. Present findings to a broader audience of stakeholders across Alaska and the arctic via a webinar
tool, which includes obtaining evaluation data (30 Mar 2019).
7. Develop outreach material, including FAQ sheets (30 Apr 2019).
8. Transition EWS to Arctic ERMA (15 Jun 2019).
Performance Metrics: Metrics for assessing how the project team is meeting the stated milestones
include:
• Number of stakeholders interviewed. The team anticipates interviewing up to 15 participants from
five different groups: response managers (USCG, local search and rescue), agency data analysts
(NOAA ERMA/NWS), first responders, commercial marine operators, and subsistence hunters.
• Assessing the quality of the decision tool.
• Number of EWS prototypes developed. The team anticipates developing EWS prototypes for three
different classes of coastal ice hazard. Each will be evaluated using data from prior incidents
identified through the course of the project or any that arise during the period of performance.
Currently no EWS exist. The target for each EWS is the successful identification of at least one
incident with <50% false alarm rate.
• Number of authors on peer-reviewed publication. In addition to the project team, our target is to
include authors from NOAA ORR, the NWS ASIP and at least 1 other stakeholder group.
• Number of stakeholders and stakeholder groups represented during the project webinar.
Outcomes/output: Overall, the project’s key outcomes are improved situational awareness and crisis
response in the Arctic and enhanced Arctic marine safety and environmental protection. Additional
outcomes include the following: (1) an understanding of decision contexts for marine operators in the
Arctic, (2) enhanced usability of weather and sea ice forecasting tools to predict and respond to
environmental hazards, threatening vessels, and marine activities, and (3) identification of best practices
for supporting knowledge co-production of decision support tools in the Arctic. As this project is a two-year
research endeavor, the following established both the first and second year planned outcomes (ADAC
Program Year 4 and Year 5). Accordingly, the project plans to deliver the following capabilities:
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• Provide improved situational awareness and crisis response in the Arctic and enhanced Arctic
marine safety and environmental protection; via integrating the information tools and products
directly into the operations of the NWS ASIP information and advisory dissemination process and
Arctic ERMA’s response management portal and advisory framework (overall outcome). This
outcome will be achieved in Program Year 5;
• Provide enhanced usability of weather and sea ice forecasting tools to predict and respond to
environmental hazards threatening vessels and marine activities (overall outcome). This outcome
will be achieved in Program Year 5;
• Identify best practices for supporting knowledge co-production of decision support tools in the
Arctic (overall outcome). This outcome was achieved in Program Year 4;
• Develop and transition sea ice and weather hazard forecasting tool (overall outcome). This
outcome will be achieved in Program Year 5;
• Conduct two interactive webinars (Program Year 5 specific outcome);
• Provide Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) sheets; Author manuscripts submitted for peer-review
(Program Year 5 specific outcome).
Stakeholder Engagement: Integrated stakeholder engagement continues in each phase of the project.
ADAC and Project investigator conduct routine calls with HQ USCG Project Champion. Project is featured
during quarterly ADAC Customer’s and Partner’s Roundtable. In Year 5, researchers continue with an
examination of decision contexts and information needs via interviews and literature reviews, which will
inform the design of a forecasting tool. This includes engagement with UAF researchers involved in
sustained Arctic observations, marine operators involved in sea ice hazard- related sensitive decisions,
and agencies involved with issuing early warnings (such as National Weather Service) or providing
interactive interfaces with data relevant in a hazard mitigation and response context (such as Arctic
ERMA). The project team will continue to participate in the planned ADAC “Customers and Partners”
Roundtable in order to inform and receive feedback on project progress and usefulness to USCG mariners
and ADAC collaborators. The research team will provide opportunities for stakeholder feedback via an
interactive webinar. This feedback will enable the team to optimize tools and evaluate the process as well
as outcomes with an interdisciplinary approach. Researchers will engage a wider audience via a FAQ sheet
and a second webinar.
Project Champion: Dr. Jon Berkson, HQ USCG CG-WWM. Project support is provided by CAPT Tom
Meyer, HQ USCG CG-761. Project advocates include: USCG HQ CG-926, USCG R&D Center, USCG
D17. Due to association with Arctic ERMA, ADAC acknowledges NOAA Office of Response and
Restoration (ORR) as a project advocate.
Transition Plan. The research team disseminates project outcomes to stakeholders through the projectspecific presentations and webinars described above as well as through regular customers and partners
meetings and annual reports coordinated by ADAC leadership. The team will also publish findings in peerreviewed journals. Destination of applications of the research is principally focused on NWS ASIP and
Arctic ERMA. Accordingly, transition of the research to NWS ASIP and Arctic ERMA provides USCG, and
other Arctic mariners access to mission planning software, and a relatively uncomplicated transition
pathway. The research team designed the workflow and partnerships underlying this research in a
manner that sets the stage for integrating the information tools and products directly into the operations of
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the NWS ASIP information and advisory dissemination process and Arctic ERMA’s response management
portal and advisory framework. Both of these elements are tied directly into the formal response
frameworks, such as under an incident command, as well as for routine hazard monitoring and mitigation
operations by USCG and other DHS Arctic operators. Researchers expect to achieve TRL 7 for projectdeveloped information products and software applications.
2. PROJECT: High-Resolution Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice and Currents (HIOMAS)
Project PI: Dr. Jinlun Zhang
Lead Institution: University of Washington
Project Description:
Abstract: This ADAC project is completing an accurate High-resolution Ice-Ocean Modeling and
Assimilation System (HIOMAS) to simulate and predict sea ice and currents in the Arctic Ocean. This
system is calibrated and validated using a range of available sea ice and ocean observations. Once
validated, the system is used for near real-time hindcasting and daily to seasonal forecasting of the Arctic
Ocean currents, sea ice, and other environmental changes. The research pays particular attention to: (1)
the prediction of spatial distribution of ice motion and thickness, (2) the fraction of thick-ridged or multiyear ice, and (3) the retreat and advance of ice edges. These are the sea ice factors that are most relevant
to Arctic operators.
Accurate high-resolution prediction of ocean currents and sea ice conditions will enhance the Coast
Guard’s ability to prepare for and respond to oil spills in the Arctic Ocean. The prediction data will aim to
improve Coast Guard safety and consistency when conducting search and rescue missions. The prediction
data may also be useful for assisting other stakeholders in planning and management of economic
activities. In addition, the data may be useful for other modeling efforts, such as oil spill and wave
modeling. An inherent strength of HIOMAS is the ability to generate high precision models of sea ice
thickness, the movement of ice, and ocean currents across the Arctic Ocean. When focused on a particular
region of concern, HIOMAS is able to achieve even greater data precision. Through prior ADAC
investigation, pan-Arctic resolution has reached the limits of the existing computing ability. Research is
now focused on integrating HIOMAS into USCG operations in order to aid in predicting Arctic sea ice and
currents on daily to seasonal time scales. Complementing research prediction for Arctic sea ice and ocean
currents is assessing the HIOMAS model predictability through skilled evaluation and uncertainty analysis
as well as identifying areas for further model improvement. ADAC currently seeks the model destination
for HIOMAS within a NOAA/National Weather Service organization or affiliate. Throughout transition with
NOAA, ADAC will continue to publish HIOMAS to Arctic ERMA and provide modelled data to operational
users and operationally oriented institutions, such as the U.S. National Ice Center.
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Figure 4: High Resolution Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice and Currents (HIOMAS) Overview

Objective/Purpose: This ADAC project is aims to develop a robust numerical tool that can be used to
conduct high-resolution hindcast and forecast of Arctic sea ice and ocean currents. Our goal is to provide
accurate, high-resolution hindcast and forecast data to help enhance the USCG ability to conduct search
and rescue missions more safely and reliably. We also want to use the data to assist NOAA and other
Arctic stakeholders to prepare and respond to potential oil spills or to plan and manage economic
activities.
Baseline: Through prior research, the ADAC research team has developed three versions of HIOMAS with
6 km, 4 km, and 2 km horizontal resolution. These investigators note that none of these three versions
creates any false ice thickness buildup data associated with other modeling approaches. With a 2 km panArctic resolution, HIOMAS is too data intensive to run on University of Washington’s existing computer
cluster. However, for most applications investigators have discovered that a 4 km resolution HIOMAS is
appropriately useful. Nevertheless, once a more powerful computer is available it will be straightforward to
run the 2 km resolution HIOMAS.
In Program Year 5 research, we plan to experiment, refine and test, a new version of HIOMAS developed in
Program Year 4, focusing on the U.S. Arctic EEZ, i.e., the Alaska waters in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas.
Focusing on such a subset region of the Arctic may allow HIOMAS to achieve even higher horizontal
resolution, useful for tactical-level operations. We plan to target on 1 km resolution for this smaller
regional model depiction.
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ADAC notes that (to the researcher’s knowledge), no high resolution (≤ 4 km) models have previously been
used for daily to seasonal forecast of Arctic sea ice and currents. Daily to seasonal Arctic sea-ice and
ocean current forecasts correspond to USCG direct operational needs. Therefore, orienting HIOMAS
research will fill this operational gap. ADAC leadership, HIOMAS investigation, and other project
investigators (in particular, Arctic Oil Spill Modeling) will work comprehensively to ensure that HIOMAS is
available via NOAA programs such as: Arctic ERMA, along with HIOMAS program execution a targeted
destination within NOAA or a NOAA affiliate. Further ADAC will continue to pursue any DHS or USCG
application as desired by the HIOMAS HQ USCG project champion.
Research Method: The research involves expert mathematical modeling of the Arctic Ocean to obtain sea
ice thickness and sea ice and ocean current movement using atmospheric forcing data and satellite
provided data. The Program Year 5 research project will continue to advance HIOMAS application to
benefit operational community needs, factoring appropriate Arctic meteorological conditions. Accordingly,
for Program Year 5, ADAC plans to investigate the following scientific/technical questions, (focusing on the
challenging modeling of the subset region of the Arctic Ocean at very high horizontal resolution (targeting 1
km) that would be most useful to specific Arctic mariner needs within the U.S. Arctic maritime EEZ).
Specific research investigations include:






Is it possible to construct a version of HIOMAS for a very small model domain with very high
horizontal resolution (targeting 1 km resolution) which is able to generate stable numerical
solution?
Can such a HIOMAS realistically simulate and predict Arctic sea ice (thickness and velocity) and
corresponding ocean (current) velocity?
How does HIOMAS behave along the lateral open boundaries? Would the very small model domain
cause spurious sea-ice and ocean properties along the open boundaries?
Can the 1 km resolution HIOMAS capture more ice cracks and ridges seen in reality that is relevant
to Arctic operators?

Research project developed HIOMAS from the Pan-arctic Ice–Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System
(PIOMAS, Zhang and Rothrock, 2003). PIOMAS is a well-established modeling and assimilation system with
advanced sea ice and ocean model components and is capable of assimilating satellite derived sea ice
concentration. Its realistic sea ice output is widely disseminated worldwide by scientists, sea ice
enthusiasts, interested bloggers, media organizations, and government officials.
Developed based on PIOMAS, HIOMAS has a high probability of advancing operationally useful Arctic
Ocean current and sea ice modeling. In addition, HIOMAS has a much higher horizontal resolution than
PIOMAS, with 2–4 km resolution for the entire Arctic Ocean, depending on computing resources. Research
team plans to further enhance model resolution by refining, testing and conducting experiments on a 1 km
resolution HIOMAS for the Alaska waters (the U.S. Arctic EEZ) in for Program Year 5. Such high resolution is
essential to improving the prediction of sea ice concentration, thickness, motion, and ocean circulation.
Due to the increased resolution, many of the model parameters may need adjustment in areas such as ice
strength and ocean viscosities.
A key adaptation for Program Year 5 research is integrating forecast atmospheric forcing from the NOAA
National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System (CFS) into HIOMAS.
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NOAA’s CFS consists of coupled atmosphere, sea ice, and ocean model components with data
assimilation. The CFS forecast ranges from hours to months: there are a total of 16 CFS forecast runs
every day, of which four runs go out to nine months, three runs go out to one season, and nine runs go out
to 45 days. These runs all create 6-hourly forecasts of atmospheric data that are widely accessible in real
time, and thus ideal for forcing the HIOMAS forecast. Using the CFS forecast forcing, the researchers will
conduct daily to seasonal forecast experiments on a monthly basis and more frequently if emergencies
occur in the Arctic that need a rapid response. Forecast results will help the researcher investigate and
potentially answer previously stated science questions.
The science review for this project is extensive. U.S. National Ice Center (USNIC) provides short-term
numerical forecasts of sea ice extent and concentration using the Polar Ice Prediction System (PIPS),
combined with satellite observations (Cheng and Preller, 1999). PIPS uses forecast forcing from an
atmospheric forecast model to drive a coupled ice–ocean model to predict the future state of the ice cover
days in advance.
PIPS was later replaced by the Arctic Cap Nowcast/Forecast System (ACNFS). Most recently, ACNFS was
replaced by the Navy’s Global Ocean Forecast System (GOFS), developed at the Naval Research
Laboratory at the Stennis Space Center (NRL-SSC). Like the PIPS and ACNFS models, GOFS also consists
of a coupled ice–ocean model driven by forecast forcing from an atmospheric forecast model. Scientists at
the NRL-SSC have been conducting hindcasts and short-term and seasonal forecasts of Arctic sea ice
using GOFS3.1. In addition, the Canadian Ice Service is also providing short-term forecasts of sea ice in
Canada’s navigable waters.
After the dramatic retreat of Arctic sea ice during the summer of 2007, the U.S. SEARCH and the European
DAMOCLES programs recommended a community-wide prediction effort — the September Arctic Sea Ice
Outlook. The focus of the Outlook is on the area of the overall Arctic sea ice extent and hence different
from the focus of HIOMAS forecast. This effort has been ongoing since 2008 with increasing participation
(Stroeve et al., 2014; http://www.arcus.org/search/seaiceoutlook/ and now
http://www.arcus.org/sipn/sea-ice-outlook).
For the September 2014 Arctic Sea Ice Outlook, 23 research groups worldwide participated, employing
various methods that combined observations, statistical and numerical models, and empirical analyses.
Among the 23 contributions are 10 predictions from numerical models, including coupled ice–ocean
models.
Community involvement in the Outlook (as discussed in the previous paragraph) has shed considerable
light on the predictability of the area of September Arctic sea ice extent. Most of the numerical models
participating in the Outlook have a coarse horizontal resolution (> 10 km). These numerical models focus
on the predictions of total September Arctic sea ice extent, and few predict ice thickness and ice edge
locations; which is not particularly useful for assisting the planning and management of economic
activities and USCG operational missions in the Arctic Ocean. Among these numerical models, only ACNFS
(later GOFS) has a high horizontal resolution (4 km) comparable to the 4 km resolution HIOMAS.
However, unlike HIOMAS, GOFS is primarily for hindcasts and short-term forecasts. Its seasonal forecasts
are mainly for scientific exercises, focusing on September Arctic ice extent. In addition, the sea ice model
in GOFS is different from that in HIOMAS. The HIOMAS sea ice model is adapted from PIOMAS, which has
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proven to simulate ice thickness with low mean bias and high model-observation correlation (e.g.,
Schweiger et al., 2011). This is why PIOMAS sea ice output is used extensively. ADAC leadership and the
research team believe the high-resolution HIOMAS results will be even more Arctic operator-friendly and
more broadly utilized. In addition, it is our belief the experiment on 1 km resolution HIOMAS on a subset
region covering the U.S. Arctic EEZ will prove operationally useful, and particularly useful to USCG Arctic
operations in the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Sea regions.
Student Participation: No student participation is planned at this point in the project.
Key Milestones:
1. Create a sustainable fine resolution (<= 1 km) HIOMAS for U.S. Arctic maritime EEZ (Chukchi and
Beaufort Sea Regions), 30 Aug 2018.
2. Confirm a suitable HIOMAS transition pathway with NOAA/NWS and or NOAA Affiliate 15 Sep 2018.
3. Establish and test sequential 6, 4 and 2 KM resolution prototypes for pan-Arctic transitions of
HIOMAS at NOAA/NWS and or NOAA 15 Nov 2018.
4. Refine and test fine resolution (<= 1 km) U.S. Arctic EEZ HIOMAS in support of Arctic operations,
15 Jan 2019.
5. Provide HIOMAS transition documentation to NOAA/NWS and or NOAA Affiliate, 15 Feb 2019.
6. Finalize feeds from HIOMAS (operating in NOAA/NWS and or NOAA Affiliate and Arctic ERMA in
support of Arctic Oil Spill Modeling (AOSM). Explore the possibility of including the fine resolution
(<= 1 km) version into the HIOMAS portfolio. 15 Mar 2019.
7. Determine supportable refreshment of HIOMAS from University of Washington Applied Physics
Laboratory to NOAA systems (and any “on-demand” support aspects), 1 May 2019.
8. Conduct testing, refine documentation, finalize journal submissions and conclude transition, 30
Jun 2019.
Performance Metrics: The key output of HIOMAS forecast includes sea ice thickness, concentration, and
velocity; fraction of thick ridged or multi-year ice; ice edge locations; snow depth; and ocean velocity. The
researcher will improve prediction accuracy through extensive model calibration and validation using
corresponding observations, such as NASA Ice Bridge observations of ice thickness and snow depth,
satellite observations of ice concentration, and buoy observed ice drift (ice motion).
The researcher will use statistical quantities such as model–data correlation, root mean squared error,
and mean model bias to quantify and subsequently reduce model misfits through calibration and
validation. In particular, the researcher will strive to limit the mean model bias to under 20% for ice
concentration, 0.4 m for ice thickness, and 0.02 meters per second (m/s) for ice drift velocity and surface
ocean velocity.
Range of mean prediction error in ice concentration percent): 0% to 30%; range of mean prediction error in
ice (thickness (m): 0 m to 0.4 m, range of mean error in ice drift estimates (m/s): 0 m/s to 0.02 m/s.
Collaborate with ADAC Leadership and other ADAC researchers to determine improved approaches to
disseminate HIOMAS to USCG and other DHS maritime operators. NOAA’s Arctic ERMA is currently a key
platform for distributing HIOMAS forecast as the USCG, NOAA and Arctic stakeholders. USNIC is a center
useful to distribute HIOMAS as part of their product portfolio. In Program Year 5, ADAC leadership will
finalize transition destination for HIOMAS model operations, in order to publish modeled data to USNIC
and USCG operational command centers (to include USCG D17). Further, ADAC will
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publish research results through journal publications and scientific peer-review forums.
Outcomes/Outputs:
1. HIOMAS Models in 6, 4, 2 KM resolution via hindcast and forecast of sea ice thickness,
concentration, and velocity; fraction of thick ridged or multi-year ice; ice edge locations; snow
depth; and ocean velocity for pan-Arctic display.
2. HIOMAS Model in fine resolution (at or less than 1 KM scale) for U.S. Arctic maritime EEZ for direct
benefit to USCG Arctic operations in Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Sea regions.
3. Establishment of HIOMAS with an operationally focused model within NOAA/NWS and or NOAA
Affiliate.
Stakeholder Engagement: ADAC and Project investigator conduct routine calls with HQ USCG Project
Champion. This project continues to publish to NOAA’s Arctic ERMA in support of USCG D17 request.
Project is featured during quarterly ADAC Customer’s and Partner’s Roundtable. ADAC is collaborating with
NOAA to provide HIOMAS support to ADAC’s Arctic Oil Spill Modeling (which is currently in transition to
GNOME). ADAC will also investigate utility of HIOMAS providing direct feeds to support U.S. Coast Guard
Search and Rescue Operations (SAROPS) software application. Integral to Project Transition, ADAC is
engaging NOAA and NWS to determine final transition destination. Such a destination is needed in order
to operate the model, providing modeled data to NOAA/NWS and U.S. National Ice Center and USCG
operational users.
Project Champion: Dr. Jon Berkson, HQ USCG CG-WWM. Project advocates include: USCG HQ CG926, USCG R&D Center, USCG D17. U.S. National Ice Center advocates for the program’s modeled
data. Due to association with Arctic ERMA, ADAC acknowledges NOAA Office of Response and
Restoration (ORR) as a project advocate.
Transition Plan: As discussed in schedules and milestones, ADAC’s transition focuses in establishing
HIOMAS as an operationally supported model. At the close of ADAC Year 4, ADAC is in coordination for the
most suitable model operational destination with NOAA/NWS and or NOAA Affiliate and/or Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). As part of that transition, continuing to have HIOMAS modeled
data feed AOSM for ocean current, sea ice presence, thickness (including ridging, and other fine scale
characteristics) via NOAA’s GNOME is planned (while recognizing that AOSM can also use non-HIOMAS
data as needed by GNOME). Meanwhile, HIOMAS provides Arctic maritime operators via NOAA/NWS and
or NOAA and potentially PNNL a pan Arctic capable of 2 KM resolution pan-Arctic, plus a fine scale at or
less than 1KM resolution model of U.S. Arctic maritime EEZ. Transition planning consists of confirming
transition pathway with NOAA and/or potentially PNNL, establishing working prototypes (at increasingly
fine scale, based on host equipment capability), establishing feeds to GNOME (in order to support AOSM)
and publishing HIOMAS modeled data from NOAA/NWS and or NOAA Affiliate and potentially PNNL to other
NOAA systems (such as Arctic ERMA). On a separate line of effort, ADAC will investigate if there is any
suitability of HIOMAS to support USCG SAR-OPS (either pan Arctic or U.S. EEZ versions). Transition of
HIOMAS from ADAC and University of Washington, will be conducted in accordance with ADAC
management plan as previously discussed.
Researchers expect to achieve TRL 7/8 for project-developed information products and software
applications.
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3. PLACEHOLDER TBD: Projects awarded and established responding to the fall 2017 Arctic Incidents of
National Significance Workshop: “Coping with the Unthinkable…an Arctic Maritime Oil Spill.”

THEME 2: Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) Research
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Arctic Oil Spill Modeling (AOSM)
Ice Conditions Index for the Great Lakes Region (ICECON)
Using Vessel Tracking Data to Prioritize Bathymetric Surveying in a Rapidly Changing Arctic
The Arctic All-Hazards GIS Platform, University of Maryland.
Arctic Vessel Monitoring Geofencing/Alert Awareness, Alaska Marine Prevention and Response
Network and UAA College of Engineering
6. TBD: Projects awarded and established responding to the fall 2017 Arctic Incidents of National
Significance Workshop: “Coping with the Unthinkable…an Arctic Maritime Oil Spill.”
1. PROJECT: Arctic Oil Spill Modeling
Project PIs: Dr. Tom Ravens and Dr. Scott Socolofsky
Lead Institution: University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) and Texas A&M University (TAMU)
Supporting Team: Dana Brunswick (UAA), Caixia Wang (UAA), Tristan A. Goers (graduate student UAA) and
a Postdoctoral researcher (TAMU) (TBD).
Project Description:
Abstract: In support of the USCG marine oil spill response mission the research team is developing an
analytical model to estimate the spread of oil released in an ocean environment under ice due to a well
blowout, ruptured pipeline, or ship grounding. The approach for under ice oil release from an offshore well
blowout or pipeline rupture will involve coupling output from the ocean oil plume model developed by
TAMU with the UAA derived analytical density current models to forecast oil spreading. These tools have in
turn been included in the NOAA’s oil spill forecasting model, the General NOAA Operational Modeling
Environment (GNOME). For oil released near the ocean surface, the project team has adopted approaches
derived from the research literature compatible with NOAA’s GNOME model, and worked to have these
algorithms included in GNOME.
The research goal is to develop a tool to forecast the spread of oil in an Arctic marine environment in the
immediate aftermath of an oil spill event (i.e., within 24 or 48 hours of the spill). Modeling will account for
the character of the oil spill (e.g., well blowout or pipe rupture), the release rate or amount, the
environmental conditions (ice concentration, water depth, water velocity (drift), and salinity). Researchers
will prioritize near-surface releases of oil (e.g., vessel source) as there is a greater risk of oil spills from a
vessel source.
Specific research seeks to transition the Arctic-capable oil spill-forecasting tool to appropriate stakeholders
by incorporating the tool into NOAA’s oil spill model (the GNOME Suite, including both WebGNOME and
PyGNOME). This approach improves NOAA modeling environment used by USCG decision makers in oil spill
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response. The team further advances the tool by incorporating improved environmental data on Arctic
conditions, and through increased amounts of pre-formatted input data for Arctic applications.
Planned research includes:
1. Developing a user interface for the new elements of GNOME developed by ADAC; coding will be
accomplished by TAMU who has experience with JavaScript programing.
2. Validation of the dissolution algorithms used by GNOME incorporating those in the Texas A&M
model;
3. Couple GNOME with available ice data, and;
4. Complete the transition of all ADAC algorithms to the GNOME environment.

Figure 5: Arctic Oil Spill Modeling Overview

Objective/Purpose: The research objects of the Arctic Oil Spill Modeling (AOSM) project is to develop new
algorithms for oil fate and transport in the Arctic environment, including the effects of temperature,
salinity, ocean currents, and ice cover. These new methods are designed to fit an oil spill response
paradigm, meaning that they would be efficient calculations that can be run in a forecasting mode during a
spill. In order to make the new methods widely available and useful to the U.S. Coast Guard, AOSM is
working with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to implement these algorithms
in their oil spill-forecasting tool, GNOME.
Baseline: The USCG relies on the General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment (GNOME) oil spill
model and NOAA for expert guidance when responding to an oil spill. At the start of this project, NOAA’s
existing GNOME oil spill model was not Arctic-capable (e.g., it did not account for sea ice). The existing
GNOME oil spill model also did not yet include an oil plume module so it could not readily address sub32
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surface well blowouts and sub-surface pipeline ruptures. A new NOAA GNOME model, under development,
deals with ice by assuming if the coverage is 20% or less, the oil moves with winds and currents. If the
coverage is 80% or more, then it moves entirely with the ice. For concentrations between 20% and 80%, it
interpolates linearly.
ADAC oil spill researchers have engaged with NOAA’s leading oil spill modelers to provide expert advice to
incorporate ice into GNOME. As a result, ADAC oil spill research has provided a GNOME compatible model
that will forecast the movement of surface and under-ice releases of oil and gas. This model takes into
account the under ice roughness that affects the oil spread within the first 24 – 48 hours of an oil spill.
Recent ADAC research has created an Arctic oil spill calculator to serve as an in-house platform for the
development and testing of Arctic-capable oil spill algorithms. Recently, these algorithms were
incorporated to GNOME.
One of the key and unique features of this project is the realistic accounting of Arctic under ice roughness.
As a part of prior Beaufort Sea oil exploration, Shell Corporation provided initial estimates of Arctic underice roughness. ADAC oil spill researchers have advanced this analysis and added further collaboration
from ADAC’s Integrated Sea Ice Hazards PI, Dr. Andy Mahoney from the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Oil and gas plume modeling expertise developed by Texas A&M University (co-PI Scott Socolofsky) also
constitutes significant baseline data. Over the last five years, Dr. Socolofsky has developed the Texas
A&M Oil Spill Calculator (TAMOC), a comprehensive model for predicting the nearfield behavior of subsea
oil spills (Socolofsky et al., 2015), through funding from an array of sources. Contributors to this prior work
include the U.S. National Science Foundation, the Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative (GoMRI), the Bureau
of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE), Chevron Energy Technology Company, and Shell
Corporation.
When an oil and gas release occurs below the ocean surface, the chemicals rise and entrain ambient
seawater to form a plume. The nearfield region of a spill then extends until the buoyancies of the oil, gas,
and seawater mixture are in equilibrium. For the Deepwater Horizon accident, the nearfield dynamics were
responsible for effecting the intrusion layer that formed at a depth of 1100 m in the Gulf of Mexico
(Socolofsky, et al., 2011). These factors not only effected the intrusion layer, but also were responsible for
the transport of oil to the surface and close to the response zone (Ryerson, et al., 2011). In shallow icecapped regions, such as the Chukchi and most of the U.S. regions of the Beaufort Sea, the nearfield plume
will extend from the spill to the bottom of the ice surface. The plume model will predict the mixture density
of oil, gas, and seawater that will intrude laterally under the ice. It will also predict the mass flow rate of oil
and gas.
ADAC has successfully integrated algorithms developed and tested within the in-house ADAC Arctic Oil Spill
Calculator into the GNOME Suite. NOAA’s GNOME model is a next-generation oil spill model that is
designed to incorporate a number of oil spill modeling updates, including the Arctic-oriented updates
produced by ADAC. It remains to test these algorithms carefully, continue training of NOAA staff on their
use, and to enhance the user interface to access these new capabilities within the GNOME model.
Research Method: Through an integrated and sequential task driven method, the research team is
conducting advanced mathematical modeling to understand and characterize an Arctic region oil spill that
is emanating from a sea floor-based well, a ruptured marine transport pipeline, or a leak from a transport
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marine vessel. The research team continues to advance the prior year’s investigation, and iterates with
NOAA’s oil spill modelers to produce an advanced Arctic-capable oil spill response forecast tool. The
research method includes: (1) testing of the completed GNOME modeling suite for Arctic conditions, (2)
development of a user interface to access new capabilities created by ADAC within GNOME, (3) on-going
training of NOAA staff on Arctic GNOME, and (4) better integration of GNOME with available ice, shoreline,
and current data for the Arctic.
Accordingly, the research program investigates four specific outcomes:


Validate and improve the fate processes in GNOME using the algorithms in the Texas A&M Oil spill
Calculator (TAMOC) as reference;



Develop a user interface within the Web front-end to GNOME that allows access to all of the Arcticcapable elements that ADAC has added to GNOME;



Couple GNOME to available predictions for ice and currents in the Arctic;



Complete the transition of all ADAC Arctic capability to GNOME so that the final GNOME product is
fully operational within NOAA.

The following paragraphs describe the planned investigation in detail.
Advance prior research and transitioning of the Arctic-capable oil spill-modeling tool to stakeholders.
ADAC’s Arctic-capable oil spill forecasting tool provides short-term (24 and 48 hour) forecasts of the
movement and spreading of oil whether it is released under ice or near the surface. The tools are being
integrated into NOAA’s GNOME model so that they can be used operationally in the event of an oil spill in
the Arctic.
Validate and improve fate processes in GNOME.
When oil is released into the ocean water column, whether from a blow, pipeline leak, or leaking vessel it
begins to change its composition as it interacts with the surrounding environment. Within the ocean water
column (below the air/water interface), the main fate process within the first 48 hours of an oil release is
dissolution. Once the oil reaches the air/water interface, evaporation (though potentially limited) generally
dominates dissolution, but in ice-covered waters, dissolution may remain the dominant fate mechanism
for oil. The dissolution algorithms in GNOME are simplified to allow for efficient computation in a large
domain, and these algorithms have not been carefully tested to evaluate their accuracy.
Due to the fact dissolution may be the most important process affecting the fate of oil in an Arctic
environment, we propose to test the GNOME dissolution predictions against those in the Texas A&M Oil
spill Calculator (TAMOC) as a reference. The dissolution in TAMOC has been validated to numerous
laboratory studies, and to available field data collected during the Deepwater Horizon accident (Gros et al.
2016, 2017).
Dissolution has two important effects on spilled oil itself. First, it moves some of the released oil mass
from the liquid oil phase to the dissolved phase. Dissolved oil is much more available to biodegradation,
and does not pose the same fowling hazard as liquid oil. Second, as the more water-soluble components
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of the oil dissolve, the density of the remaining liquid oil increases. This change in the oil density controls
the oil buoyancy and rise rate, ultimately affecting the trajectory of the liquid oil in the ocean water column.
We propose to test both the dissolution algorithms, and to enhance the capability of GNOME to predict the
evolving oil density in two different ways. First, we will make direct comparison between predictions for
solubility and oil density computed from GNOME algorithms with those predicted by TAMOC. This will serve
to find any inconsistencies in the GNOME assumptions and to evaluate the level of accuracy of the GNOME
approximations. Second, we will test the importance of these GNOME approximations for predicting where
oil will go in the Arctic environment. The main purpose of GNOME is to direct response operations; hence,
predicting the trajectory and occurrence of oil is particularly important. We will enhance and adapt the
GNOME algorithms for dissolution and density until an acceptable match is made between trajectories
predicted in GNOME with those that would be predicted using TAMOC algorithms. This work is necessary to
ensure the accuracy of GNOME predictions in the Arctic environment where dissolution may be the
dominant mechanism changing the properties of spill oil as it is transported.
Develop a user interface for Arctic capabilities in the Web front-end of GNOME.
The new generation of the GNOME model is a collection of methods written as a Python programming
module. NOAA uses this next generation GNOME (hereafter, simply GNOME) via a user interface
programmed in Java to run in a web browser. During Year 4, ADAC successfully transitioned each of their
new Arctic capability algorithms into the GNOME modeling suite. For these new capabilities to be utilized,
the web user interface must be updated to provide access to this new functionality.
During Year 5, ADAC will design an updated user interface that allows efficient usage of all of the ADAC
Arctic Oil Spill Modeling capabilities within GNOME, and will facilitate creation of this user interface design
within the web front-end of GNOME. This is a necessary step to complete technology transfer of the ADAC
algorithms to the NOAA end users. Texas A&M has expertise in JavaScript programming, and they will
design and code the user interface.
Couple GNOME to available predictions for ice and currents in the Arctic.
In Program Year 4, and continuing into Program Year 5, ADAC is bringing available operational sources of
data on sea ice and ocean currents into GNOME. For example, ADAC is working to ensure that the Arctic
version of HYCOM (the Arctic Cap Nowcast/Forecast System, ACNFS), and sea ice nowcasts/forecasts from
the National Weather Service (NWS) Alaska Sea Ice Program are available to drive the GNOME model. This
includes the use of ice velocity to drive the movement of oil in the event of surface spills as well as the use
of ice stage data to serve as a proxy for under-ice storage capacity in the event of an under ice spill.
Complete technology transfer of ADAC Arctic Oil Spill capabilities to GNOME.
During Program Year 5 of the Arctic Oil Spill Modeling project, we will complete all elements of technology
transfer from ADAC to the NOAA GNOME model, where our work will be used operationally to provide oil
spill forecasts to the USCG in the event of an oil spill in the Arctic. Through Year 4, we have created Arcticcapable algorithms for oil transport in the Arctic Ocean environment, and have facilitated including these
algorithms in GNOME. During Year 5, we will complete training of NOAA staff on usage of these algorithms,
and will make all final changes to GNOME necessary to make these capabilities available operationally.
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Hence, at the end of Program Year 5, technology transfer for this project will be complete and operationally
available to USCG.
Student Participation: ADAC Fellow Ms. Kelsey Frazier, undergraduate Mechanical Engineering research
assistant at UAA is detailed to support AOSM. Ms. Kelsey is supporting the development of Under-Ice
Storage Capacity, which is a new variable within the GNOME model. Specifically, she is examining ice draft
data (originally collected for Shell) relative to the ice stage – as determined by the Alaska Sea Ice Program
(under the NOAA National Weather Service). The final product of her work will be recommending “low”,
“medium”, and “high” levels of Under-Ice Storage Capacity for the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas.
Key Milestones:
1. Validate and improve the fate processes in GNOME using the algorithms in the Texas A&M Oil spill
Calculator (TAMOC) as reference, 28 Feb 2019.
2. Develop a user interface within the Web front-end to GNOME that allows access to all of the Arcticcapable elements that ADAC has added to GNOME, 31 Mar 2019.
3. Couple GNOME to available predictions for ice and currents in the Arctic, 15 Jan
2019. Note: AOSM is capable and suitable to ingest HIOMAS provided ocean current, sea ice
presence, thickness and movement. In Year 3 of the AOSM project, we demonstrated that HIOMAS
output can be used to drive GNOME.
4. Conduct AOSM testing in GNOME, coordinate training on AOSM model performance parameters
and provide initial documentation for NOAA use, 30 Apr 2019
5. Refine documentation, finalize journal submissions and conclude transition of all ADAC Arctic
capability to GNOME so that the final GNOME product is operational within NOAA, 30 Jun 2019.
Performance Metrics: Researchers will evaluate their investigations according to the following metrics:


Trajectories predicted in GNOME for oil location in the environment at the end of the first 48 hours
of transport will agree in range to within 20% and in bearing to within 15 degrees of predictions
using dissolution and density calculations from TAMOC . It is expected that this goal will be
achieved in 4 out of 5 of the baseline sample Arctic spills that were already created during Years 3
and 4 of the project.
GNOME will be modified to offer three ranges of Under-Ice Storage Capacity (“low”, “medium”, and
“high”) – for the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas - that users can select based on sea ice stage, as
provided by the NWS Alaska Sea Ice Program. The UA team will develop code to ingest the analysis
provided by the NWS Alaska Sea Ice Program and to generate an Ice Storage Capacity grid that will
be used to model spreading under ice.

Outcomes/Outputs: All of ADAC’s Arctic Oil Spill modeling algorithms are operational within GNOME.
Stakeholder Engagement: AOSM is a project underway with transition. ADAC and Project investigator
conduct routine calls with HQ USCG Project Champion. Project is featured during quarterly ADAC Customer’s
and Partner’s Roundtable. The ADAC AOSM team is in frequent contact with Mr. Chris Barker (NOAA, Office
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of Response and Restoration), who directs the development of the GNOME model for NOAA, and is the key
facilitator of AOSM into GNOME.
Project Champion: Ms. Kirsten Trego, HQ USCG-MER. Project advocates include: USCG HQ CG-926,
USCG R&D Center, USCG D17, NOAA and Interagency Coordinating Committee on Oil Pollution
Research (ICCOPR).
Transition Plan: ADAC Program Year 5 plan for AOSM continues and concludes on the established
pathway started in ADAC Program Year 3 and refined in Year 4. NOAA’s GNOME system provides NOAA
ORR responders the modelling framework to inform USCG Federal On-Scene Coordinators of maritime oil
spill characteristics. AOSM provides GNOME a uniquely suited Arctic oil spill model in order to characterize
an Arctic maritime oil spill (with a high degree of fidelity). The implementation of all of ADAC’s Arctic oil
spill algorithms within NOAA’s operational GNOME oil spill model is at the heart of the transition plan. The
training of NOAA staff in the use of the GNOME user interface and algorithms contributed by ADAC is a
second aspect of the transition plan. Both these aspects will be concluded by 30 Jun 2019. Researchers
expect to achieve TRL 7/8 for project-developed information products and software applications.

2. PROJECT: Ice Condition Index (ICECON) for the Great Lakes
Project PIs: Dr. Tom Ravens and Dr. Andy Mahoney
Lead Institution: University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) and University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF)
Supporting Team: Professor Shawn Butler (UAA), Graduate student (UAA) (TBA)
Project Description:
Abstract: In collaboration with USCG and others, the project team is developing an ice condition index
(ICECON) for the Canada-U.S. Great Lakes. ICECON is a USCG decision support tool combining vessel class
with nowcast and forecast, lake ice conditions. Researchers plan ICECON forecasts up to 120 hours into
the future, make use of the circulation and ice models developed by NOAA’s Great Lakes Environmental
Research Laboratory (GLERL). Researchers will account for icebreaker activity and its impact on ICECON
nowcasts and forecasts. In parallel with the development of ICECON, ADAC will identify and adopt a vessel
classification system to define a number of vessel classes and the ice-capability of ships in those classes
(in terms of ICECON). The ICECON system will help the USCG provide guidance and appropriate decision
support to Great Lakes marine vessels (for a given class) planning a given transit.
ICECON’s workplan consists of six tasks. Collectively these tasks combine marine vessel size, gross
tonnage and hull strength to contrast against current and forecast ice of the planned route of sail, to
provide USCG and shipmasters improved safe passage insight. In order to achieve effectiveness, ICECON
for the Great Lakes needs to be an inclusive and iterative process principally with meteorological, marine
traffic, and safety experts. Accordingly, project researchers plan several workshops and seminars (using
distant technologies as appropriate) in coordination with USCG D9 to collaborate with ice and maritime
transportation experts. These experts are from a range of organizations including (but not exclusive to):
NOAA, the U.S. National Ice Center, the US Army Corps of Engineers Cold Regions Research and
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Engineering Laboratory (CRREL), USCG RDC, USCG D9, Transport Canada, the Canadian Ice Service, the
Finish Meteorological Institute, and the University of Alaska.
Objective/Purpose: Create an ice conditions index for the Great Lakes region as a planning and decision
support tool for mariners operating during winter season, to reduce the risk of vessel entrapment in ice
conditions. This is accomplished by combining marine vessel size, gross tonnage and hull strength to
contrast against current and forecast ice of the planned route of sail, to provide USCG and shipmasters
improved safe passage insight. Accordingly, ICECON for the Great Lakes will aide safer waterways
management for USCG District 9 and Great Lakes mariners. In parallel with the Great Lakes ICECON,
project team plans to provide an initial framework of an ICECON for the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort
Seas.

Figure 6: Ice Condition Index (ICECON) for the Great Lakes Overview

Baseline: Approximately fifteen years ago, Transport Canada developed the “Arctic Ice Regime Shipping
System” (AIRSS, Transport Canada 2003) in order to guide decisions on whether a ship (of a given class)
should travel in ice (of a given condition). The system integrates information on Vessel Class (specifically
the ice-capacity of ships) and ice condition (referred to as “Ice Regime” by Transport Canada). AIRSS is a
basis for ICECON. ADAC examined AIRSS in detail in a 2015 document entitled: “AIRSS as basis for
ICECON.” Briefly, application of AIRSS follows a 4-step process:
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Step 1: Define the ice regime based on ice conditions (in particular, ice thickness and stage of
development).
Step 2: Define vessel classes and ice multipliers (to define a set of vessel classes and a set of classdependent ice multipliers). Accordingly, positive ice multipliers indicate the vessel class is sufficient to
handle the ice condition and negative multipliers indicate that the vessel class is insufficient.
Step 3: Calculate the ice numeral IN, which integrates information about the ice regime, the vessel class,
accounts for the concentration of each type of ice in the region of interest as well as the ice multiplier for
the range of ice types for a particular vessel class. A positive ice numeral indicates that the ship transit is
safe for the ship class in question and considering the ice condition.
Step 4: Decide whether to proceed or to take an alternative route based on the Ice Numeral (IN).
A close examination of the AIRSS system reveals that the system determines whether a ship (of a specific
class) can safely navigate for the ice present or not. AIRSS fails to take into account ocean/lake surface
temperature (which would affect ice hardness and strength), ice pressure (whether ice is diverging or
converging), and the effect of ship traffic on ice condition. Further, AIRSS does not explicitly include heat
transfer calculations, which are useful in an ice-condition forecasting system.
Fortunately, NOAA’s GLERL forecasts Great Lakes surface temperature and the surface wind vector from
which ice pressure can be determined. High resolution meteorological and limnology forecasts for the
Great Lakes provide the basis for heat transfer calculations. Additionally, AIS data is available and is
useful; to determine the frequency of ship passage in constricted areas. Hence, for the Great Lakes, data
for building a more sophisticated decision support system for ship transit in ice is available.
Both USNIC and USCG District 9 developed ICECON proposals that merit consideration. Transport Canada
is reportedly working on an update to the AIRSS system. Prior research team efforts established an
ICECON Council of Experts, conducted corresponding workshops, and provided detailed assessment of the
accuracy of a prototype ICECON algorithm developed by USNIC, providing improvement recommendations.
Research Method: The ICECON project in Program Year 5 will primarily involve the completion of six tasks.
The tasks and the methodology used in the tasks is described below.
Task 1: Use of Monte Carlo optimization procedures for optimizing the ICECON algorithms. Monte Carlo
optimization procedures will be used to determine the best relationship between the available ice-related
environmental parameters and the ice condition index (ICECON). Ice-related environmental parameters
available for forecasting ICECON include ice thickness, ice concentration, lake surface temperature, ice
type, and wind condition. The ice condition index used in the Monte Carlo optimizations are observations
of ICECON made by the crews of the US and Canadian ice-breaking fleet. The environmental variables for
the optimization is obtained from observations from the crews of the icebreaker fleets, and based on
output from GLERL models.
Task 2: Accounting for impact of vessel transit frequency on ICECON in constricted waterways. USCG
operators (e.g., CDR Maffia) and researchers (Ettema and Huang 1990) have observed that ice is thicker
in ship channels in accordance with the frequency of traffic. Hence, when operating the ICECON
forecasting system (described below), we will adjust the ice thickness (and ICECON) to reflect the
frequency of ship traffic following Ettema and Huang (1990). AIS data will be used to estimate the
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frequency of ship traffic in selected channels at different times of the year. If possible, real-time AIS data
will be used to inform the calculation of ice thickness in these ship canals.
Task 3: Develop an ICECON forecasting system. An ICECON forecasting system will developed in steps: (a)
Environmental data (netCDF format) from GLERL’s “thredd” server is automatically downloaded, (b) the
data is automatically written to a database, (c) the data is then queried and the ICECON algorithm is used
to calculate the actual ICECON, and (d) the computed ICECON data is then displayed for operator
reference.
Task 4: Develop a vessel classification system in terms of ICECON. The system is based on available data
like ship horsepower, length, and type.
Task 5: Assessment of the relationship between ship performance and ICECON. AIS data in conjunction
with “hindcasted” environmental data and inferred ice condition index is examined to determine how the
speed of a ship (with a given ICECON classification) is affected the ice condition (measured with ICECON)
in which it operates. It is noted that there are multiple reasons for why ship speed may slow besides ice
condition.
Task 6: Investigate and provide an initial report in the development of an Arctic version of ICECON (focused
on the U.S. Arctic Maritime EEZ---Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Sea regions). In this task, researchers will
explore the development of an Arctic version of ICECON, focused on those Arctic regions that most relevant
to USCG mission and waterways management concerns: the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Sea areas
within the U.S. EEZ. The initial report will describe feasibility of constructing an Arctic ICECON, based on
available science and information gained from the Great Lakes ICECON project. Consideration will be given
to the vessel classification system as well as the environmental data upon which ICECON is
built. Importantly, Task 6 is aided by the project team leveraging AIS data of the Bering, Chukchi and
Beaufort Seas collected from the ADAC project “Using Vessel Tracking Data to Prioritize Bathymetric
Surveying in a Rapidly Changing Arctic.” Since observations of ICECON may not be available in the Arctic,
researchers will explore whether AIS data is sufficient to develop the index.
Student Participation: A graduate student from UAA will contribute to the ICECON project in ADAC Program
Year 5. The graduate student will assist with the continued development of the ICECON algorithms. This
student researcher will consider possible improvements to the existing algorithm and test them by
examining their predictive capability.
Key Milestones:
1. Monte Carlo simulations are performed using the ICECON observations and environmental data
from the 2017-2018 winter as well as earlier winters, 30 Sep 2018.
2. An approach for using vessel transit frequency to inform the calculation of ice thickness and
ICECON is developed using data from at least two Great Lakes canals, 30 Sep 2018.
3. A vessel classification system in terms of ICECON is defined and validated with the Council of
Experts, 15 Dec 2018.
4. Determine the impact of ice condition (quantified in terms of ICECON) on ship velocity for ships
with a range of ICECON classifications, 15 Dec 2018.
5. Provide the completed and operational ICECON forecasting system to the National Ice Center, 15
Jan 2019.
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6. Develop an initial feasibility analysis report and associated proposal for the development of an
Arctic ICECON for the U.S. Arctic EEZ areas of the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Seas, 15 March
2019.
Performance Metrics: Researchers will evaluate their investigations according to the following metrics:


The ICECON algorithms enable accurate ICECON predictions 70% of the time.



Use of vessel transit frequency in the ICECON algorithm reduces non-concurrences between
observed and calculated ICECON by 50%.



The relationship between ship velocity (for ships of a given ICECON class) and ICECON is
established for at least five ships in at least three different vessel classes.

Outcomes/Outputs:


A finalized set of ICECON algorithms for the Great Lakes Region.



A finalized vessel classification system for the Great Lakes Region.



A determination of the effect of ICECON on ship speed (for ships of various classes) for the Great
Lakes Region.



A feasibility analysis report and associated proposal for the development of an Arctic ICECON for
the U.S. Arctic EEZ region of the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Seas.



USNIC operates ICECON for the Great Lakes region.

Stakeholder Engagement: The ADAC team is in frequent contact with the project champion (CDR William
Woityra (CG-WWM)) or his substitute, Jason Radcliffe. Project is featured during quarterly ADAC
Customer’s and Partner’s Roundtable. There have been two “Council of Experts” meetings and numerous
conference calls. Continued engagement with stakeholders in planned in year 5.
Project Champion: CDR William Woityra (CG-WWM)/substitute Jason Radcliffe. Project advocates
include HQ CG-926, Mr. Mark VanHaverbeke, USCG RDC, the U.S. National Ice Center, the Great
Lakes Environmental Research Lab, USCG D9 and USCG D17.
Transition Plan: Overall, transition planning for ICECON from research to an operationally relevant tool for
USNIC has been via an ADAC to USNIC Plan of Action and Milestone (POAM). In ADAC Program Year 4,
project investigators provided USNIC an initial Beta version of ICECON, (as a working prototype) in order to
identify shortfalls and provide recommendations for improvement. ADAC starts Program Year 5 refining
improvements in the Beta version. Mid-way through Program Year 5, investigators conclude research and
development, transferring an updated, final version of ICECON (following adapting needed changes from
the Beta edition and final review by the Council of Experts) providing an operationally useful ICECON to
USNIC. Transition planning includes ADAC researchers providing USNIC all associated training and ICECON
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maintenance information. Researchers devote the remaining of Program Year 5 is creating a feasibility
report and associated proposal of an Arctic ICECON for review by USCG Project Champion.

3. PROJECT: Using Vessel Tracking Data to Prioritize Bathymetric Surveying in a Rapidly Changing Arctic.
Project PI: Dr. Carol Janzen
Lead Institution: Seward Association for the Advancement of Marine Science (a 501c3) on behalf of the
Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS)
Supporting Team: Axiom Data Science LLC and the Marine Exchange of Alaska
Project Description:
Abstract: The Arctic Domain Awareness Center’s Arctic-related Incidents of National Significance (Arctic
IoNS) workshop in June 2016 highlighted the need to improve awareness and understanding of nearshore
bathymetry across the Arctic and, in particular, the North American Arctic. Accordingly, this research
project supplies critical data related to vessel tracking and bathymetry that is useful for existing and
developing USCG mission databases.
The project team is creating products to support decision-making concerning vessel traffic and vessel
safety in a rapidly changing Arctic environment. The research effort will develop the capability to reduce
execution time required for handling and analyzing exceptionally large collections of Automated
Information System (AIS) vessel tracking data. This capability will enable the investigating team to produce
AIS-derived data products to identify marine vessel risk areas, such as those with outdated bathymetry or
insufficient coastal detail for safe passage of vessel traffic. Using and optimizing a high capacity, parallel
compute workflow will solve current data volume processing challenges by streamlining the workflow to
deliver valuable summaries of vessel density patterns from massive quantities of data across multiple
vessel types, environments, and locations.
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Figure 7: Using Vessel Tracking Data to Prioritize Bathymetric Surveying Overview

Objective/Purpose: The primary goal of this research and application project is to assist the U.S. Coast
Guard and NOAA with promoting safe transit and maritime operations in a rapidly changing Arctic
environment. The project team aims to accomplish this goal by providing useable, customizable
summaries of extremely large-volume AIS vessel traffic data to better inform the prioritization of areas in
the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) for bathymetric surveying. The research process for this project will
include the following objectives:
1. Acquire and quality review U.S. Arctic historical AIS vessel data using high-performance computing
infrastructure, and make the data available in an intuitive web-based tool.
2. Modify a proof-of-concept workflow from an existing NOAA OCS- funded pilot effort (NOAA OCS: AIS
Big Data Project) to scale up to the U.S. Arctic EEZ and deliver the AIS data in an application-ready
format for prioritizing bathymetric surveys using the NOAA-OCS Hydrographic Health Model.
3. Engage decision-makers and maritime domain experts throughout the life of the project to provide
guidance and feedback and ensure the products and outcomes of this project meet their needs.
Baseline: The U.S. Arctic is experiencing significant changes widely recognized by both Alaska coastal
communities and regulatory agencies across the region, including the USCG. Arctic Sea-ice coverage has
decreased to the point that existing northern shipping lanes around the world are open for longer periods
and are projected to experience a continued increase in marine vessel traffic. Recent ship groundings in
the U.S, Arctic have occurred in areas with outdated bathymetry that falsely reflected adequate water
depth for safe passage, which demonstrates the importance of identifying areas where vessels are
currently operating. It is also of interest to identify what type of vessels are frequenting these areas to
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ensure the availability of critical navigational charts and bathymetric survey information that meet current
and emerging standards.
This project continues to build on previous NOAA OCS investments, including the Integrated Ocean
Observing System (IOOS)-funded special project the NOAA OCS: AIS Big Data Project. The outcomes from
that effort rapidly transformed 2015 AIS data for U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) waters into “vessel
density heat maps,” or raster images (geotiffs), that allow visual and computational means for identifying
high concentrations of ship traffic in the areas summarized. The benefits of leveraging the pilot cloudbased cluster workflow developed during the NOAA OCS effort are portability and scalability to larger
datasets on larger compute clusters, and the adaptability to summarize other high-volume datasets, such
as the 5-year and spatially extensive historical dataset being examined for this project. The expected
products developed on this project will collectively benefit agencies, communities, and industries in the US
Arctic waters. This is accomplished by applying proven technologies to establish bathymetric survey
priorities for planning and improving vessel traffic safety in a rapidly changing environment.
Research Method: Automatic Identification System (AIS) is an internationally adopted tracking system
required by most commercial vessels to aid maritime safety, security and environmental protection.
Vessels equipped with AIS transponders transmit position reports, speed, and type of vessel, size, cargo,
and destination several times a minute. With funding from the State of Alaska, USCG, marine industry and
non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), the non-profit Marine Exchange of Alaska (MXAK) has built and
operates an extensive AIS receiving network of over 120 terrestrial receiving stations throughout Alaska,
including the Arctic waters. Risk assessments, emergency response, and other maritime applications
leverage MXAK real-time information on marine vessel operations.
The research method used for this project utilizes MXAK AIS information that will be used in the NOAA
Office of Coast Survey (OCS) Hydrographic Health Model to prioritize areas of the North American Arctic
(the U.S. Arctic, in particular) for new or improved hydrographic surveys. During initial investigations in
Program Year 4, project team successfully processed and analyzed a very large dataset, which exceeded
traditional database management tools.
For the 48 terrestrial AIS receivers located in the Arctic, there are more than 3 million vessel messages
received and processed per day. Therefore, AIS datasets contain tens of billions of records for a single
year. This immense volume of data vastly exceeds the handling capabilities of traditional databases (such
as PostgreSQL or Oracle Database) in a useful timeframe.
In order to overcome the limitations of traditional data storage and processing infrastructure, the project
team developed a cluster-computing stack using Apache Spark as the computing engine (see below figure)
to rapidly and cost-effectively process the AIS vessel data. Apache Spark allows for parallel processing of
data. This stack is horizontally scalable, has high-availability, and is built upon a suite of high-performance
open-source technologies that store, process, and provide access to data.
In order to produce vessel traffic summaries for use in the NOAA OCS Hydrographic Health Model,
researchers are ingesting raw AIS messages into the scalable network file system. Upon ingesting the
data, the research team processes the information via a series of data cleanup and analysis stages on the
computing cluster, which are completed in addition to the manual quality control checks already
performed on the raw data. Raw AIS messages are then parsed, filtering out any remaining invalid data,
and these messages are then joined with the Vessel Identification System (VIS) catalog to link additional
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ship metadata. The result of completing this stage is a set of CSV files available on the GlusterFS file
system.
The second stage (which initiates late in ADAC Program Year 4 and concludes in Program Year 5) will take
these CSV files and use GeoTrellis, an open-source library for performing very large raster operations in a
distributed way, to generate “vessel density heat map” raster files. These files will then be ready for input
into the Hydrographic Health Model.
By the end of the two-year project, in addition to these static products, users will also have the option of
running queries on the computing cluster via interactive Python or Scala shells, or a Jupyter notebook,
allowing ad-hoc querying of the vessel traffic dataset to allow end users to work with the vessel density
data to draw their own conclusions.
Throughout this approach, the team will produce data analysis products hundreds of times faster than with
a traditional database, while also providing users the ability to run ad-hoc queries and apply decisionmaking for intermediate results.
Upon completion of the project, all project data products are available for USCG and other DHS maritime
mission use as well as public use. The investigative team will interact with USCG Project Champions to
determine appropriate USCG data destinations for most appropriate operator use. In support of public
safety, the project team will provide a dedicated interactive project data portal/website within the Alaska
Ocean Observing System (AOOS) Arctic Data Portal. Public access to the underlying data for each product
is aggregated and anonymized as appropriate, and is available along with the associated metadata
describing the dataset and the processes used in its aggregation or generation.
Throughout the remainder of the project, the research team, in coordination with ADAC leadership will
engage with decision-makers and maritime domain experts to gain user guidance and feedback and
ensure the products and outcomes of this project meet their needs (the stakeholder steering committee).
Throughout ADAC Program Year 5, the research team will provide updates to the USCG project champion,
project advocates and other key ADAC stakeholders, principally through ADAC’s “Customers and Partners”
Roundtable. In Program Year 5, researchers also plan special webinar demonstrations that will include:
live demonstrations of the interactive data products, hands-on exercises, and discussion sessions to
gauge the efficacy of the platform.
A critical aspect of the method is soliciting expert opinion from a select steering committee. As initiated in
Program Year 4, project team will continue to convene the Project’s Stakeholder steering committee. This
steering committee of nine members is actively working with the project team to help guide the following
project initiatives:





Determine an appropriate initial scope for the U.S. Arctic Hydrographic Health model to best assign
survey priorities in the Arctic;
Inform the specific input configurations of AIS vessel data attributes relative to the defined scope;
Evaluate the feasibility of various platforms for a user-driven, web-based tool developed to sort and
display user-chosen data queries in the AIS data archive. The tool will not only support bathymetric
survey prioritization but management decisions around increasing vessel traffic in the US Arctic;
Decide on key features and reporting metrics for the data products and web-based tool;
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Inform on the communication and outreach strategy for the life of the project.

The stakeholder steering committee meets quarterly throughout remaining year of project research and
are presented with prototype products to promote timely input and feedback as the products are being
developed. These meetings illustrate prototype web-based tools that are being developed as well as
provide demonstrations using interactive hands-on exercises and discussion sessions to gauge the
performance of the web-based tool’s chosen platform. Links to product revisions will be provided on the
project website and subsequently emailed to stakeholder steering committee members in order to ensure
the feedback is efficiently and properly captured in the revisions throughout the remainder of the project.
All meetings, demonstrations and workshops will be summarized with a meeting report and minutes to
document feedback and recommendations. These reports are posted on the project website to facilitate
information exchange, and project tracking by ADAC and the HQ USCG Project Champion.
Project Data Plan: The web-based applications of the vessel density data will be implemented, maintained,
and stored through the AOOS Data System, which is managed through its technical partnership with Axiom
Data Science. The AOOS Data System is the backbone of the cyberinfrastructure that is leveraged for this
project to acquire, archive, and share marine data and information products. This infrastructure has been
developed to meet the guidelines and specifications recommended by the NOAA-funded Integrated Ocean
Observing System (IOOS), and endorsed by the federal Interagency Ocean Observation Committee and
Global Earth Observation Program.
Communications and Outreach: The project team, with input from the stakeholder steering committee,
will have a communications and outreach plan for coordinating additional potential end users who will be
interested in fully vetted AIS data and products developed during this project. The project team will
continue to participate in the planned ADAC “Customers and Partners” Roundtable, quarterly and annual
meetings, and weekly calls in order to inform and receive feedback on project progress. Project
information and summaries will also be included in AOOS outreach activities, including newsletters, social
media posts, and annual reports.
Final Product Demonstration Workshops: Near the end of the project, the project team will convene at
least two final webinar capable workshops in Anchorage and Juneau, principally focused on HQ USCG,
USCG D17 and the project stakeholder committee. These final workshops will offer introductory training
on data product(s) functionality and application, and a demonstration presentation on the user-driven webbased tool. Demonstrations of the web-based tool and its potential scalable approach will also be offered
by the project team to interested parties at outside venues, stakeholder meetings, and professional
conferences.
Student Participation: ADAC plans at least one ADAC Fellow participant to participate in Program Year 5.
ADAC Fellow will continue to assist investigators ingesting AIS source data into the Axiom Spark cluster
while also assisting in performing project spatial temporal analysis.
Key Milestones:
1. Convene steering committee meetings (quarterly or more often as needed), Sep and Dec
2018;
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2. Prepare and quality review AIS data, to fix any unresolved issues in data from Program Year 4,
Sep 2018;
3. Transfer AIS data and optimize high-computer cluster workflow; ingest remaining data by Sep
2018;
4. Implement cluster parallelization of U.S. Arctic EEZ AIS data to assess vessel density pattern,
ongoing throughout project, Sept and Dec 2018;
5. Demonstration of vessel density outputs/products to Steering Committee; conduct
modifications based on feedback, quarterly meetings, with final review, Sep and Dec 2018;
6. Develop interactive web-based tool to communicate vessel patterns to end users, review
quarterly and conduct modifications based on feedback, with final review and presentation,
Dec 2018;
7. Demonstrate interactive web-based tool to Steering Committee and other stakeholders; review
quarterly and conduct modifications based on feedback, generate training guidance for
product training workshops, Dec 2018;
8. Deliver final data products to NOAA OCS for use in the Hydrographic Health Model, 31 Dec
2018. Final products include delivery of processed, quality controlled, and formatted data to
NOAA OCS office for use in the Hydrographic Health model. Success is 100% data processed
and ingested into the Hydrographic Health model;
9. Provide data available to public on the AOOS and ADAC websites, sharing links to data on the
project website, and provide links to the tool made available to DHS S&T HSUP and USCG
websites; 31 Dec 2018.
10. Host webinar capable workshops to train and share tool functionality to end users: Based in
Anchorage, Juneau AK, NLT Dec 2018.
Performance Metrics: There are two principle goals of the project. The first is to develop summaries of AIS
data that can be used directly in the NOAA OCS Hydrographic Health Model used by NOAA to prioritize
areas for new or improved hydrographic surveys. This is an effort in quality checking and validating five
years of AIS data for the Arctic, and then processing and formatting this quality controlled, extensive
dataset so NOAA can use it as direct input to their Hydrographic Health model. This reformatted data
product is what will be transferred to NOAA as part of this project, and it is through this model which NOAA
prioritizes where they need to initiate or revise bathymetry information. The actual implementation of the
NOAA-OCS model is not in the scope of this project, but is an expected outcome of this project.
The second principle goal is to derive additional AIS data products that can be made publically available
through a value-added, intuitive and user-driven web-based tool. This tool will take advantage of the large
AIS, curated data set(s) hosted by the AOOS data system as well as incoming new data beyond the life of
this project, also hosted by AOOS. The tool itself will be made available through the AOOS website, which
hosts and maintains and updates the large AIS Data streams and manages the computational
infrastructure required to generate these products (e.g., the data product tool engine).
Researchers will evaluate success of their investigations according to the following metrics:


Delivery of processed, quality controlled, and formatted data to NOAA OCS office for use in the
Hydrographic Health model. Success is 100% data processed and ingested into the Hydrographic
Health model. The success of the effective transfer of quality controlled and formatted AIS data to
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NOAA will be evaluated by continued interaction with the NOAA OCS group applying the data during
and beyond the project. This will occur beyond the project as part of the AOOS, IOOS (Integrated
Ocean Observing System) and Axiom ongoing partnerships with NOAA OCS. A report will be
requested from NOAA OCS near the end of the project to describe their success with applying the
data products generated during this project in the Hydrographic Health Model. The project team
will share this report with ADAC.


Quarterly product stakeholder solicitation of data products and increase use-competency of the
developing tool. Success of this metric is defined by user-surveys to the steering committee at the
various stages in the product development, which will allow assessment of competency in
understanding the product, the outputs, tool functionality, while asking for input on other attributes
and features the tool should offer. This information will also contribute to the development of a
training protocol for stakeholder user groups and final training workshops to be given at the end of
the project.



Public access to the curated AIS data and the user-tool, made possible through the AOOS data
system and websites/data portal. Success is defined as the ability of users to create vessel
density maps corresponding to U.S. Arctic regions in the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Sea areas
within the U.S. EEZ using these data and the tool will be evaluated using website tracking (e.g.,
how many people are accessing this tool via AOOS website), and soliciting voluntary feedback from
users on ease of use, purpose of use including organization, and future use needs. The
questionnaire will also be available over other websites hosting the links to the tool and data (such
as DHS S&T HSUP, ADAC and USCG websites).



Create and present vessel traffic data products to 50 or more decision-makers and make these
products available in a web-based platform for public access. Success of this key outreach metric
will be evaluated by the number of outreach opportunities completed, and the publication of the
final ship traffic data and associated products on the AOOS Website and associated linked
websites (DHS S&T HSUP, ADAC and USCG).



Document and curate AIS metadata. Success is 100% curated AIS metadata



Develop technical documentation of data ingestion and prioritization processes utilized on the
project to facilitate re-use and workflow scaling for other big-data analysis projects. Success is
measured through publication of this technical documentation.

Outcomes/Outputs: This project will produce vessel density grids of 5-years of documented traffic activity
across several types of vessels and metrics. This information will be used by NOAA to prioritize the
allocation of limited surveying capabilities to improve navigational charting in the U.S. Arctic. Highest
priority for surveying and charting will likely be for the routes historically sailed by deeper draft vessels that
present the greatest consequences if they ground in Arctic waters. These vessels are large passenger
vessels and tankers.
After NOAA conducts the soundings of these waters as per current day standards, the USC, who is
responsible for issuing Marine Safety Information Bulletins, will recommend vessels transit advice in these
surveyed waters. This was done by the USCG for the Bering Strait region after NOAA surveyed a portion of
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these waters where AIS data indicated a majority of vessels were transiting and later went to IMO to
establish Routing Measures in the region.
AIS datasets were instrumental in the current PARS for Bering Strait, and will be equally important in the
Arctic PARS. USCG's routing measures principally focus on areas where there is high confidence that the
soundings of the waters reflect the adequate depth of water, as well as accommodate traditional routes of
vessels when the traditional routes are verified to be in well-charted waters and do not present
environmental threats. Once these routing measures are established, an outcome will be the USCG watch
standers increased capacity to advance "Arctic Marine Domain Management.”
Secondary outcomes include:
•

Improved efficiency in vetting, processing and analyzing AIS data that can be used for new
research and AIS data applications.

•

Use lessons learned from vetted data corrections to improve automated processes for future QC
efforts.

•

Improved access to the types of AIS data most useful to stakeholders, and the capability to make
this information public and visually accessible to those who need or would like access to it.
o

Currently, the AIS data are not available in useful formats to most end-users and the public.
This project optimizes a process to take these large datasets and provide outputs in a
consistent, application-ready format, regardless of the source.

o

Data will be made available to the public through the public AOOS website and via links on
primary stakeholder websites.

•

Expanded capacity nationwide for AIS data handling for similar projects.

•

Feedback for the USCG where the AIS system needs improvement, which could be used to guide
USCG efforts at implementation processes and requirements.

Stakeholder Engagement: The primary customers for these products are USCG (in particular, USCG D17)
and the NOAA’s Office of Coast Survey. The ADAC team is in frequent contact with the project champion.
Project is featured during quarterly ADAC Customer’s and Partner’s Roundtable. Other primary
stakeholders who will also benefit from this project include NOAA’s Arctic ERMA, regional vessel operators,
state and federal agencies working on maritime, environmental and resource management issues in the
region, and the communities across the region who benefit from the decreased risk of vessel groundings,
oil spills, and risks to subsistence (food security) activities. Specific project engagement is conducted via
multiple agency (including USCG D17) steering committee.
Project Champion: Dr. Jon Berkson, CG-WWM. Project Advocates include: NOAA, Bureau of Ocean
Energy Management (BOEM), HQ USCG CG-926, USCG RDC and USCG D17.
Transition Plan: The NOAA-OCS Hydrographic Health Model is currently used to prioritize bathymetric
surveying. In Program Year 4, project stakeholders were convened to form a product steering committee
and to determine the appropriate scope of this model necessary to achieve survey priorities in the Arctic.
The project team also worked directly with the NOAA-OCS on data issues and formatting using trial data
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outputs. The relevant quality reviewed AIS vessel datasets are being configured accordingly for final
delivery for this application.
Application-ready geotiffs describing AIS vessel densities for use in the NOAA-OCS Hydrographic Health
Model were in development in the second half of Program Year 4, and will be completed by the second
half of Program Year 5. This step is important for the prioritization of areas for bathymetric surveying, with
the geotiffs providing valuable information for decision makers and stakeholders in the U.S. Arctic area by
affording insight into vessel traffic patterns. The approach for developing the geotiffs utilizes the highperformance compute stack and job parallelization workflow developed in Program Year 4 to overcome the
inability of traditional data systems to reliably and time-effectively handle the large volumes of AIS vessel
data. The result from this effort in Program Year 5 will provide improved inputs to the Hydrographic Health
Model whilst making those inputs readily accessible for other applications, including a web-based data
portal tool that is being developed as part of this project.
By the end of the project in Program Year 5, the project team will transfer final data products in the form of
geo-spatial density files to NOAA-OCS for application in their Hydrographic Health Model and to any other
applications as discovered through interactions with assigned USCG Project Champion(s) and project
advocates, including the project stakeholder steering committee.
The Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS) being a regional association of the NOAA funded Integrated
Ocean Observing System (IOOS) will act as the transition target for the raw data. AOOS has the processing
capacity required to operate on the large data set and implement the HPC methodology by way of an AOOS
web-based visualization and plotting tool. The AOOS mission, existing cyberinfrastructure capacity and the
organization’s strong relationship with major stakeholders to this project establish AOOS as an ideal NOAA
partner for transitioning and housing this capability and makes them a valuable partner on this project. By
project end, all data and data products generated as part of this effort, namely the 5-year vetted AIS data
and the web-based user tool, will be made available to the public on the AOOS data system portal. The
tool will also be accessible and made available through links on the DHS S&T HSUP and USCG websites
and other interested party websites.
The scale of the computational capacity required to process these AIS data using the methodology
developed here and the ongoing AIS data updates makes this tool best served and hosted by the AOOS
data system going forward. That said, the methodology used by the AOOS web-based user tool, which
processes raw AIS data within an HPC (high-performance computing) environment, can be transitioned to
any facility with the necessary compute capacity to support the analysis workload.
All software components produced by this project are built from open source software and thus are
portable to other data processing facilities. As such, the source code developed during this project can
also be provided as a deliverable or mechanism for technology transfer. The methodology that drives the
tool is a series of processing scripts that go from one stage of the process to the next, and these scripts
can be run against an Apache Spark cluster, which is an open source, big analysis framework that can be
stood-up by an organization with the appropriate resources (human and infrastructure). If there is an
interest for the methodology developed as part of this project to be implemented in another facility aside
from AOOS, it is recommended that an organizational determination be made as to whether the proposed
facility has the appropriate compute infrastructure and personal with the necessary skills on how to use
the HPC resources. Personnel must also understand the open source code and how to implement it.
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The outreach strategy and transition plan will guide recommendations and actions for building added
utility going forward, such as new visualization options, added features, and data analytics.
Researchers expect to achieve TRL 7/8 for project-developed information products and software
applications.
4. PROJECT: The Arctic All-Hazards GIS Platform
Project PI: Dr. Marcus A. Boyd
Lead Institution: University of Maryland
Supporting Team:
Researcher, Joshua House
Researcher, Brady Woods
Project Description
Abstract: The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Arctic Environmental Response
Management Application (ERMA) serves an important function for improving U.S. Coast Guard (USCG)
Arctic domain awareness. However, increased activity in the Arctic (particularly the U.S. Arctic Extended
Economic Zone (EEZ) demonstrates the need for an all-hazards approach centered on a next-generation
geospatial platform capable of displaying, informing, and disseminating data to users from various
communities (e.g., the public, non-governmental, state, local, tribal, and federal). This project seeks to
provide a web application that matches the state-of-the-art in commercial geovisualization. The project
team will work with stakeholders to design, develop, and implement a web-based geospatial tool in an
ArcGIS Online format. The research goal is to minimize redundancy by providing an accessible application
that meets stakeholder needs. The project team will test presently available options (e.g., ERMA) for user
experience, interface, and design. Through creating Alpha and Beta versions, and testing with project
stakeholders, the research team will discover areas of needed improvement in coding, display, and
usability. The project will result in an Arctic web GIS application and that is driven by HQ and operational
level USCG mission needs and requirements. This project blends basic research into cartographic design
with the applied research of implementing a webGIS application that uses state-of-the-art technologies and
methods and will be compliant with the DHS S&T prototype Integrated Maritime Domain Enterprise
(IMDE). The application will be built within the Geospatial Information Infrastructure (GII) under the
Geospatial Management Office (GMO) and the Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN)
infrastructure and that it will align with existing requirements within HSIN and the GMO. A HSIN Community
of Interest will be overseen by the project champion.
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Figure 8: The Arctic All-Hazards GIS Platform Overview

Objective/Purpose: The research goal of this project is to create and transition a web-hosted Geographic
Information System (GIS) application for USCG decision makers, oriented to Arctic operations. Accordingly,
this webGIS application will improve Arctic Domain Awareness for USCG operational and tactical centers,
useful for USCG Watchstanders at Pacific Area (USCG Pac Area), USCG District 17 and District 17’s Sector
Juneau and Anchorage. Our purpose is to work hand-in-hand with Arctic stakeholders to provide
recommendations for a geospatial web application that accommodates an all-hazards approach and to
better inform the various communities of interest. We will conduct a review of present web GIS tools and
capabilities, and then provide recommendations for a full-scale approach that we will design and
implement. The final product will provide a geospatial web platform flexible enough to meet the needs of
various types of users with differing degrees of skill level.
Baseline: The advent of Geographic Information Systems and Geographic Information Sciences has led
geography to become a more diverse field of study incorporating aspects of traditional geography,
computer science, cartography, and information science. MacEachren and Kraak (2001) claim that 80% of
generated digital data include geospatial referencing. This figure has only increased in the ensuing years.
The ready availability of georeferenced data has led to an increased demand for geovisualization. For
MacEachren and Kraak (2001, 3) this leads to a challenge: “how to transform these data into information,
and subsequently into knowledge.”
Data are becoming more diverse and plentiful and the outcome is an expectation that geographers will
visualize more data. This is an issue Geographic Information Scientists share with statisticians like Tufte
(2001) who provides an outline for “graphical excellence” that parallels much of the language from Tyner.
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Amongst other things, Tufte (2001, 13) calls for statistical graphics to be “communicated with clarity,
precision, and efficiency.” He continues by urging that “the viewer” should not become preoccupied with
“methodology, graphic design, the technology of graphic production, or something else.” In other words,
Tufte calls on statisticians to visualize their data in a way that makes the analysis clear, approachable, but
not overly visualized to the point where the visualization moves from an aid to understanding results to an
object of study in and of itself. For Tufte (2001, 13), “graphics reveal data.”
Web-based cartography faces persistent challenges (Çöltekin et al. 2017). One significant issue is the shift
in how maps are being used. Roth et al. (2017, 61) suggest that map readers have become map users
(emphasis theirs). Centuries of knowledge and theory relating to cartographic design has affected how
people use maps. In short, users and the technology shifted, but the techniques and methods have
lagged. Static maps are easily understood because centuries of usability testing and socialization has gone
into our collective understanding of them (Tyner 2005).
However, the added complexity of a user interface requires that cartographers consider usability in entirely
different ways (Field and Demaj 2012). Typically, web-based mapping applications have placed too much
attention on traditional methods of cartographic design or simply disregarded cartographic design
completely. However, Fuhrmann et al. (2005, 554) argue for user-centered design modeled after humancomputer interaction studies.
The present interpretation is that web mapping applications are a new and unique method for displaying
data (Montello 2009; Virrantaus 2009; Roth 2017). As such, the goal with this project is to elucidate the
“perceptual, cognitive, cultural, and practical considerations” (Roth 2017, 61) required to successfully
design and implement a web-GIS applications for Arctic Domain users.
NOAA’s Arctic ERMA is a web GIS tool designed to aid in emergency response and restoring habitat. The
goal of Arctic ERMA “was to improve access to critical information on the location of resources needed to
respond to oil spills in the Arctic and to develop electronic response infrastructure for use in the Arctic”
(Arctic ERMA Final Report). However, there is a need to improve the interoperability, usability, and function
of a platform critical to the Arctic and maritime domains.
Arctic ERMA provides some of the capabilities required for an all-hazards approach to changing natural
and geopolitical issues in the Arctic, but ERMA lacks the ability to serve as an easy-to-use hub for users
from multiple agencies, civilians, and non-profit organizations. ADAC’s prior Arctic Information Fusion
Capability (AIFC) project cataloged data sources useful to Arctic operators and developed use cases
oriented to Arctic operators, now contained in Arctic ERMA. AIFC also made further Arctic environmental
information enhancements to Arctic ERMA to support USCG D17 watch stander requests.
The USCG’s Search and Rescue Optimal Planning System (SAROPS) is a desktop-based ArcGIS application
for modeling maritime search areas. Using a Monte Carlo simulation, the tool outputs probable search
areas. As this is a desktop tool, it requires users to use a traditional desktop – or laptop – computer. The
results from the model runs could, however, be displayed on a WebGIS application and these data could
be stored and compared with locations of actual findings to aid in evaluating error rates, but more
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importantly, to increase the dissemination of search areas if needed. The variables needed for SAROPS
can also be displayed and housed in a webGIS system allowing for a single repository.
The Arctic Spatial Data Infrastructure (Arctic SDI) is a cooperative agreement between the government
agencies of Canada, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden, USA, and Denmark. Their webGIS
application provides general information and data layers for the Arctic, but it lacks the ability to assist in
all-hazards risk mitigation and response. Arctic SDI does have a strong ontology of the data they do
possess and this project will seek to build on Arctic SDI and ERMA.
In many respects, NOAA and NGA have been leaders in the development of webGIS portals to support
hazard response. NOAA and the National Weather Service consistently push data to the public, other
government agencies, and non-profits via an ESRI ArcGIS Online platform. NGA’s response to the Ebola
Crisis in 2014 included the public release of 495 of their data layers, various applications, products, and
other data via an ESRI ArcGIS Online platform. This information aided the international efforts and
provided information to aid in the response. Presently, NGA hosts the Combating Wildlife Trafficking
(Community of Interest) ArcGIS Online portal. It provides data layers, map products, reports, and reference
materials to whomever is interested and includes a login and password for sensitive data. Building out an
application that will foster wider dissemination of data sources, reports, and analysis will aid the USCG and
other stakeholders. In times of crisis, the tool can be used to disseminate information to the public and
non-profits and serve as a primary repository for geospatial data relating to the Arctic.
Arctic ERMA serves an important function; however, the increased activity in the Arctic demonstrates the
need for an all-hazards approach centered on a next-generation geospatial platform capable of displaying,
informing, and disseminating data to users from various communities (e.g., the public, non-governmental,
state, local, tribal, and federal). Accordingly, this project seeks to provide a web application that matches
the state-of-the-art in commercial geovisualization.
The Geospatial Management Office (GMO) within the DHS Office of the Chief Information Officer oversees
the DHS NOC Common Operating Picture, the Homeland Security Enterprise Geospatial Concept of
Operations and works with others to construct and maintain the Homeland Security Infrastructure-Level
Data (HIFLD). The GMO also maintains the DHS Geospatial Information Infrastructure which can be
accessed through the Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN). Within HSIN, there are numerous
web GIS common operating pictures and other web GIS standalone products.
Methodology: Project method is a comprehensive geospatial web GIS, based technology research and
development, which integrates project research into an existing government, sponsored and supported
data and geo-spatial knowledge platform. The goal of this project is to create a web tool, via specific
research that advances user interface and associated capabilities of an existing system architecture to
better meet the needs and requirements of the Arctic Domain stakeholder community. In order to achieve
this goal, research team has planned for project methodology to proceed in six phases:
 Phase 1 will outline a functionality and feasibility of Arctic ERMA.
 Phase 2 is the building of the web application.
 Phase 3 and phase 4 are the alpha and beta releases.
 Phase 5 will transition the application to government stakeholders.
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Phase 6 will serve as verification and validation of the new web application.

Phase 1: Benefits, Limitations and Usability: In order to better understand the benefits and limitations
of ERMA, Research Team will assess ERMA’s capabilities with a focus on usability and functionality in
comparison with other available options in use by the U.S. government. This project will include
surveying undergraduate and graduate students about the usability of two web applications. The
research team will adhere to all requirements set forth by the University of Maryland’s Institutional
Review Board (IRB) and the PI of the project will be personally responsible for overseeing the cognitive
interviewing and in maintaining the confidentiality of those interviewed and surveyed as a part of this
project. We believe there is an exceptionally low probability of any lasting effects on those surveyed
and/or interviewed for this project.
1.1: Eye Tracking: We will begin by conducting usability testing with the platform by engaging in
eye tracking methodology. We will use Qualtrics, a robust online data capture platform for the first
round of usability testing. Qualtrics includes hot spot data capture, wherein an image is presented
to the user, and the user is instructed to find certain functionality in the platform. For example, we
may ask respondents – all of whom are in residence at START - to the eye tracking survey to find
the search functionality, and then record how many are able to locate the search bar in the image,
and record the length of time it took for the respondent to find the search bar. In this way, we will
be able to identify the functionality that is intuitive to the user, and also capture those tools that
are less obvious to users. We will work with key stakeholders to determine which functionality to
test using hot spot methodology.
Following, the research team will engage in a second round of usability testing using heat map
data collection. Heat mapping is similar to hot spot capture in that users are presented with an
image and asked a series of questions about that image. However, in heat mapping, there are no
“right” or “wrong” answers – instead, users are asked to perform more open-ended tasks, like
“click on the first thing your eye saw when looking at this image.” We can use the data from heat
mapping to better understand what on the page is holding users’ attention, what is going
unnoticed, and how users are interfacing with the platform.
Project team plans to invite approximately 50 undergraduate and graduate students who will all be
at the University of Maryland for START’s summer program to participate in a survey during the
early stages of the research. The sample size for eye tracking and hot spot analysis vary greatly
and is focused on reaching a convergent understanding of the usability of a website. For example,
Russell (2005) had a sample size of 36 to review three websites. Hornof and Cavender (2005)
piloted their study with ten participants and in the final evaluation study, the research team
selected four participants. On the other extreme, Djamasbi et al. (2010) used a sample of 98
participants. The main difference in the methodology of the three studies is that in both Hornof and
Cavender (2005) and Russell (2005) the studies had a very narrow focus whereas Djamasbi et al.
(2010) had participants review fifty randomly selected websites. The increase in response burden
caused Djamasbi to need a larger sample size. As the focus of this project is a singular website, it
is assessed that a sample of roughly 50 will provide robust results. These students come from a
wide array of disciplines, demographic characteristics, and levels of content knowledge to
participate in the usability testing. The survey participants will have at least an introductory-level
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understanding of emergency management/preparedness, terrorism studies, geography, and/or
GIS.
Project team will include a series of questions in the methodology to ascertain participants’ level of
familiarity with each of these topics as well as other key demographic characteristics. This approach will
allow researchers to determine differences in preferences for casual and power users:



Casual users: students with little knowledge or in allied fields that may only use these kinds of data
sporadically.
Power users: those students with more advanced knowledge, in a field of study directly related to the
project, or who have ambitions that may put them in contact with data like these regularly.

Project team plans in using students for two reasons: first, University of Maryland’s START Center produces
the next generation of thought leaders in emergency preparedness and terrorism studies, who may have
insights that bring innovation to the research. Second, project team seeks to find cost efficiencies as good
stewards of these research resources.
Using the results from the hot spot and heat mapping data capture, project team will refine the layout,
tools, and structure of the new platform to respond to issues uncovered during analysis. Those tools not
seen as “intuitive” will be redesigned or reformatted to make them more accessible. Those tools and
graphics that are clearly helpful will be retained and refined in order to minimize user error and maximize
usability.
During usability testing, project team will capture data on Qualtrics’ survey platform. Qualtrics is Federal
Information Security Management Act (FISMA) compliant, uses Transport Layer Security (TLS) encryption,
and data are stored in a single secure data center (not a cloud-based system). While we will collect
pertinent background information on respondents, all usability data collection will be done anonymously;
researchers will not collect any personally identifiable information (PII). Project team will deploy the survey
using Qualtrics’ secure email client, sending a unique URL to all identified graduate and undergraduate
respondents.
1.2: Cognitive Interviewing:
Concurrent with usability testing, researchers will engage in cognitive interviewing at University of
Maryland’s START center. Cognitive interviewing is a method of pre-testing products that involves
in-depth interviewing, paying particular attention to the mental processes respondents use to
navigate the platform (Campanelli 2007, 54). Cognitive interviewing uses a framework dependent
on evaluating products against their outcome objectives, including the research questions the
platform is designed to answer, and to what level of accuracy respondents can provide data in
response. It is dependent on a “think aloud” technique that encourages respondents to “verbalize
thoughts while engaged in a cognitive activity with little interjection by the interviewer other than”
to keep the respondent thinking out loud (Willis and Lessler 1999: 135). In engaging respondents
in this exercise, their cognition is slowed while not impacting their task performance; that is, the
act of asking respondents to think aloud while using the platform does not necessarily change
their interactions with the platform, even though it causes them to move through the survey more
slowly (Ericsson and Simon 1984).
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The Research Team will begin by developing a cognitive interviewing protocol. This guide will
include question probes and prompts to keep respondents thinking aloud. It may include probes
asking respondents to summarize the task at hand:


For example, “in your own words, what are we trying to accomplish here?”), to rate the task (for
example, “how easy or difficult was it to find this answer?”), and to define specific words, phrases,
or symbols on the page (for example, “what do we mean by the word “reset”? or “what does this
small dot represent here?”).

Once the protocol is established, researchers will recruit a set of approximately five undergraduate
and graduate students to participate in cognitive interviewing. Blair and Conrad (2011, 637) state
that “one of the few explicit discussions [within cognitive interviewing methodology] of sample size
largely supports small samples.” Willis (2005, 226-28) notes that statistical estimation is not the
purpose of cognitive interviewing: “…we do not evaluate the [item being tested] simply by counting
the number of interviews in which a problem occurs.” Lastly, Blair and Conrad (2011) state that
careful selection of interview subjects counteracts issues that could occur with small sample sizes.
The interview subjects have been carefully selected from a larger sample and were selected based
on the variety of their skills and experience with geographic information systems and demographic
characteristics. The purpose of cognitive interviewing is to understand the prevalence of an issue.
Blair et al. (2006) found that five interviews will help the project team to identify the major issues
with the platform; while adding more interviews may increase the likelihood of finding additional
minor issues, it does not necessarily lead to the discovery of additional major issues. Likewise,
because we are conducting usability testing in the form of eye tracking and hot spot analysis, the
results of the cognitive interviewing will augment findings from these other forms of testing; the
combination of methods will produce the most robust results, identifying issues in the platform
(Houle 2009). The interviews will last 60 to 90 minutes, will be audio recorded and have screen
capture, and be conducted by methodologists trained in cognitive interviewing practices.
Project researchers will use the results of the cognitive interviewing lab to identify the strengths
and challenges of the platform. The team will retain the low burden elements of the platform, and
engage in refinement and redesign of those elements identified as having high cognitive burden.
For the cognitive interviewing lab, researchers will ask all respondents to sign a consent to
participate form outlining the risks and benefits of participation. Project team will store these
forms in accordance with University of Maryland records retention protocols. Project team will
audio record the interviews, however, researcher will not ask the respondents to provide personally
identifiable information during the interview so that the data are de-identified. Project team will
store the resultant audio and capture files on START’s secure internal server, maintained in
accordance with University of Maryland’s information protocols and in accordance with ADAC’s
Information Protection Plan (ADAC’s IPP).
1.3: Research Brief: Research team will deliver a research brief to detail the findings of the
cognitive interviewing and the eye tracking/hotspot survey. It will include recommendations for
improvement to ERMA and recommendations for an all-hazards Arctic GIS platform. The research
brief will be a publically releasable document detailing the findings from the cognitive interviewing
and from the eye tracking survey. The goal of this research brief will be to detail our findings for the
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general community of scholars and to provide further insight in to best practices for visualizing
spatial data that will inform our web-based GIS platform.

Phase 2: Build a Web GIS Platform:
2.1: Selecting a Web GIS Platform: Currently, there are numerous off-the-shelf solutions for
building a web GIS platform. Project team believes the Environmental Systems Research
Institute’s (ESRI) ArcGIS Online platform is the most flexible and parsimonious platform. It has
been approved for use by various government agencies and is now the platform used on the
Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN) and the Geospatial Information Infrastructure (GII),
for many of NOAA’s online mapping projects, and is how the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency shares public use data. Research team has been given a community of interest within
HSIN and server space in the GII to leverage ESRI’s platform as the basis for the new Arctic allhazards GIS platform.
2.2: Data Acquisition: This project will require third-party data. The third-party data to be used is all
public-use data provided freely by the U.S. government. Like Arctic ERMA, our project seeks to
bring together the relevant data and APIs in one location for Arctic community stakeholders. We
plan to pull data from NOAA, NWS, USCG, NGA, etc. These data are all public-use and available for
anyone who wants to use them. These data provide demographic, economic, political, social, and
security indicators and estimates. These data will be used to display information to users of the
Arctic All-Hazards Web GIS Portal and all of these data sources are available on open websites for
public consumption. If the stakeholders and/or project champion suggests inclusion of data that
are not currently publically available, we will ensure that the data are not classified. The ship
tracking (i.e., AIS, S-AIS, and VMS) will be incorporated as a requirement from USCG. The team will
work with points of contact at HQ USCG and the USCG research and Development Center to link
these feeds to the Arctic Web GIS. The web application will be housed in HSIN/GII which will allow
the owner of the application (USCG) to define and manage authorized user levels. The research
team will also link the GMO’s existing, applicable, data streams to the new application.
All data will be stored within enterprise servers maintained by the GMO, HSIN, and the Office of the
Chief Information Officer (OCIO) of the Department of Homeland Security. Data feeds for this
project are supported by the GMO. The research team expects no data to be maintained or stored
on University of Maryland Servers. In the event that any data is stored or created at the University
of Maryland, it will be stored on EMC Isilon storage arrays housed at the University of Maryland,
College Park in accordance with ADAC IPP. EMC Isilon is a leading provider of highly redundant and
ultra-scalable data storage. Storage utilization is managed by quotas that can be adjusted within a
day. Snapshots, replication, and backups for the data stored through the Networked Storage
Service address various levels of data protection requirements. Opting for the SAN solution,
researchers can choose from different tiers of storage with varying performance and capacity
characteristics to meet their needs. All data on these disk storage arrays are backed up. The EMC
Isilon storage used for this project will only be accessible by University of Maryland’s START’s head
of Information Technology (IT) and the Geospatial Research Unit. It is important to emphasize: no
sensitive information will be stored or collected at the University of Maryland and the GMO’s
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ArcGIS infrastructure is rated at FISMA Low. Representatives from HSIN and the GMO will be
consulted if there are any questions about sensitivity of a data source.
During ADAC Program Year 3, as the Center’s AIFC project, team developed a catalog of data
sources and feeds. They uncovered roughly 1,800 data feeds relevant to the Arctic. Our research
team will use these data sources as a baseline and work with the stakeholders and project
champion to incorporate sources that they deem as suitably useful for the overall project. In
addition, our student interns will assist with discovery of new and potentially useful data sources.
A major thrust in geospatial analysis is data discovery and aggregations. By incorporating students
in this process, it provides hands-on experience with discovering data, identifying useful data, and
how to structure geodatabases. Given the numerous sources of potentially relevant Arctic data, the
project team will provide informed recommendations and the stakeholders and project champion
will have final purview on which data sources should be included and which should not.
During Phase 3 and 4 of the project, the research team will collect feedback from the Alpha and
Beta testers. These data will be aggregated into use cases and will not be identifiable to individual
respondents.
2.3: Developing the Display: Research team will build a splash page identifying the tool as a U.S
Government website and will provide full information relating to monitoring.
Phase 3: Alpha Release: Research team will publish the web application Alpha release and conduct a
structured, Alpha testing of the application to collect feedback from Research Team staff and government
stakeholders. Research Team will open the Alpha Release to the project’s intern cohort and the project
champion (USCG). The purpose of the Alpha test is to ensure that obvious errors and issues are discovered
before wider release. A comment period will aid in refining the web application based on comments and
feedback. Comments and suggestions will be coded and refined into use cases that we can use to better
understand user needs and requirements. This information will be compared with previous discussions to
ensure that development continues at the appropriate pace and with the correct set of users in mind. The
PI and research team plans to discuss the Alpha release with stakeholders and ingest comments and
suggestions that can then be fixed, modified, or added into the web application. The goal for the Alpha
release will be to identify user issues and allow for guidance from the user community.
Phase 4: Beta Release and User Guide:
4.1: Beta Release: Research team will publish the web application Beta release and conduct a
structured, Beta testing of the application to collect feedback from Research Team staff and
government stakeholders. Research Team will schedule a comment period and will refine the web
application based on user comments and feedback. The Beta test will be opened to the Alpha
testers and any additional testers identified by the stakeholders and Project Champion. The
comments and suggestions will be compared to the use cases developed during the Alpha release
to ensure that the most vital issues and concerns are being met and that the usability of the tool
remains consistent. The Beta release will serve as the final testing period and will incorporate the
agreed-upon comments and suggestions gained from the Alpha release. The Beta release will also
coincide with detailed discussions with USCG, the Geospatial Management Office, and HSIN, as we
solidify the transition from our test server to HSIN. The project team has already been in
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communication with HSIN within DHS OCIO and will maintain contact with him and/or other
representatives at HSIN and the OCIO as the project progresses. The goal of the Beta test will be to
show stakeholders and the Project Champion that major issues discovered during the Alpha test
have been rectified, to show that the application is stable, and to allow for further comments and
recommendations.
4.2: Data User Guide: Research team will develop an interactive step-by-step user guide to orient
new users to the Web Application. The Guide will be available as a menu in the web application.
Phase 5: Prep for final delivery (Go Live): (December 30, 2019).
1.
2.
3.

Consultation with USCG, GMO, and HSIN to discuss final steps for handing off the application
including guidance on final requirements and needs for application to Go Live.
Application onboarding documents (User manual, technical manual) review and approval by Arctic
Stakeholders.
Platform Testing to include Browser and Device support levels (operating system and browser
combinations), connection speed, Content Audit, Crawl errors (missing pages/links after Go Live),
and Security.

After comments are incorporated from the Beta release, Research Team will prepare the
application for integration by the government taking into consideration technical requirements and
the availability of resources, which the Research Team and project champion will address during
the life of the project.
Phase 6: Usability Study:
The Research team will conduct an additional round of usability testing and cognitive interviewing on the
new platform. Wherever possible, we will use the same protocols as were used to test the ERMA platform
in Phase 1. That way, we can compare the high burden and poor usability issues of the ERMA platform to
our efforts to mitigate these issues in the newly developed platform. As previously discussed, research
team will deploy a Qualtrics-based hot spot and heat mapping questionnaire to approximately 50
undergraduate and graduate students. Research team will cognitively test the new platform with a new
set of 9 students. We will incorporate the results of this testing into a research report outlining the valueadded components of the new tool (as compared to the current ERMA tool) as well as recommendations
for future refinements or additions to the new platform. Research team expects that the new tool will
outperform the current platform, and by comparing usability and cognitive testing, we can highlight these
differences in performance.
Student Participation: Throughout the project, project team will include four to six undergraduate- and/or
graduate-level interns to assist in gathering data and testing the web GIS platform. The geospatial
research unit has a longstanding history of recruiting highly qualified interns from the University of
Maryland and other universities around the world to learn and grow as geospatial analysts and
geographers. The research team plans to work with students to further develop their technical skills as
geospatial analyst and provide a unique opportunity for young scholars to contribute to research projects.
Project PI will supervise student participants on open-source data collection, raster and vector analysis,
automating geo-processes, and various geospatial methods for modeling environmental systems to curate
data for publication to the web application. In addition, interns will also make significant contributions to
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the development of associated metadata and data standardization between common data layers. The
students will be introduced to qualitative and quantitative methods of analyzing and visualizing geospatial
data and will take part in data discovery efforts and in testing the application. The students will be
mentored throughout the project and will gain solid, practical geospatial experience that can be directly
applied to the field.
The students planned to participate beginning in summer 2018 are as follows:
Name University
Katarina Penn State University
Jerman

Year
MA

Duties
Open-source data collection;
Assist drafting the user
guide; application testing

Brett University of
Kulka Maryland

Senior

Open-source data collection;
data aggregation and
validation; application testing

Peter Lay University of
Maryland

Junior

Open-source data collection;
application testing

Alejandro University of
Pugh Maryland

Senior

Open-source data collection;
data aggregation and
validation; application testing

Hilary University of
Sandborn Maryland

Sophomore Open-source data collection;
application testing

Benefit
Will gain experience with data
collection and handling. Will
gain experience with
professional writing and will
gain experience with web
mapping best practices.
Will gain experience with data
collection and handling. Will
learn how to aggregate and
validate data sources and will
gain experience with web
mapping best practices.
Will gain experience with data
collection and handling. Will
gain experience with web
mapping best practices.
Will gain experience with data
collection and handling. Will
learn how to aggregate and
validate data sources and will
gain experience with web
mapping best practices.
Will gain experience with data
collection and handling. Will
gain experience with web
mapping best practices.

Key Milestones: The following “waterfall” graph illustrates the 6-phase research project planned schedule.
Details describing each phase is provided below the graph. The schedule was originally planned with a
start date of 1 May 2018. Project team will adjust the schedule to coincide with the actual approved start
date, when that date is determined.
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2018
2019
Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Task ID
1
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.3
2
2.2
2.3
3
3.1
4
4.1
4.2
5
5.1
6
6.1

Start
8/1/2018
8/1/2018
9/1/2018
10/1/2018
11/1/2018
12/1/2018
12/1/2018
12/1/2018
5/1/2019
5/1/2019
7/1/2019
7/1/2019
7/1/2019
10/1/2019
10/1/2019
12/1/2019
12/1/2019

Phase 1
Kick-off meeting
Usability Testing
Cognitive Interviewing
Research Brief
Phase 2
Data Acquisition
Develop ArcGIS Online Platform
Phase 3
Alpha Release
Phase 4
Beta Release
User Guide

2020
Jan
End
11/31/2018
8/31/2018
9/30/2015
11/30/2018
11/30/2018
4/30/2019
4/30/2019
4/30/2019
6/30/2019
6/30/2019
9/30/2019
8/31/2019
9/30/2019
Phase 5
1/31/2020
Final delivery
1/31/2020
Phase 6
1/31/2020
Usability Study Report
1/31/2020

Phase 1: Meeting Notes. The kick-off meeting with Arctic stakeholders will identify the direction of the
project and the ideal outcomes of the project (August 30, 2018).
Milestones:
1. The Principal Investigator (PI), with the assistance of the Project Team, will consult with Arctic
stakeholders to organize the project kick-off meeting.
2. The PI, with the assistance of the research team will compile the detailed stakeholder feedback.
3. Research team will submit the meeting notes report with outcome of the meetings and onward
steps.
1.3: Research Brief. Research team will develop the research brief detailing the findings of the usability
study on Arctic ERMA (November 30, 2018).
Milestones:
1. The Principal Investigator (PI), has already submitted the cognitive interviewing protocol and the
survey to the University of Maryland Institutional Review Board (IRB) (May 18, 2018).
2. The Principal Investigator (PI), with the assistance of the Project Team will organize/conduct
cognitive user interviewing (October 1, 2018).
3. The Principal Investigator (PI), with the assistance of the Project Team will organize/conduct the
Eye tracking exercise (September 1, 2018).
4. The Principal Investigator (PI), with the assistance of the Project Team will draft a report and
recommendation of the analysis of the eye tracking and cognitive interviews (November 30,
2018).
Phase 2
2.2: Data Acquisition: Research team will compile all the public-use data needed for the all-hazards web
GIS application (April 30, 2019).
Milestones:
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1. The Principal Investigator (PI), with the assistance of the Project Team will compile all
recommended stakeholder recommended data and ready for inclusion into the web GIS platform.
(April 30, 2019)
2. A feature list will be created based on meetings with stakeholders.
2.3: Develop ArcGIS Online Platform: Research team will design and develop the ArcGIS Online Portal
internally (development platform), (April 30, 2019).
Milestones:
1. The Principal Investigator (PI), with the assistance of the GIS Researchers and Web Developer will
develop and build in the internal development platform the web GIS portal.
2. Research Team will commence internal testing of the web application.
Phase 3: Alpha Release: Research team will publish the web application Alpha release for stakeholder
testing (June 30, 2019).
Milestones:
1. The Web developer, with the assistance of the GIS Researcher will publish the alpha web
application.
2. Research team will schedule a web application testing comment period
3. Research team will compile and prioritize received comments and suggestions for improvements
for beta release
4. Progress will be defined based on USCG list of requested and/or required features at the alpha
stage.
Phase 4
4.1: Beta Release: Research team will publish the web application Beta release for stakeholder
testing (August 31, 2019).
Milestones:
1. The research team and web developer will incorporate changes from the Alpha release in
coordination with stakeholders and the project champion.
2. The Web developer, with the assistance of the GIS Researcher will publish the beta web
application.
3. Research Team will schedule a web application testing comment period.
4. Research Team will compile and prioritize received comments and suggestions for improvements
for beta release.
5. Progress will be defined by the incorporation of user feedback from the alpha release.
4.2: User Guide: Research team will develop the web application user guide (September 30,
2019).
Milestones:
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1.

Research Team will develop an interactive user guide that will be incorporated into the Web
application.

Phase 5: Prep for final delivery (Go Live): Research Team will prep for final delivery enabling Government
sustainment of the web application (January 31, 2020).
Milestones:
1. Research Team will incorporate comments from Beta testing (October 31, 2019).
2. Research team will continue weekly discussions with GMO and USCG on handing off the
application. (NLT November 30, 2019).
3. The Project Team, under the supervision of the Project PI will work with representative from GMO
and USCG to facilitate USCG maintenance of the application. (NLT December 31, 2019).
4. Arctic stakeholders will provide comments, guidance, and approval of the government
sustainment plan to USCG, the Research Team, HSIN, and the GMO (NLT December 31, 2019).
5. Research Team will transition (Go Live) completed web application (NLT January 31, 2020).
Phase 6: Usability Study Report. Research Team will author publishable academic research detailing our
findings relating to usability with suggestions for best practices (January 31, 2019).
Milestones:
1. The Project PI with the assistance of the research team will draft a report detailing the findings of
the project for ADAC Leadership quality review (NLT December 31, 2019).
2. Research Team’s Research Director will provide comments and guidance to the PI and the
research team (NLT January 10, 2020).
3. The Project PI will submit the revised final (draft) report to ADAC Leadership for comments and
guidance (NLT January 20, 2020).
4. Arctic stakeholders provide any comments and guidance to the PI (NLT January 25, 2020).
5. The Project PI will submit the final report to ADAC (NLT January 31, 2020).
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: The PI and the team will work with the USCG, (in close coordination with
ADAC leadership and the HQ USCG Project Champion), HSIN, the GMO, and other stakeholders throughout the
project to ensure that we build a platform that is useful to USCG needs and requirements. Principally, we seek to
understand, at an unclassified level, what types of data are available for inclusion into the new web application.
We will also discuss with the relevant stakeholders across the whole of government and industry what types of
functionalities they are interested in or will find useful.
Project Champion: Hank Blaney, CAPT (Ret), USCG. Project advocates (who are planned to join the steering
committee): Personnel (as coordinated with Project Champion from HQ USCG CG926, USCG PAC Area, D17 and
R&D Center. The primary operational customer for this product is the 17th U.S. Coast Guard District, and the
tactical customer is U.S. Coast Guard District 17 Sector Anchorage. Lew Summers and Marigny Boyd will serve as
points of contact from the GMO and HSIN, respectively.
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The PI will engage Capt (Ret) Hank Blaney, the project champion on a frequency basis as determined by the CAPT
(Ret) Blaney, but as a minimum twice a month. Critical coordination is planned with Mr. Robb Wright of NOAA’s
Office of Response and Restoration and Ms. Lorna Schmidt of the U.S. Geologic Survey, who serves as the U.S.
point of contact for the Arctic Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI). The PI will reach out to the National GeospatialIntelligence Agency to determine their interest in serving as a project advocate and collaborators.
Throughout the research, the project team will remain in close coordination with ADAC leadership and
USCG mission users. The project team plans to meet with the project champion, other USCG personnel as
defined by the project champion and personnel other government agencies at the discretion of the project
champion (as decided in advance/at the kick-off meeting). We then plan for bi-weekly calls during Phases
1 and 2 of the project. The purpose of these bi-weekly calls will be to discuss the survey roll-out, survey
results and findings, and to detail the cognitive interviewing. We plan for weekly phone conferences during
Phases 3 through 6. We are planning for monthly face-to-face meetings with the project champion and
other stakeholders as their schedule permits throughout the life of the project, seeking to meet on a
quarterly basis. The project team requests ADAC leadership participation in all of these meetings
throughout the life of the project.
The PI and select members of the project team will participate in the quarterly Customers and Partners
Roundtable and the ADAC Annual Meeting in Washington, DC.
Performance Metrics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Number of stakeholders engaged and generation of requirements.
Formation and number of members on Steering Committee.
Number of stakeholders that accept requirements specifications.
Design and documentation of system architecture, use cases, and test cases.
Number of successful customer acceptance tests.
Number and impact of peer-reviewed publications/presentations.
Develop ArcGIS Online Platform. Suitable parameters consist of the following:
o Complete initial data identification and collection.
o Complete data processing and standardization procedure for inclusion in WebGIS application.
o Complete developer testing for Alpha release.
o Provide the Alpha Release. Suitable parameters consist of the following:
 Users will provide comments and feedback regarding the user experience and overall
usefulness of the application.
 The research team will evaluate user feedback for inclusion in the Beta release. Feedback
will be evaluated and prioritized based on relevance to the application and feasibility of
implementation prior to Beta release.
o Provide the Beta Release. Suitable parameters consist of the following:
 The research team will incorporate user comments and feedback generated from the Beta
release prior to the delivery of the final application.
 The research team will develop the web application user manual based on the final
version of the application.
Prep for final delivery (Go Live): Suitable parameters consist of the following:
o Technology transfer: The research team will coordinate with HSIN/OCIO to transfer the application
to DHS-controlled server(s).
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Outcomes/Output: The outcomes of the project will result primarily in developing a new capability for the USCG
as they do not presently have an Arctic Web GIS product and have been relying on NOAA’s Arctic ERMA as a
dissemination tool. This new tool will meet USCG decision support needs via enhanced data feeds, user interface,
and will be owned and controlled by the USCG. The research team plans the web application to be suitable for
USCG decision makers at regional level use, in context of Arctic mission needs.
Other items produced by this project will include: a research brief, usability study, and user guide. The GIS
application is intended to serve as the USCG Arctic web GIS interface and is highly useful to serve as a
pilot for other all-hazards web GIS applications. The research brief will present initial findings from the
research project’s eye tracking and hotspot survey. The brief will detail general usability issues. The
usability study will present the overall usability findings from the project and will serve as the basis for
multiple academic publications. The user guide will serve as a means by which users can navigate the web
application.
Transition Plan: Concluded research will result in the creation and refined Arctic web GIS application for
USCG operations. Transitioning the research will be coordinated with Project Team, ADAC leadership, the
HQ USCG Project Champion, HSIN, and the GMO. Coordination will involve Commandant USCG CG-926,
USCG Pac Area and USCG D17 personnel as well as USCG R&D Center, and DHS OCIO Geospatial
Management Office. ADAC’s Research to Capability Process (as described in ADAC Annual Year workplan)
will be utilized. While USCG Project Champion and key USCG stakeholders will be involved via the steering
committee from beginning through transition, the key milestone transition phase starts once research
reaches “Phase 5” Prep for final delivery (Go Live).
Transition destination will be within the DHS HSIN Geospatial Information Infrastructure (GII). The
research team has held initial discussions with an OCIO HSIN representative who confirms planned
research and the resulting application is feasible and suitable to be housed within GII. Subsequent
meetings with government POCs from HSIN and the GMO have confirmed that the GII will host and house
the application. HSIN and GMO representatives have provided the project team with access within HSIN
and the GII to develop the application. The Project Champion will assist in granting any person with a HSIN
account access to the community of interest.
Accordingly, coordination meetings with HSIN and GMO staff will continue monthly throughout the project
with weekly or bi-weekly (depending on HSIN and GMO staff availability) occurring after the alpha stage.
The project team will work with HSIN and GMO staff to ensure that the project build occurs smoothly. At
the outset of the project, HSIN and the GMO will discuss sustainment and maintenance challenges with
USCG directly in hopes of overcoming them by the close of the project. As USCG is the champion of this
project, when the application is completed, the USCG will influcence determining which HSIN/GII accounts
are allowed access to the application.
The research brief will provide an overview of the findings from the initial usability studies (cognitive
interviewing and web survey). The results will focus on what users liked, did not like, what they found
useful, and what they did not find useful. The brief will differentiate between findings from casual users
and those who have experience and expertise in geographic information systems in order to better
understand differences in how those with training versus those without training view web-mapping
applications. This research brief will serve as a baseline for the recommendations the project team will
make to the USCG and NOAA stakeholders.
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Requirements for fine scale research development in the research will be driven by the project champion
at HQ USCG and will be coordinated with, HSIN staff who support the USCG.
The research team will prepare a user guide for the Arctic web GIS application that details the changes
made to the application, location of data sources, and will detail the functions of the web application.
Consistent with prior aspects of the research project, the user guide will be approved by USCG
stakeholders.
The project research reports will be provided to all stakeholders, and we plan to publish the results of the
usability study to aid future research in the visual display and dissemination of information. This report will
allow for a pre-test/post-test examination of usability prior to the beginning of the research project and
after the research project. The analysis of our results from the eye tracking, cognitive interviewing, and
overall usability studies will add new insights into human-computer interaction, how people use web
mapping applications, and what trends, if any, exist in user experiences. These results will be of specific
interest to the academic communities surrounding the Journal of Public Opinion Research, Applied
Geography, and Cartographic Perspectives among others.

5. PROJECT: Arctic Vessel Monitoring Geofencing/Alert Awareness
Project PIs: Dr. Kenrick Mock and Buddy Custard
Lead Institutions: University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) and Alaska Maritime Prevention & Response
Network (AMPRN – a 501c6 organization)
Supporting Team: Aaron Poe (Alaska Conservation Foundation – ACF, a 501c3 organization), Ed Page
(Marine Exchange of Alaska – MXAK, a 501c6 organization)
Project Champion: Hank Blaney, HQ USCG CG-255
Project Description:
Abstract: This project seeks to advance Arctic Maritime Domain Awareness & Management (MDA&M) by
developing protocols and software for the Automatic Identification System (AIS) technology. Capitalizing on
existing satellite and terrestrial AIS technology and the terrestrial AIS infrastructure in the U.S. Arctic
region, the project aims to boost the development and implementation of automated geofencing alerts by
applying the emerging software development of M2M (Machine to Machine) and IoT (Internet of Things) for
vessel monitoring and notification. By providing improved “watch-dog” alerts to the Coast Guard, other
agencies and maritime stakeholders (i.e., Alaska Native coastal communities) the project’s overall
objective will enhance maritime security and safety, environmental protection, and vessel regulatory
compliance in U.S. Arctic waters. This project will aid Coast Guard decision-makers to rapidly distill,
analyze, and prioritize potential threats to allocate precious resources, energies, and partnerships using
triggered “watch-dog” alarms by using geofencing technology based on specified criteria and parameters.
The project is directed at Arctic maritime operations. Once the Arctic portion is successfully established,
project team will seek to apply to all Alaska waters.
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The workplan consists of three primary tasks: 1. Validating end-user geofencing and notification
requirements; 2. Developing enhanced AIS geofencing and notification software; and 3. Evaluating the
software against stakeholder requirements.
The team will focus on software programming, coding, Geographic Information System (GIS) overlays,
agency protocols, and IT guidance throughout the project to ensure that each aspect of the process is
engineered with the Coast Guard’s and other stakeholders’ necessities in mind. The team will develop the
process and software by:
1) Developing technology for tailor-specific geofences and AIS-triggered alarms that can be
customized by the end-user and exportable to other users for tracking and monitoring vessels
throughout the U.S. Arctic; and,
2) Automatically disseminating the alert information to decision makers across multiple platform
devices to ensure it reaches them in a timely fashion to better discern if a threat exists to mariners
and/or to the marine environment.

Figure 8: Arctic Vessel Monitoring and Geofencing/Alert Awareness

Objective/Purpose: The objective is to develop customized vessel geofencing alerts for the USCG and other
Arctic stakeholders. More specifically:
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•
•
•
•
•


Geofences can be customized by the end-user to meet agencies requirements.
Geofences will have multiple filters and GIS overlays to better discriminate vessel type and
activities.
Geofence GIS files will be importable and exportable by end-users.
Alerts and notifications can be received on multiple unclassified platform devices by government
agencies.
Geofence/alert notifications sent to Social Media/email platforms for other Federal/State agencies
and Arctic stakeholders.
Coastal Communities can receive tailored notification and alerts.

Baseline: AIS is an internationally adopted tracking system required by most commercial vessels to aid
maritime safety, security, and environmental protection. Vessels equipped with AIS transponders transmit
position reports, speed, type of vessel, size, cargo, navigation status, and destination several times a
minute. This information is received by AIS and disseminated to the Coast Guard, state agencies, vessel
operators, and numerous other stakeholders to aid safe and sound maritime operations.
Using the AIS data of vessel movements, there are approximately 10,000 vessel transits annually in the
U.S. Arctic region as defined under section 112 of the Arctic Research and Policy Act of 1984 (15 U.S.C.
4111). On any given day, there are 100 to 500 vessels operating within the U.S. Arctic region depending
on the season. The sheer volume in the number of vessels to keep continuous situational awareness in
detecting vessel movement anomalies that could cause harm to people, property, and the marine
ecosystem in this U.S. strategic region is overwhelming. This is especially true when the Coast Guard Arctic
regional command centers and staffs are simultaneously managing multiple cases ranging from search
and rescue, maritime law enforcement, homeland security, oil spill response and salvage, waterways
management, and fisheries enforcement, as well as managing its mandated missions throughout the
other portions of the Western Alaska Captain of the Port Zone. The enormous challenge of trying to
manage this volume of information requires enhanced tools that leverage M2M and IoT software
technologies to help sift through the hundreds of vessel movements during any given hour to detect a
potential incident(s).
Arctic communities have also voiced concern of commercial vessels entering and interfering with their
subsistence activities with no notice of impending transit through the waters their communities rely on for
their way of life. There is also no active monitoring of all AIS equipped vessels in the Arctic to determine if
vessels are entering marine protected areas or proceeding at a high speed that increases the risk of
striking whales, disrupting protected species rookies and walrus haul-out areas, and endangered bird
nesting areas.
Presently, the AIS network in Alaska can generate rudimentary automated geographic prescribed alerts
with current fundamental geofencing software. However, the AIS software interface to import /export
customized geofences and automatically push alerts and notifications across multiple platform devices
and software applications are not developed. Additionally, the tools to receive alerts used by agencies is
different than mobile devices and apps used by Arctic communities. The alert information needs to be
automatically pushed to agency personnel and interested Arctic communities across multiple platforms
and devices in an unclassified fashion to aid in rapid and proper MDA&M and decision making. Presently,
geofence software and alert notifications are not able to:


Share filters, zones, buffers, and customized alarms to other users;
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Adjust filters/alarms sensitives seasonally for vessel traffic and sea ice;
Import GIS layers that can be used for alarms and notifications;
Allow for enhanced geofencing customization to develop alerts and notifications that meet
stakeholder requirements across many mission sets; and
Produce alerts and notifications on various mobile platform devices and applications.

Development of the enhanced geofence/alert software will use the existing AIS data network and system
developed in Alaska used by the Coast Guard, State of Alaska, and the maritime industry. As a result, no
additional replication of AIS data or new computational or data storage clusters are necessary. However,
new software components (e.g., codes) will need to be developed to interface with existing AIS data in a
manner that can establish geofencing based on additional criteria and push notification alerts ascertained
from stakeholders’ requirements and desired input modalities.
This project concentrates on increasing existing vessel tracking systems features, focusing on the
implementation of geofences and AIS-triggered notifications to remain on the leading edge of MDA&M.
Methodology: The research team will build upon existing and emerging geofencing techniques to develop
enhanced processes, protocols, and software AIS geofencing development. The project team will develop
software changes to existing vessel tracking and monitoring unclassified system used at U.S. Coast Guard
and commercial marine monitoring centers within the U.S. Arctic EEZ, leveraging prior investments in AIS
geofencing technology and software. The research team employs task-oriented objectives to develop its
software geofencing and push notification enhancements. The overall methodology is to leverage M2M
and IoT software engineering, while understanding the mechanical and electrical AIS limitations to refine
the trigger alerts across multiple platform devices.
The methodology includes:








Requirements elicitation from stakeholders regarding geofencing feature set and development of
use cases and design specifications.
Workflow diagrams to model vessel management and notifications as stipulated by the
stakeholders.
Agile development with stakeholder input.
Software development that builds upon existing AIS datasets and geofencing technology. A
majority of the software development will be server-based and accessible through a web browser
or widely-available technology (e.g. email, social media).
Synthetic test cases and test cases utilizing actual vessels.
Acceptance testing and customer training.
Peer-reviewed publication/presentation for validation and improvement.

A stakeholder will require a user profile to store desired alert parameters along with an appropriate way for
the user to edit, manage, and import/export the geofence parameters. For example, the new software
codes may trigger the dissemination of vessel notification information via smartphone application, social
media platforms, email, and text messages to the various agencies and communities, depending on user
preferences.
Student Participation:
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The project will seek the participation of two undergraduate student researchers. The students will be
ADAC fellows. Students with a computer science background will assist with AIS trigger-alert software
development. They will develop and test possible improvements to existing algorithms that trigger alert
notifications, and how to push the notifications to multiple user-interface mobile platform devices. This will
provide a practicum that complements the theory presented in the computer science curriculum. Students
outside of computing will assist with stakeholder requirements and engagement. Students of both
backgrounds will learn principles of project management and team-based communication.
Research Objectives:






Identify vessel alerting and management workflow and the decision-making processes through
stakeholder engagement.
Design and implement a software architecture capable of efficiently managing geofences/alerts.
Provide the Coast Guard, resource trustees, and Arctic coastal communities with accessible, AIStriggered information technology tools necessary to increase their MDA&M of vessel traffic in the
U.S. Arctic.
Ensure the effectiveness of geofences/alerts in the unclassified Common Operating Picture system
used by the USCG.
Provide MDA&M and notice of hazards to vessel operators via an AIS alerting system.

To accomplish the research objectives, the team will develop:
 Geofencing/alert files that can be shared among users of vessel tracking display systems;
 Software interface that will push notification information based on filters requested by the end
user;
 New codes to give the end user choices to tailor notification to meet their specific requirements;
 Filters, zones, buffers and customized alarms that can be adjusted for vessel traffic and sea ice;
and
 The ability to create GIS layers that can be used for alarms and notifications;
 Customization for U.S. Coast Guard mission needs, (such as alarms customized by individual
users):
 Included in customization are stakeholder specified U.S. Coast Guard Reports, such as:
ability to compile past history & tracks – (with some limitations on time scale and scope)
and history of zone violations (e.g., how many times fence has been crossed in the past "X"
hours/days/weeks, etc.)
 Achievable Cyber characteristics (for a non-classified science and technology research project):
 Research team plans to support USCG D17’s non-secure PACTRACS vessel tracking display
developed and operated by the Marine Exchange of Alaska.
 USCG user import or export of GIS type files with customizable permissions levels;
 Import/export file types need to be common enough to use on other applications (i.e.
GoogleEarth, CG1V).
The project will work in partnership with the HQ U.S. Coast Guard Project Champion, U.S. Coast Guard D17,
U.S. Coast Guard R&D Center, other federal and state agencies, the marine industry, and Arctic coastal
communities to identify and develop methods by which relevant stakeholders can employ AIS
geofences/alerts tailored to their information needs to make operational decisions. This will be
accomplished by:
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1. Identifying the maritime areas of concern of each stakeholder, such as:1
a. U.S. Coast Guard: Areas to be Avoided (ATBA), presence of commercial vessels in vicinity of
whaling operations, responding to agencies’ requests for the service to prevent vessels
from entering dynamic marine protected areas, communicating sea ice and other hazards
to mariners. This includes U.S. Coast Guard Safety and Security Zones, Maritime Boundary
Lines. This also includes U.S. Coast Guard specified Arctic Waterways and Bering Strait
focus areas.
b. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: Aleutian Islands ATBA and walrus haul out areas.
c. NOAA: Weather alerts to mariners where VHF radio coverage does not exist (most of U.S.
Arctic), whale migration and feeding areas, Bogoslov Island Marine Sanctuary, and other
marine mammal concentration areas.
d. State of Alaska State Fish and Game: Walrus Islands State Game Sanctuary, other marine
mammal concentration areas, and fish habitat areas.
e. Alaska Arctic Coastal Communities: Areas of subsistence activities, including whaling, as
well as presence of cruise ships and other commercial vessels approaching their ports or
near their shores.
2. Identify the geofencing/alerting criteria, such as:
a. Authorized party to establish an alert (Agency representative or vetted stakeholder);
b. Time frame of alert: start and ending period;
c. Vessel parameters for alerts: size (length, draft or tonnage), type of vessel (tanker, cruise
ship, tug, fishing, cargo vessel), and activity;
d. Speed of vessel: i.e. more than 14 knots or below 3 knots for certain vessel types;
e. Geographic parameters: area where alerts are provided (e.g., warning area, incursion area,
customize areas); and
f. Notifications: e.g., agency e-mail address, phone call to operations center, text message to
decision maker, computer screen alerts, data base entry, and/or notifications made to
specific vessel(s) or vessels operating in a designated area.
In a parallel process to identifying the geofencing/alerting criteria, the project team will develop the work
flow and decision-making processes as end-user requirements are identified. This will allow the project
software engineers to commence software development to allow sufficient time to test and evaluate the
geofencing and notification output products. During the final phase of the project, the team will share
project findings with the stakeholders to further evaluate the tool before making final improvements.
Key Milestones:




1

Identify vessel alerting and management workflow and the decision-making processes based on
consultation with relevant stakeholders, 31 Oct 2018.
Geofencing software development, 31 Mar 2019.
Alert and notification software development, 31 May 2019.

These are examples of the types perspectives we expect to hear from stakeholders.
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Test of AIS Transmission of Dynamic Marine Protected Area to a vessel, 30 Jun 2019.
Test notification and alerts with agencies and coastal communities, 31 Aug 2019.
Finalize tools and complete transition plan, 31 Oct 2019.

Performance Metrics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of stakeholders engaged and generation of requirements.
Formation and number of members on Steering Committee.
Number of stakeholders that accept requirements specifications.
Design and documentation of system architecture, use cases, and test cases.
Percentage completion/project velocity of features and use cases.
Percentage of successful synthetic test cases (simulated vessel movements or other automated
tests)
Percentage of successful manual tests (e.g. interfacing with social media, user interface)
Percentage of successful field tests (e.g. AIS transmission of dynamic marine protected area)
Number of successful customer acceptance tests.
Number and impact of peer-reviewed publications/presentations.

Outcomes/Outputs: The project’s outcomes are:
1) Documentation of geofencing workflow for stakeholders in the form of diagrams and text.
2) Document that identifies a collaborative process that will engage regulatory agencies, industry and
Alaska Native communities regarding issues related to geofencing.
3) Software requirements specification document.
4) Use/test case document.
5) Systems architecture design document.
6) Development and publication of a geofencing file format based on existing standards (e.g. CSV,
shape file, etc.)
7) Software system to create and manage geofences with alert preferences.
8) Software system to generate customized geofence alerts integrated with existing AIS database.
9) System documentation.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: The research team plans a comprehensive series of engagements on
a calendar basis throughout the life of the research project with U.S. Coast Guard at strategic, operational,
and tactical levels. The research team will include stakeholder engagements via focus groups, again on a
scheduled calendar basis for the life of the project.
The strategic customer is HQ U.S. Coast Guard Project Champion. The primary operational customer for
this product is the 17th U.S. Coast Guard District, and the tactical customer is U.S. Coast Guard District 17
Sector Anchorage. A key collaborator is the U.S. Coast Guard R&D Center. Other stakeholders who will
also benefit from this project include federal and Alaska state stakeholders (e.g., NOAA Fisheries, U.S. Fish
& Wildlife Service, Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation, and Alaska Department of Fish &
Game), and the communities across the U.S. Arctic coastal region who benefit from the decreased risk of
vessel groundings, oil spills, collisions, and disruption of subsistence activities. Priority of engagement for
research team is HQ USCG Project Champion, and the direct USCG end-users: USCG D17 and USCG D17
Sector Anchorage.
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Examples of the secondary beneficiaries of the outcomes of this project are as follows.
Resource Trustees: NOAA Fisheries, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Alaska Department of Fish and
Game, and Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation all have responsibilities to protect
the marine environment but have limited resources to do so effectively. Due to environmental
changes in the Arctic, the designated “Marine Protected Areas” are ever changing. The locations of
walrus haul out areas, presence of whales, and sea lion rookeries are dynamic. In most cases
agencies are not aware of maritime operations in these areas that have the potential to adversely
impact the environment or resources they are charged with protecting. The agencies also do not
have an effective way of notifying vessels when they are approaching or entering protected areas.
This project will provide them the software notification tools to automatically monitor, detect, and
notify 7x24.
Coastal Communities. Periodically vessels appear on the horizon without notice of coastal
communities and enter areas where Alaska Native hunters are actively engaged in subsistence
activities, hazarding the mariners, and preventing a successful hunt. This project can send alerts to
mobile devices, social media, and other means to communities regarding approaching vessels. It
can also provide them the means to notify approaching vessels of areas “off limits” due to the
presence of whales, other marine mammals, and local mariners.
Mariners. The safe and environmentally sound transit and operation of vessels in arctic waters
requires the effective dissemination of weather, ice, hazards, marine life, restricted areas, and
dynamic marine protected areas to mariners. This project will develop the protocols and software
that can identify when a vessel is entering a prescribed region and transmit relevant safety and
environmental information to vessel operators to minimize negative impacts of their operation.
Stakeholder engagement will be central to the success of this project. Deliberate investments in the
collection of information required to develop the work flow diagrams and identify the end-user
requirements of the tools and in how recipients can receive this information will be critical.
The Alaska Conservation Foundation (ACF) will convene stakeholder focus group discussions to gather the
end-user requirements. ACF has a history of collaborating across stakeholder groups on vessel traffic
issues through the Aleutian and Bering Sea Islands Landscape Conservation Cooperative. They will
conduct four group meetings at the beginning of the project:






Primary stakeholder. Coast Guard personnel from HQ, D17, and Sector Anchorage who are the
primary users of the project.
Other Federal and State Stakeholders. Federal and state agencies involved in the management of
resources in coastal and marine areas including: NOAA, BOEM, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation, and Alaska Department of Fish and Game.
Coastal Communities. Leaders/decision makers from coastal villages and larger coastal hub
communities. These individuals will include staff and leadership from Alaska Native
tribes/organizations, as well as city officials who are working on or concerned about issues related
to vessel traffic and MDA&M.
Maritime Industry. Those companies that conduct operations in Arctic waters, including but not
limited to ports and facilities in the Arctic (e.g., Nome, Kotzebue, Red Dog Mine) and vessel
operators (e.g., tugs, offshore supply vessels, landing craft, research vessels, and tankers).
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The Alaska Conservation Foundation will also seek to obtain coastal community end-user requirements at
the Alaska Tribal Conference of Environmental Managers in November 2018 and similarly at the Alaska
Forum on the Environment (AFE) in February 2019. Both conferences attract Alaska Native leaders and
tribal staff to Anchorage annually and provide the opportunity to engage many of the Alaska Native
stakeholders regarding the project to receive feedback on the functionality and use of the tools developed.
Natural resource managers from industry and government agencies from around the state also attend
AFE, providing another opportunity to engage with these stakeholders.
In addition, two key existing bodies representing Arctic stakeholders include the Arctic Waterways Safety
Committee and the Aleutian Islands Waterways Safety Committee. The research team will work with these
groups at the outset of the project, outlining the potential uses of the deliverables to help them meet their
missions of safe and environmentally sound vessel traffic in the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Seas.
After the initial series of focus groups has been conducted, individuals will be invited to participate in a
monthly steering committee. The committee’s meetings will primarily be conducted using online
collaboration tools for both discussion and to demonstrate the geofences and alert notification products.
The research team will present progress to date including the evaluation and validation of solutions under
development, efficacy of the products, progress toward objectives, and solicit and address feedback from
committee members.
Transition Plan: The transition plan will be conducted under the direction of the steering committee. The
primary output of the project is new software. The research team will incorporate the new software into the
existing unclassified AIS tracking and monitoring system used by the Coast Guard, State of Alaska, and the
maritime industry for MDA&M within the U.S. Arctic EEZ at the end of the project.
The new software will be hosted on the cloud or execute on Marine Exchange servers rather than require
installation on end-user or client computers. While development and test servers will be used in ADAC
Program Year 5. Following the conclusion of the research beyond Program Year 5, research team will
transition the software to run on the production servers hosted by the Alaska Marine Exchange, or other
suitable and feasible destination as determined by the USCG Project Champion. By hosting the software
on the Marine Exchange servers and making it web/Internet accessible, the technology transition for
stakeholders is simplified by removing the need for stakeholders to set up and install their own servers or
software systems. Additionally, by hosting the new software on the Marine Exchange servers, data
transport and access to vessel data stored on the same servers is more efficient than if the new software
were hosted elsewhere. However, upon request the project team can provide the software source code
that could run in a different computing facility with sufficient computing and network capabilities.
MXAK servers and computers have been used to receive, process and display AIS information used by the
Coast Guard for over 10 years. All Arctic terrestrial AIS data accessed by the Coast Guard is provided by
MXAK AIS receivers, servers and software, therefore, the cost to develop this geo-fence system is based on
the ability to utilize the existing software and hardware owned and operated by the MXAK as well as
accessing MXAK AIS data from the 130 AIS sites the organization established and operates in Alaska. The
AIS data provided to the Coast Guard by MXAK servers can ultimately reside on Coast Guard servers (as
directed by HQ USCG Project Champion).
Product will be delivered with robust training/instruction and documentation elements. The project team
plans a comprehensive engagement investment principally focused on HQ USCG, and USCG End users.
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This engagement will result in co-development of a system that is user-friendly. Project team will provide a
streamlined user’s guide and directions and supporting how-to video/webinar, with additional focused
training support to USCG end users.
The interface between the system and social media access will also be server-based. Scripts that run on
the server or cloud will provide requested data via social media channels. End-users will be responsible for
managing social media or email software on their endpoint device. Any separate client-side tools (e.g.
custom apps) will be made available from the server or from an appropriate application repository.
The project team will provide comprehensive training to stakeholders on how to use the new software. As
the initial and primary stakeholder, we will engage with the USCG first across the development and
deployment lifecycle and expect significant input from the USCG through the steering committee.
The final software application will reach TRL 7, demonstration under an operational environment. TRL 8,
actual system completion and qualification will be partially achieved but require additional testing under a
more complete set of operating conditions. TRL 9 will require successful operation over an extended
period of time.
4. PLACEHOLDER TBD: Projects awarded and established responding to the fall 2017 Arctic Incidents of
National Significance Workshop: “Coping with the Unthinkable…an Arctic Maritime Oil Spill.”

THEME 3 – Maritime Technology Research:
1. Propeller Driven Long Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (LRAUV) for Under-Ice Mapping of Oil
Spills and Environmental Hazards (Continuation Project);
2. Arctic IoNS and MaLTE workshops.
3. TBD: Projects awarded and established responding to the fall 2017 Arctic Incidents of National
Significance Workshop: “Coping with the Unthinkable…an Arctic Maritime Oil Spill.”
1. PROJECT: Development of Propeller Driven Long Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (LRAUV) for
Under-Ice Mapping of Oil Spills and Environmental Hazards
Project PIs: Dr. James Bellingham (WHOI), Amy Kukulya (WHOI) and Brett Hobson (MBARI)
Lead Institutions: Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) and Monterey Bay Aquarium Research
Institution (MBARI)
Supporting Team: Dr. Chris Reddy (WHOI), Amanda Besaw (WHOI), Sean Whelan (WHOI), Daniel GomezIbanez (WHOI), Mike Jakuba (WHOI)
Project Description:
Abstract: Increasing level of commercial marine activity in high latitudes creates an ever-growing risk of oil
spills. Characterizing oil spills in remote and austere Arctic locations is a daunting challenge to the U.S.
Coast Guard. Led by the LRAUV project PI, Dr. Bellingham, the laboratories at Monterey Bay Aquarium
Research Institute (MBARI) developed a small long-range system called the Tethys Autonomous
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Underwater Vehicle (AUV). The Tethys AUV is a helicopter-portable system that functions as a rapid
response solution to incidents
occurring in the maritime environment, and aims to increase the situational awareness of first responders.
Outcomes of this project will be: (1) construction of a small long-range AUV (LRAUV) based on a modified
Tethys platform equipped with oil sensors and navigation systems, (2) a demonstration of the LRAUV
survey capability, and (3) the creation of a simulator for establishing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
related to AUV oil spill deployments. Gaining an autonomous underwater capability to survey oil spills at
long range, high latitudes, and under ice answers an unmet need for DHS and the USCG, (4) conduct
review of a reduced cost design for USCG and broader ADAC use.

Figure 9: Propeller Driven Long Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle Overview

Objective/Purpose: Our objective is to develop an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) based capability
to observe and sampling dynamic processes in the Ocean in order to characterize oil spills and other
environmental hazards under ice.
Baseline: PI Dr. Bellingham’s prior laboratories at MBARI originally created the Tethys platform specifically
to carry biological and chemical payloads for long distances and extended durations. The vehicle is small,
about 30 cm (12 inches) in diameter, and requires no special handling equipment. Prior deployments
ranged from a few days to over three weeks, and were conducted without the direct supervision of surface
escort vehicles. The longest-range mission to date was over 1,800 km at a speed of 1 meter/second (m/s)
off the coast of Moss Landing, California. The vehicle operated as far as 500 km from shore independent
of any escort. However, achieving ranges two to three times greater is possible. Maximizing the vehicle
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range is achievable by operating at a speed of 0.5 m/s, using the buoyancy engine, shifting internal
weight, trimming the vehicle to neutral buoyancy, and drifting at zero propeller speed while using minimal
sensors.
The vehicle is typically shore-launched and recovered. A small boat is used to tow the vehicle between the
harbor entrance and a boat launch ramp. The Tethys is also helicopter transportable to remote areas.
The Tethys system occupies the design space intermediate between underwater ocean gliders and the
current generation of propeller-driven AUVs. Existing ocean gliders such as the Teledyne Webb Slocum, the
Scripps Spray, and Kongsberg Seaglider have a sufficient operational range to achieve the desired range
goals needed by USCG. However, they do not have the payload capacity or power to carry the chemical and
biological sensors that are required, and cannot operate at higher speeds without redesign. Typical gliders
operate at speeds of about 0.3 m/s, and utilize a power source equivalent to 1W of energy with minimal
power consumption.
In contrast, existing propeller-driven AUVs such as those manufactured by Hydroid, Bluefin, OceanServer,
and Teledyne Gavia consume more power, resulting in a shorter endurance. These commercial propellerdriven systems can operate for a period typically up to 24 hours at speed of 1.5 m/s, and providing ranges
of less than 130 km. As a result, Tethys is uniquely capable in its combination of payload capacity, range,
and endurance for remote under-ice oil detection.
Mission-level control of the Tethys is achieved by using an architecture called ‘state-configured layeredcontrol'. This is an improved variant of the layered control architecture developed by Dr. Bellingham (1991)
and implemented on vehicles ranging from Webb gliders to the Dorado AUVs. State-configured layered
control supports autonomous adaptive operations for long periods. The software building blocks of the
system are behaviors, or control laws, that can be combined to accomplish tasks. These control laws are
conditionally connected to the AUV to complete missions that are more complex or respond to certain
contingencies. For example, vehicle software is able to detect faults in critical components and respond
appropriately, greatly improving the reliability of the AUV. In some cases, through configuration changes,
the Tethys may continue a mission after a component failure. For example, depth control of the
submersible is a redundant system. If the elevator actuator fails, the vehicle can continue to control depth
by shifting internal weight.
Operators interact with the vehicle via an Iridium satellite link by recovering data snippets in near real-time
and sending new mission commands to the vehicle as desired. Communication with the vehicle is possible
when it surfaces, and interpreted at operator-determined intervals.
Over several years of operation a web-based operator portal for the Tethys has been developed2, which
includes a display of science and engineering data. On a secure portion of the site3 users can access a
command interface and a variety of utilities, such as an alert page that operators can configure to send
mission data via email or mobile phones based upon certain criteria. Prior research has established a
design, created operating and navigation software, investigated the range of capabilities associated with

2
3

http://aosn.mbari.org/TethysDash/
http://aosn.mbari.org/TethysDash/data/daphne/realtime/sbdlogs/2012/201211/20121127T053258/
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critical components, implemented a systems integration plan, and conducted successful field-tests to
validate research. Further research has developed an advanced LRAUV design package with first article
fabrication to allow subsequent full platform fabrication. Completed research to date provides a design for
platform fabricators to construct an LRAUV platform to meet stated parameters in navigation, mission
performance, and operator ease of use.
Research Method: Research team employ a task-oriented team of expert marine mechanical and
electrical engineers to conclude the creation of a readily deployable, easily handled, variable speed, and
long range AUV capable of detecting and mapping oil spills under ice. The team leverages prior
investments in AUV research and oil sensor technology, and under-ice operations. The overall objective is
to leverage mechanical and electrical engineering to fine-tune the Tethys vehicle with sensors, navigation,
and chemical mapping to operate under ice.
The LRAUV re-design of Tethys will observe and sample dynamic processes in the Arctic marine
environments in order to characterize oil spills and other environmental hazards under ice. Sensor focus
is to detect and acquire mapping of dissolved hydrocarbons and oil drops. Developed technology is
useable in other regions (such as the Canada-U.S. Great Lakes). LRAUV research team will investigate
sensing and mapping information relay needs to get data quickly from the platform to on-scene operators.
Research team will integrate prior ADAC sponsored investigations in systems software, AUV simulator,
chemical detection sensors, navigation, and mapping to design changes of the Tethys platform. Priority for
specific Year 5 project work is documentation of the redesigned vehicle, and subsequent testing in
increasingly difficult marine environments. Testing the fabricated platform will leverage a prior developed
oil-spill survey simulator using currents obtained from coastal models to simulate the advection of oil, and
allows testing of different survey strategies. Additionally, researchers will initiate investigating
accompanying research in data relay as previously discussed.
The research team will design and fabricate an Arctic buoy system that will allow the LRAUV to precisely
navigate via Long-BaseLine (LBL) and Ultra-Short BaseLine (USBL) navigation methods. LBL allows for
long range (up to 10 Km per buoy), while USBL allows for short range (<100 meters) homing and docking
for recovery under ice or in open water. The buoy system will also allow for data transfer from the LRAUV
back to Command Control Center via Iridium. In order to transfer data in a format that can be visualized by
the receiving party, a software compression will be included in the buoy development.
AUV navigation is a particularly challenging aspect of the project. Building on prior LRAUV project work,
research will aim to improve on this by exploring multiple modes of navigation to mitigate complex
environmental conditions and changing scenarios. We will use several levels of navigation for the AUV:
1. A GPS system built into the Tethys antenna will routinely obtain GPS fixes when the vehicle
surfaces;
2. The vehicle will dead-reckon using a Doppler sonar to measure velocity relative to the bottom, and
a compass for heading;
3. An UltraShort BaseLine (USBL) acoustic system will measure range and direction to a transponder
and allow acoustically marking interesting sites for revisit by the vehicle.
4. LBL navigation with two or more buoy transponder systems.
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Test Plan for LRAUV:






WHOI will extensively test LRAUV in open water either in Woods Hole with a surrogate dye in order
to test vehicle open water navigation systems, dye surrogate detection and adaptive mission
behaviors similar to the experiments conducted with REMUS-100 in 2016. We will then work out
of site MC20 in the Northern Gulf of Mexico, in conjunction with NOAA and EPA (for science
verification, calibration and overall science expertise). We can work for 5-6 days out of MC20 and
work in oiled and non-oiled areas in order to test detection, mapping and fouling questions. With a
shortened test at MC20, we could perform a second (short) test in high latitudes to exercise LRAUV
navigation accuracy. Please note, that the Arctic buoys may not be ready for a high latitude test,
therefore, WHOI transponders will be used in place if necessary. While at Woods Hole and the
MC20 site, the vehicle will be deployed and be commanded to find and follow a signature spike
from the SeaOWL sensor.
The SeaOWL will be calibrated in the lab and baseline signals will be determined allowed for
anomaly spikes to trigger an 'autonomy mapping' mission. Different mission scenarios will be
outlined and tested including: a.) finding the source, b.) mapping out the extent of the plume and,
c.) finding out where there is no signal of oil in the entire water column for 0 to 300 meters (or max
depth of operating area up to 300 meters).
Once testing missions are complete, mission macros will be created so the operator can quickly
decide the type of mission to run prior to launch. The vehicle simulator will be a valuable tool for
running planned missions with simulated currents, etc. based on available environmental data
from the test area.

Test Plan for Arctic Buoy System:


Once the buoy system is complete, it will be deployed in local Cape Cod waters and a dye tracking
mission will be conducted. The buoys (at least a quantity of 2) will be deployed in a pattern to
maximize vehicle navigation, vehicle docking and vehicle communication back to command
control. We will test acoustic communication range, data transfer success and percentage of
vehicle docking tries via USBL. We expect to receive navigation fixes from each buoy back to the
LRAUV up to 10 Km away (environmental conditions fluctuate and can impact sound range).

Reduced Cost Vehicle Outline: Using WHOI's maker space known as Dunk Works, the WHOI LRAUV team
along with designated student interns associated with the project will do the following in order to reduce
vehicle costs:




Evaluate LRAUV BOMs and identify machined parts that can be 3D printed with less people labor
and less expensive materials.
Produce drawings and prototypes of vehicle components, such as chassis, end comes, end caps,
vehicle shells, etc.
Evaluate third party licensing of the LRAUV with MBARI approval.
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Detection and mapping of chemicals is the mission focus of the research. Project team will integrate
associated software designed in prior LRAUV project years into fabrication. Follow-on testing requirements
plan to validate observation requirements for the AUV system. Validation metrics specifically include the
following:





Ability to map in 3D;
Detection and quantification of dissolved particles;
Determine the physical ocean environment (and determine acute/critical variables, such as
assessing hypoxia of the water column in/near spill area);
Take CTD measurements.

Student Participation: Project has established an “ADAC-WHOI Research Intern” from Massachusetts
Maritime Academy (MMA).
Key Milestones: For Program Year 5, the goals for LRAUV are threefold:
1. The first is to test and demonstrate the LRAUV in the Arctic. Project team outlines a series of
steps that arrive at this goal.
2. The second is develop and test an Arctic buoy system.
3. The third is to establish a reduced cost design capable of being reproduced for USCG and broader
use within the HSE. Currently this is represented by one milestone; exploratory activities underway
in Program Year 4 will allow this to be broken into smaller elements in the coming months. An
additional and valuable enhancement for the LRAUV would be development of a swappable
payload nose with multi-beam sonar for 3D bathymetric mapping for multi-mission scenarios.
Specific schedule and milestones are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Collect navigation performance data, Buzzards Bay, MA, 30 Aug 2018;
Complete water testing and documentation of LRAUV vehicle and systems, 30 Nov 2018;
Process the data and tune navigation algorithms from the testing missions, 30 Dec 2018;
Plan for observation mission under-ice, 30 Apr 2019;
Plan adaptive mapping of oil surrogate for high latitudes; 15 Feb 2019;
Complete fabrication of 3 Arctic buoys for LRAUV navigation and data transmission, 1 Jun 2019;
Complete software development and compression of LRAUV data for near real-time visualization
15 Jun 2019;
8. Perform the planned high-latitude mission, open water; 15 Jun 2019;
9. Evaluate Data, make software and hardware adjustments. Perform training to USCG; 30 Jun 2019.
10. Conduct testing of LRAUV with Arctic buoy system in local waters, 30 June 2019;
11. Research and Review of low cost vehicle production, 30 June 30, 2019;
Performance Metrics: Fabricate LRAUV and water test platform to achieve the following parameters in
navigation, performance, and operator ease of use with aided navigation from the LBL Arctic Buoy system:


Navigation performance:
o Conduct design improvements for Tethys platform to achieve the following drift rate:
percentage of distance traveled. Target: < 0.5% with LBL aided navigation.
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Conduct design improvements for Tethys platform to achieve the following error bounding
of navigation drift by ranging from a fixed beacon.
Performance-specific measures:
o Modification of Tethys platform in mechanical and electrical engineering to integrate
separate oil sensor package to accomplish detection level of oil: measured in terms of
minimum sensitivity Target: < 80 ppb.
o Modification and design improvements for Tethys platform to meet specified AUV range
and endurance: Target: 300 km on secondary batteries, twice that on primary.
o Modification and design improvements for Tethys platform to integrate mapping algorithm
for adaptive sampling performance- mapping of spill extent: Target: Area coverage 1000
km2 per vehicle deployment.
o Each Arctic buoy will be able to communicate position data via acoustics up </= 5 Km
distance per buoy to undersea vehicle (please note two buoys navigation solutions are
needed for a valid fix).
o Position updates from the LRAUV will be pushed to the Arctic buoys and then relayed back
to command control (topside laptop anywhere in the world).
o LRAUV will be able to line capture or dock to a fixed beacon with its USBL and capture nose
assembly. Target=50% success.
Operator ease of use:
o Logistical footprint: number of operators required on site, number of kilograms to
transport. Target: 2-3 adult operators and < 600kg.
o Ease of mission configuration: design time to specify grid survey: Target: < 1 hr.
o Ease of remote interaction: design modifications to allow training time required for
operators: Training: < 1 week.
o







Metrics for reduced cost design: We understand what makes the current design expensive to build,
and what parts introduce long lead times. Consequently we are exploring additive manufacturing
technologies to realize improvements in the following dimensions, with the LRAUV as a reference:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

End bell of PV complex and long lead: Can additive manufacturing be used to build
integrated end bells rapidly?
Wet volume for sensors: This space is inefficiently used. Can additive manufacturing
allow more efficient integration of actuators/propulsion system/sensors?
BoM = 1000 parts for LRAUV: How much does 3d printing allow us to reduce this?
Wiring harness: How much can the wiring harness complexity (wire number, connector
count) be reduced?
Connectors: Can connector count be reduced?
Customization: Can 3d printing be used to enable faster turnaround on custom sensor
suites?
Software reliability: Can integration of mechanical/electrical/software system engineering
documentation be used to enable auto-configuration of I/O software?
Cumulatively how much cost can be extracted from the build, and how much lead-time is
removed? In addition, does this enable smaller, low cost vehicles (e.g. could they be
expendable)?
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Outcomes/Outputs: The goal of this project is to create an operational system that the USCG can use for
characterizing spills in ice-covered ocean environments. A DAC-WHOI and MBARI focus on creating LRAUV
to provide and demonstrate a prototype system that is feasible and suitable for production. During
Program Year 5, the project team plans the following outcomes/output:










The research team will collect navigation performance data from Buzzards Bay, MA. Following the
data collection, there will be a complete water testing of the LRAUV vehicle and systems. The data
will be processed and the navigation algorithms will be tuned from the testing mission at WHOI.
The LRAUV vehicle and systems will be documented after the testing.
The team will plan for observation mission, and then will perform the high-latitude mission in open
water. The research team will perform adaptive mapping of oil surrogate in high latitudes.
Compass performance in high-latitudes will be evaluated.
WHOI conducts video documentation (to facilitate transition) during marine testing. During marine
testing, Research team will conduct training for DHS S&T OUP and USCG champions and
advocates, to observe and operate the system.
The team will fabricate three Arctic buoys for LRAUV navigation and data transmission.
Project team will research and review options for a low cost vehicle production in the future.
After vigorous testing of the system, WHOI and MBARI will adapt software and hardware as
necessary based on lessons learned and recommendations from potential users in anticipation of
upcoming test missions in low and high latitudes.

Stakeholder Engagement: Project team will continue to participate and be featured in the planned ADAC
“Customers and Partners” Roundtable, in order to inform and receive feedback on project progress.
Project team will also participate in maritime oil-spill peer venues as much as practical, while also ensuring
close collaboration with USCG Interagency Coordinating Committee on Oil Pollution (ICCOPR) leadership
and members, as well as the USCG R&D Center.
Project Champion: Ms. Kirsten Trego, HQ USCG-MER, with project support provided by Mr. Jeff
Wheeler, CG-731 and CAPT Tom Meyer, CG-761. Project Advocates include USCG leadership
of ICCOPR, HQ USCG-255, USCG Districts 9, USCG HQ CG-926, USCG R&D Center, USCG D17,
NOAA Office of Response and Restoration, US Department of the Interior, Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management and Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Oil industry (Exxon Mobil, Shell Oil and American Petroleum Institute).
Transition Plan: ADAC and LRAUV project team seek an integrated approach with USCG RDC and HQ USCG
to acquire and develop additional LRAUVs commensurate with USCG mission needs. In accordance with
DHS S&T OUP-ADAC Grant Terms and Conditions, LRAUV Intellectual Property (IP) rights developed under
this project remain jointly held between ADAC, WHOI and MBARI. According to the DHS S&T Terms and
Conditions, DHS and USCG may leverage this IP royalty free to acquire and construct additional LRAUVs to
USCG and other DHS maritime mission needs. During LRAUV testing, ADAC, WHOI and MBARI
recommend HQ USCG Project Champion, HQ USCG CG5R, CG7, CG9 as well as USCG RDC participation.
Project team notes that NOAA is interested in LRAUV capabilities.
ADAC proposes a research transition specifically focused with HQ USCG CG-7 and CG-9 at the Flag Officer
level at the onset of Program Year 5 to determine suitable destination for LRAUV. One possible destination
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for USCG operational use, is the USCG led “National Strike Force” (with subordinate Strike Teams) a
purpose built and equipped set of responders who support oil-spill response for the United States maritime
regions. Transition could also include retaining ADAC supported, WHOI and WHOI’s Center for Marine
Robotics led indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity contract, where WHOI’s CMR would provide owner
operated technical LRAUV operations in response to USCG mission tasks.
Following the LRAUV’s testing plan, and completion of data relay devices, the overall system will be TRL
7/8 and ready for production. Depending on DHS and USCG acquisition desires, project team relays
WHOI and MBARI have around-the clock technical expertise available if any such need arises. This
technical support covers hardware, software, design, fabrication, specialty application, and operations
expertise.
The platform used for the LRAUV initial year 3 demonstration, a REMUS-100, is commercially available.
The research team used commercially available sensors to create a customized payload design developed
for the project year 3 demonstration. Operating and navigation software design provided an additional new
element to the demo prototype. As with all of the IP created under this effort, the designs are available for
government systems on a royalty free basis. Consequently, USCG can readily replicate the LRAUV year 3demonstration vehicle.
The Tethys completing fabrication in Program Year 4 is a modification of a proven vehicle developed by
Research PI during previous investigation at MBARI. The Tethys vehicle has performance far beyond
commercially available systems, and thus transition of that capability to the USCG requires some planning.
WHOI has a history transitioning technology to operational use, especially with the US Navy. WHOI uses a
variety of transition methods tailored to the nature of the challenges associated with the transition. Factors
influencing the nature of transition include technological maturity, complexity of operations, availability of
investment for ‘hardening’ of systems, market prospects, and more. Transition methods include the
following factors:






Facilities: WHOI operates facilities for high complexity platforms such at the ALVIN Human
Occupied Vehicle, the JASON Remotely Operated Vehicle, and the Sentry Autonomous Underwater
Vehicle. These systems operate as part of the National Deep Submergence Facility (NDSF) under
the sponsorship of the National Science Foundation, the Department of the Navy, and NOAA.
Facility selection preference is for systems operated in small numbers, which requires a highly
specialized team. The WHOI facility uses protocols, allows costs sharing across the user base, and
frees users from the need to keep operators on staff.
Service for-Hire: Some platforms, such as the REMUS vehicles, are operated on a for hire basis.
Examples of for-hire operations include the location of the El Faro data recorder by a Deep
Submergence Laboratory WHOI team funded by U.S. Department of Transportation, and location of
Air France Flight 447 by the WHOI Ocean Systems Laboratory. Like the facility model, the “for-hire”
model frees the user from the need of creating and maintaining a staff of expert operators. Unlike
the facility model, where scheduling is driven by the sponsors, “for-hire” operations may be
precluded if vehicles have prior commitments.
Hardware Builds: When an organization wants to replicate a WHOI system, WHOI has in the past
built small numbers of devices for a customer. For example, WHOI inventors built many of the early
REMUS 100 platforms for scientists and other users. Since the user takes delivery of and owns
their own platform, scheduling is completely under the user’s control. However, the user does
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need to build their own operational team, and that team will need training and support from key
WHOI staff. For example, Amy Kukulya (the Project Manager for LRAUV), trains Navy sailors in the
operation of REMUS platforms.
Commercialization: When there is sufficient demand for a system, commercial production is the
logical solution. A healthy commercial enterprise will make investments to improve manufacturing
and reliability, and provide operator support. Commercialization may occur by licensing of the
technology to a commercial entity, or by a spin-off company. Examples of the former include recent
WHOI developments of REMUS 600 technology by WHOI for the U.S. Navy, now produced as
Kongsberg Hydroid products. Examples include the original “spin-out” of Hydroid from WHOI, and
Bluefin Robotics from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, (J. Bellingham was a cofounder of
the later).

Accordingly, LRAUV transition plan for the capabilities should occur in three stages, first by building one or
more systems for the USCG, commercialize the resulting platform, and work with DHS and USCG
acquisition process to field needed systems to meet USCG mission requirements.
 Stage one: “set conditions for production.” A key stage in Year 5, this effort would initiate after a
successful demonstration, in accordance with DHS S&T OUP Approved LRAUV workplan.
Investigation team would fabricate one or more vehicles for the USCG (in partnership with USCG
RDC).
 As part of the project funding for that build funds will be allocated for WHOI training of
USCG operators, and for WHOI support of USCG operations.
 Given the nature of Tethys LRAUV operations (operated via a satellite link) WHOI operators
are able to participate in USCG operations remotely.
 Lesson learned in transitioning a system to USCG operation would be invaluable in
preparing the system for commercialization. WHOI would work with one of its many
partners to commercialize the resulting system.
 Selecting the company is premature at this point. However, marine robotics research is
evolving rapidly, and we are likely to have more options available in the near future.
 However, we do note that WHOI has a well-trodden path to commercialization of AUVs with
Hydroid, and the PI of this effort has designs that are the foundation for the General
Dynamics Knifefish (the root of that vehicle’s family tree is the ALTEX AUV).


Stage two: “investigate manufacturing efficiencies to create low cost production.” In parallel with
ADAC funded efforts in building the Tethys design, WHOI plans to devote resources to creating a
more cost-efficient manufacturing process for LRAUV.
 As a scientific platform, the research team has not designed the Tethys with efficiency of
manufacturing as a consideration. However, now with much of the critical investigation
work realized the Project PI will work with ADAC leadership to create plans to revisit the
long-range AUV design with efficiency of manufacturing as a central goal.
 This effort would leverage the nearly $1M investment made by the state of Massachusetts
in the Center for Marine Robotics “Dunk Works” manufacturing space. Dunk Works opened
officially on July 20 2017. Equipped with the latest in design tools, 3D printers, circuit
board printers, and the like, the space is ideally set up for the initiative. Additionally, the
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prospect of low-cost, high-reliability, and long-range AUVs is attracting other sponsors. This
is producing the prospect of a multiple sources in supporting cost efficiency in
manufacturing LRAUV.


Stage three: “Establish working group with DHS and USCG to support acquisition process and
requirement demand.” Informed by progress and conclusions of Stage 1 & 2, ADAC, WHOI and
MBARI the team will consult with DHS S&T OUP, Borders and Maritime Division, USCG Project
Champion, HQ USCG CG-7 and CG-9 and USCG RDC to present results of transition efforts.
Additionally, the team will strive to understand and meet USCG LRAUV acquisition mission
requirements, through cost effective production processes.

Transition plan conclusions: The above planning considerations will be reviewed and updated accordingly
during the ADAC Program Year 5 during Center quarterly reviews and in accordance with DHS S&T OUP
approved ADAC management plan. These forums and management processes will inform and improve
LRAUV ability to transition efficiently and effectively from research to acquisition.
2. PROJECT: Arctic-related Incidents of National Significance (Arctic IoNS) and Arctic Medium and Long
Term Environment (Arctic MaLTE) Workshops.
Project PI: ADAC Executive Director Randy Kee
Lead Institution: University of Alaska Anchorage
Partnered team: USCG District 17 Staff officers for Arctic IoNS and HQ USCG DCO-X staff officers for Arctic
MaLTE workshop. Note: ADAC Fellows provide preparation and administrative support.
Project Description:
Abstract: ADAC plans to conduct one Arctic-related Incidents of National Significance (IoNS) workshop for
the upcoming program year. ADAC plans the Arctic IoNS workshop in close coordination with USCG District
17. Based on identified operator concerns, Arctic IoNS assembles assemble expert academic and industry
research professionals to work with select Canada and U.S. Coast Guard Arctic operators, along with U.S.
and Canada government security officials in a structured workshop to understand gaps and shortfalls in
science and technology and to provide corresponding research questions to address. ADAC publishes a
corresponding workshop Rapporteurs report addressing research questions. If approved, ADAC is
prepared to conduct a funded call for proposals, while noting new research projects would extend beyond
Program Year 5.
ADAC plans to conduct one Arctic focused Medium and Long Term Environment (MaLTE) workshop to
understand and address the medium and long-term research needs specific to the Arctic. ADAC plans
Arctic MaLTE in close coordination with HQ USCG Future Concepts Division (HQ USCG DCO-X, “Evergreen”).
Arctic MaLTE is a structured workshop involving select academics, industry researchers, and government
officials, who explore longer, range challenges comprehensively, from policy, governance, and science &
technology.
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Objective/Purpose: Arctic IoNS: Conduct focused workshops with select researchers/paired with USCG
and other suitable operators to discern USCG shortfalls in a Commander, USCG D17 mission area. Arctic
MaLTE: Conduct focused workshops to meet medium and long-term strategy, planning and policy
problems as determined by HQ USCG (specifically, HQ USCG Arctic advisor to the Commandant and HQ
USCG DCO-X).
Baseline: During a national incident, the public (including academia) offers technology solutions to the
incident commanders to assist in the response. ADAC believes such an approach, while ultimately may
assist in a successful outcome, often generates ad hoc solutions that prove to be sub optimal to
capabilities developed by well-planned and researched processes.
The proposed workshops for the upcoming year will pull lessons learned from ADAC’s Arctic IoNS
workshops conducted June 2016 and October 2017. The planned Arctic IoNS workshop will identify
research and development gaps and research questions aimed at closing the gaps with relevant research
to support the USCG mission before an actual Arctic IoNS occurs. ADAC plans the next Arctic IoNS for
February 2019 framed as a humanitarian response scenario, in close collaboration with USCG District 17.
In order to complement near term operator-driven research, the MaLTE workshop will look towards the 1020-year time horizon to investigate potential mission needs based on projected technology gaps driven by
the anticipated Arctic operational environment. Building from lessons learned in the MaLTE workshops
from May 2017 and March 2018, ADAC is collaborating with Trent University, Peterborough Ontario,
Canada to conduct a Regional Security North…Future Challenges Workshop in late August 2018 at the
University of Alaska, Anchorage.
Research Method: These two Arctic-focused workshops will exercise a similar development methodology.
Each workshop seeks to identify research gaps and define research questions.
ADAC plans Arctic IoNS, February 2019. The workshop initially plans the scenario of an Arctic region,
Humanitarian Assistance scenario. Final scenario determination will be made by USCG D17 Commander.
Arctic IoNS method is expert research, operator and government official structured seminar oriented to
provide follow-on research to address discovered shortfalls. Arctic IoNS development begins with the
Arctic operators providing specified areas of concern to investigate. ADAC will seek to conduct a scenariobased seminar early in Program Year 5 with USCG D17 and USCG Canadian counterparts to identify areas
of under researched concern in an Arctic humanitarian assistance response.
ADAC will conduct a comprehensive literature review through Center Fellows to establish a baseline of
published experts. ADAC solicits and assembles an appropriate panel of select researchers from the
baseline to present to invited operators and government officials in Canada and the U.S. their research
findings a comprehensive plenary session. After the plenary, ADAC divides participants across facilitated
breakout workshops to discover real.
Through this structured plenary and breakout workshop, participants gain understanding of knowledge
gaps and shortfalls in science and technology. Equipped with this understanding, participants will develop
research questions to address shortfalls. ADAC will create a Rapporteurs report, with prioritized research
questions and prepare an open RFP to address research approaches (if/as approved by DHS S&T OUP).
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Workplan Annex B describes the planned ADAC open call process. The output of each workshop will be
workshop proceedings, relevant research questions, and request for proposals (RFPs) solicitation
addressing specific research relevant to USCG mission needs leading to solutions related to gaps and
shortfalls.
ADAC plans Arctic MaLTE for August 2018. ADAC proposes to work with collaborate with HQ USCG DCO-X
in a new venue that directly links to Canadian counterparts in Security concerns. This new workshop
builds from a prior workshop sponsored by Trent University at Whitehorse Yukon Territory, in June 2017.
Scenario based literature review will present a baseline of understanding by futurist researchers in terms
of economic, security and physical environment of the future Arctic.
Guided by the Literature Review, expert opinion of selected and polled researchers, and the strategy
documents, this late 2018 Arctic MaLTE workshop will establish areas of concern in accomplishing
planned strategy and strategic goals. An invited team of researchers, operators and government officials
assemble to analyze the preparatory materials to investigate alternative scenarios to determine needed
policy, governance, and science & technology to realize DHS and USCG strategic goals and objectives.
ADAC will then publish the findings of the research in a comprehensive report.
Student Participation: Center leadership plans that ADAC Fellows will aide preparation and administrative
support as part of professional development and opportunity for networking. ADAC plans no laboratory or
fieldwork.
Key Milestones:
1. Work closely with DHS, USCG and Canadian counterparts on the workshop scenario.
2. Conduct research to identify the universe of SMEs (international, domestic, in/out government,
etc.); conduct research to determine what research is underway to address the likely challenges
posed by the scenario and those challenges most relevant to USCG.
3. Organize workshop (via securing facility, inviting participants, developing agenda etc.).
 Completed workshop participants’ selection;
 Completed workshop participants’ invitations;
 Completed logistics arrangements;
 Completed workshop announcement;
 Completed workshop program.
4. Make a determination to identify appropriate SME speakers to discuss relevant research activities
across disciplines that likely address USCG challenges relevant to the scenario.
5. Complete panel selection and invitations.
6. Execute workshop – Research Questions developed and provided to DHS.
7. Complete report/proceedings and slides deck representing the workshop discussions and
submitted to DHS for review
8. Publish rapporteurs report/proceedings, including list of participants, and slides deck will be
publically posted (website) with the ADAC RFP.
9. Prepare RFP (for Arctic IoNS…if/as desired by DHS S&T OUP).
Performance Metrics:
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Arctic IoNS: Planned and conducted workshops that meets USCG D17 Commander expectations.
Arctic MaLTE: Planned and conducted workshops that meets HQ USCG Arctic advisor to the
Commandant and HQ USCG DCO-X expectations.

Outcomes/Outputs: The output of each workshop will be prioritized research questions that will lead to a
request for proposals (RFPs) addressing specific USCG operational challenges and leading to solutions of
the identified gaps. A collateral outcome is to provide USCG with a directory of subject-matter experts
(SMEs) likely to understand the scope of challenges posed by Arctic IoNS and Arctic MaLTE. In addition, it
will provide a directory of current ongoing research and expertise to help develop support plans in the
future that can draw upon state-of-the-art technology and knowledge.
Workshop format:
Day 1:
 Meeting Product / Agenda / Logistics / Introductions
 Presentation and discussion of the IoNS or MaLTE scenario.
 Presentations by SMEs on current research underway related to the challenges posed by
the scenario including description and analysis of the state-of-the-art. Based on the above
presentations, the workshop participates will identify and discuss research gaps related to
the scenario
 The day will conclude with the formation of break out groups of experts for each research
theme gap related to the scenario and discussions.
Day 2:
 During the morning period, break out groups will discuss the gaps and formulate research
questions to close those gaps. During the afternoon, breakout groups will convene as a
general plenary session to discuss each group’s findings.
 Formalize research questions and provide to appropriate USCG colleagues along with DHS
S&T OUP PM for final review. Upon review by DHS, research questions will form the basis
for an RFP issued by ADAC (only if desired by DHS S&T OUP).
Stakeholder Engagement: Through a series of prior research and coordinating meetings, establish a
network of Canada and U.S. operators, researchers and government official tailored to address each
individual workshop.
Project Champions: Arctic IoNS: USCG D17, Arctic MaLTE: HQ USCG DCO-X. Project Advocates include the
following: HQ USCG-5PW, HQ USCG-CPE, USCG HQ CG-926, and USCG R&D Center.
Transition plans: ADAC’s goal of each workshop is to ultimately transition discovered science and
technology gaps and shortfalls into relevant research questions, elicit response via an open call for
proposal, and place the most qualified responses into research to deliver needed products to address the
identified need. The shorter-range focus of Arctic IoNS workshops is well suited to accomplish deliverables
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in 2-3 year timeline. The longer-range focus of Arctic MaLTE advances long lead research, requiring
greater community of interest patience in awaiting relevant outcomes.
3. PLACEHOLDER TBD: Projects awarded and established responding to the fall 2017 Arctic Incidents of
National Significance Workshop: “Coping with the Unthinkable…an Arctic Maritime Oil Spill.”

THEME 4: Integration of Science and Engineering with Maritime Security Governance and Policy
Research
1. TBD: Projects awarded and established responding to the fall 2017 Arctic Incidents of National
Significance Workshop: “Coping with the Unthinkable…an Arctic Maritime Oil Spill.”

THEME 5: End-to-End (E2E)
1. TBD: Projects awarded and established responding to the fall 2017 Arctic Incidents of National
Significance Workshop: “Coping with the Unthinkable…an Arctic Maritime Oil Spill.”

THEME 6: Integrated Education
1.
2.
3.
4.

Education Outreach and Workforce Development Overview;
PROJECT: Career Development Grant Scholarships;
PROJECT: Minority Summer Intern (MSI) Program;
PROJECT: Arctic Summer Internship Program (ASIP). ASIP is an integrated project with Minority
Summer Intern (MSI) Program.
1. Integrated Education Overview

Education outreach and workforce development is a core mission for ADAC. The intent of ADAC’s
education program is to contribute to the next generation of Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM) professionals for the Homeland Security Enterprise (HSE). ADAC’s geographic focus
on the Arctic is unique in the DHS S&T OUP portfolio. The Arctic focused research led by ADAC offers ADAC
fellows a variety of unique research and development opportunities to engage with research aimed
specifically to respond to the challenges faced by the USCG and other DHS maritime missions operating in
the High North. Upon graduation, ADAC fellows will be well suited to provide needed Arctic expertise as
future members of the HSE.
The ADAC Fellows program is integral to the Center and associated research projects. During the academic
year, ADAC fellows will participate in research and Center led activities providing students with both
technical and professional developmental experiences. ADAC Fellows participate in student research
either in individual research projects, or in Center activities during the academic year. Additionally, ADAC
fellows participate in two 10-weeks long summer internships while associated with the program.
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In accordance with the DHS S&T OUP Cooperative Grant, the terms and conditions for applying and
maintaining, “good standing” while associated with ADAC are rigorous and demanding. The reward for
meeting these conditions are fiscal support for studies, professional and technical development through
activities conducted as part of the ADAC Fellows program, and mentoring and improved access for
graduates seeking a career within the HSE.
The ADAC Fellows program is open to undergraduate, graduate, and advanced graduate students.
Currently, the ADAC Fellows program is comprised of two Career Development Grant (CDG) fellows and a
larger number of student research interns engaged in ADAC projects as Workforce Development fellows
(WFD). The CDG fellows are funded via a DHS S&T OUP Supplemental Award while the WFD fellows receive
their support from the overall DHS S&T OUP Cooperative Grant to the Center. Once the associated DHS
CDG Supplemental Award is exhausted at the end of ADAC’s Program Year 4, ADAC will continue to provide
awarded grant funding to new student fellows via the overall ADAC cooperative grant by enrolling new
students into the WFD program. Additionally, ADAC will continue to seek appropriate institutional support
funding to support the Center’s education activities in Year 5.
ADAC currently has established fellows at the University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA), University of Alaska
Fairbanks (UAF), University of Texas El Paso (UTEP), and Massachusetts Maritime Academy (MMA). In
Program Year 5, ADAC will investigate possibilities to enroll additional students into the ADAC Fellows
program from other institutions associated with the Center. ADAC’s student recruitment efforts will
continue to seek to develop the ADAC Fellows programs into an ethnically diverse group of student fellows.
Complementing the Fellows program, ADAC plans to host five minority students in Program Year 5 to take
part in a summer internship during the early summer of 2019. Funding permitting, ADAC will integrate
these five minority students with participating Center fellows for the Arctic Summer Intern Program, which
is discussed in more detail below.
Overall ADAC Fellows Program Schedule and Objectives In this coming program year, ADAC seeks to
continue advancing the Fellows program. Accordingly, the following are the key attributes for ADAC Fellows
in Program Year 5. In sum, ADAC Fellows will:


Participate in professional exchanges with USCG, in particular via the Arctic IoNS and MaLTE
workshops, and any corresponding tabletop seminars.



Accompany ADAC leadership to forums with U.S. Federal enterprises in the greater Anchorage
area.



Attend monthly Fellows meetings with Center leadership. These meetings will include professional
mentoring, updates on the HSE and discussion about research efforts conducted by ADAC fellows
in their respective ADAC projects and beyond. ADAC will continue to host meetings at UAA and use
webinar technologies for students participating remotely. ADAC will invite speakers to provide
leadership and career development perspectives oriented to science and technology careers
and/or careers across HSE to these monthly meetings.



In collaboration with Project PIs/lead(s) and ADAC Education and Administrative Manager, develop
individual student research workplans to map out their expected participation and contribution to
ADAC’s research projects, or Center led activities.
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Participate in significant maritime focused forums hosted in Anchorage Alaska. This includes the
Alaska Marine Science Symposium planned for January 2019, and Anchorage Arctic Research Day
as part of the Anchorage North by North Festival in April 2019.



Participate in a compact 6 week ADAC Summer Internship Program as an option to satisfy one of
two required summer research internships. Included in the Summer Internship Program are visits
to an array of Anchorage based federal, state and local agencies associated with the HSE and
supporting activities. Also included is a planned Arctic research program at Utqiaġvik (formally
known as Barrow), Alaska.



Integrate five Minority Summer Interns from Minority Serving or Significant Minority Enrollment
Institutions to ADAC’s Summer Internship Program.



Participate, (as a program graduate) as desired, in post student mentoring and networking by
Center leadership seeking entry into the HSE.

Figure 10: ADAC Fellows Program Overview

Quarterly coordination with DHS S&T OUP. ADAC will conduct a program quarterly review with DHS S&T
OUP ADAC Program Manager and DHS S&T OUP Education Outreach and Workforce Development Program
Manager. As discussed in Module 1, ADAC leadership will assess the Education Program in detail during
ADAC Quarterly Reviews.
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Compliance with DHS S&T OUP Workforce development criteria. ADAC leadership (principally through the
Center’s Education and Administration Manager) will ensure ADAC complies with the Homeland Security
Act of 2002 to provide U.S. citizens training in homeland security-related science and engineering
disciplines to maintain U.S. leadership in science and technology.
2. PROJECT: DHS Career Development Grant (CDG) program (DHS Supplemental)
Project PI: ADAC Education and Administration Manager, Malla Kukkonen.
Lead Institution: University of Alaska Anchorage.
Supporting Team: ADAC Industry Partners.
Project Description:
Abstract: ADAC CDG fellows are part of the next generation of scientists and engineers devoted to the
discovery, development and improvement of technologies and applications for Arctic Maritime Domain
Awareness, Response, and Resilience.
Funded via a DHS S&T OUP Supplemental Award, ADAC established CDG fellows as the initial element of
the overall ADAC Fellows Program in February 2016. The DHS Supplemental Award provides ADAC’s CDG
fellows a scholarship to support students’ studies, independent of the main Cooperative Agreement.
Participation in the ADAC Fellows program provides CDG fellows research and professional development
opportunities, including access to DHS and USCG professional forums and networks. DHS S&T OUP
Supplemental Award terms and conditions established eligibility, minimum grade average, and student
service obligation requirements after graduation. ADAC leadership manages these requirements to
ensure compliance. Due to no additional DHS S&T OUP CDG Supplemental Awards, the Center plans to
add two new participants to the project in Program Year 5. Center leadership manages CDG fellows as
part of the overall ADAC Fellows Program. Continuing prior efforts, ADAC plans to mentor and develop
CDG fellows to be capable of competing for future opportunities in DHS and/or Homeland Security
Enterprise careers.
Objective/Purpose: Provide a scholarship and workforce development project to prepare undergraduate
and graduate level students for entry into the Homeland Security Enterprise, specifically aligned to the
CDG supplemental award. The specifications in expectations for the project are included in the DHS - ADAC
Terms and Conditions for Workforce Development Plan.
Baseline: ADAC established CDG fellows in February 2016. DHS S&T OUP Supplemental Award provides
CDG fellows student stipends. ADAC currently has two CDG Fellows that are continuing their fellowship in
Program Year 5. Center leadership will continue to place a particular focus in connecting CDG fellows in
applied areas of science and technology most relevant to DHS and USCG.
In accordance with DHS S&T OUP Terms and Conditions, ADAC tracks CDG graduated fellows until
successfully placed into a DHS careers for a minimum of 1 year of service. CDG fellows present their ADAC
related/supported research at the ADAC Student Research Symposium, and contribute to ADAC‘s annual
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meeting conducted in Washington, D.C. At the close of the academic year, ADAC hosts an awards event for
CDG fellows and other ADAC fellows. University of Alaska supports the administration of CDG fellows and
the overall ADAC Fellows program via institutional support resourcing.
Methodology: ADAC’s CDG fellows receive comprehensive educational support and professional
development to serve in the HSE after graduation. Project methodology is based on guiding students
through professional opportunities associated with DHS and USCG research needs in the Arctic all while
monitoring students’ academic development in their studies. Center leadership, along with Project leads,
directs, monitors, and supports CDG fellows in their fellowship. ADAC’s Education and Administration
Manager tracks fulfillment of scholarship requirements, academic progress, and accomplishments for
individual CDG fellows. Core to CDG fellows’ success is direct coaching and mentoring by ADAC leadership.
This coaching and mentoring includes actively advising CDG fellows while they accomplish work in their
research projects and engaging them in Center led activities.
In summary, ADAC CDG Fellows program provides:


A monthly student stipend and semester based tuition support while enrolled in the program.



Research opportunities in ADAC projects.



Mentoring and professional development.



Participation in Center led activities (ADAC hosted/conducted workshops and the Center’s Annual
meeting, DHS and USCG activities, and open forums such as conferences).



Contributions to Annual Student Symposium.



Two summer internship programs, one per year for two years. Each summer internship is a
minimum of 10-weeks in duration.

Note: Individual workplans developed collaboratively by project PIs/Leads, ADAC Education and
Administrative Manager and the student guide the planned activities for all ADAC fellows and may vary
in their content according to the students’ goals and academic requirements.
Center led activities provide CDG fellows exposure to a variety of professional networks within DHS and
USCG, U.S. federal, state and local agencies associated with ADAC, and internationally. Most importantly,
gaining access to DHS and USCG networks provides CDG fellows potential avenues to employment within
the HSE upon graduation.
ADAC’s CDG fellows are STEM majors. ADAC monitors students’ grade activity and other DHS S&T
Supplemental Award Terms and Conditions outlined requirements to ensure each students’ appropriate
progress. A CDG fellow who fails to meet the rigorous requirements are allowed a maximum of two
probationary semesters of continued participation in the program on an unpaid volunteer basis. If the
probationary semester results in satisfactory progress, ADAC leadership returns the CDG fellow to good
standing and restarts their financial support.
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ADAC CDG fellows will comply with DHS Approved Safety plan as coordinated with the University of Alaska
Anchorage procedures. ADAC applies the DHS approved safety procedures to all ADAC sponsored
academic, government, and industry institutions. Compliance with the Safety plan is required for both field
and laboratory conditions.
In coordination with assigned mentor, ADAC leadership conducts an annual performance evaluation of
CDG fellows and the CDG fellows program at the conclusion of the program year. This evaluation will be
part of the Center’s final Quarterly Review for the program year in question.
Student Involvement: Program is 100% focused on participating ADAC fellows and students from underrepresented classifications.
Key Milestones: For Program Year 5, ADAC conducts the following schedules and milestones for CDG
Fellows:
1. Fellows will conduct tailored research work during the academic year with schedules mutually
determined by CDG fellow and assigned mentor with appropriate Center leadership oversight
(normally conducted by Education and Administration Manager).
2. CDG fellows will participate in two, ten-week summer internships with ADAC or industry hosted
research (one per summer).
3. CDG fellows will join ADAC Customers and Partners Roundtables in order to gain insights to
operator driven research requirements.
4. CDG fellows will participate in coaching and mentoring sessions hosted by ADAC Education and
Administration Manager.
5. CDG fellows will participate in planning, execution and follow-up administration of ADAC sponsored
research Arctic IoNS and MaLTE workshops.
6. Two CDG fellows, who have not previously participated, will join the ADAC Annual meeting in
Washington, D.C.
7. CDG fellows will participate in ADAC planned outreach activities (in particular Alaska Marine
Science Symposium in 2019 January 2019, and Anchorage Arctic Research Day as part of the
Anchorage North by North Festival in April 2019.
8. CDG fellows will participate in ADAC Annual Student Research Symposium.
9. In coordination with assigned mentor, ADAC leadership conducts an annual performance
evaluation of CDG fellows and the CDG program at conclusion of the program year. ADAC conducts
this evaluation during the final ADAC Quarterly Review for the program year.
10. CDG fellows will participate in end of academic year recognition event.
Performance Metrics: The following are CDG program metrics used to evaluate individual and overall
program success:


Comparing student’s grade point average (GPA) with DHS required minimum (3.3 on a 4.0 scale).
Program is considered as “Success” when 100% of students are above the required 3.3 GPA.
“Caution” is noted for the program when two students are performing below expectation. The
program will received a “Failure” mark, if three or more students are not being able to maintain
the required GPA;
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Note: ADAC uses a two semester probationary period allowing CDG fellows to continue
take part in program activities on an unpaid voluntary basis. Failure to return grades to the
required GPA level after the probationary semesters will result in fellow’s dismissal from
the CDG program. In such an event, ADAC leadership will and follow with subsequent
efforts to achieve recoupment of awarded funds



Comparing CDG Fellows completion of required 10-week summer internships with DHS required
minimum of two summer internships prior to graduation. Program is considered “Success” when
100% of students are completing two internships prior to graduation. “Caution” is noted for the
program when two students are completing only one internships before graduation. The program
will receive a “Failure” mark if three students complete only one internships, or if two students fail
to complete at least one summer internship prior to graduation.



Comparing CDG Fellows assignments with participating in ADAC Annual Student Research
Symposium. Program is considered “Success” when 100% of students participate at the Annual
ADAC Student Research Symposium. “Caution” is noted for the program when two students fail to
participate in one Annual Student Research Symposium. The program will receive a “Failure” mark
if three or more CDG fellows fail to participate in one or more Annual Student Research
Symposium while in the program.



Comparing graduated CDG fellows accredited to DHS enterprise careers with program graduates
who are unable to gain employment in HSE. Program is considered “Success” when all graduates
(or more) year(s) of service within the HSE. “Caution” is noted for the program when two CDG
graduates are unable to complete a minimum of one year of HSE service. The program will receive
a “Failure” mark if three or more CDG graduates are unable to obtain employment for a minimum
of one year of in the HSE.

Outcomes/Outputs Coached, mentored, and professionally developed CDG fellows enter HSE workforce.
Stakeholder Engagement: ADAC’s Customers and Partners’ Roundtable meetings are a mentoring and
professional development opportunity for both CDG and WFD fellows. In addition, the CDG fellows will
continue to play a vital role in ADAC’s Arctic IoNS and Arctic MaLTE workshops. Depending on their
availability, CDG fellows will participate in outreach forums, such as the Alaska Marine Science Symposium
2019 conference, and the Anchorage North by North/Arctic Research Conference and ADAC’s Annual
meeting in Washington, D.C.
Project Champion: While not designated as Project Champion, DHS S&T OUP Education POC
reviews the progress of ADAC’s education program on an approximately quarterly basis. MSI
summer internship program progress will be included in ADAC’s quarterly reviews of the Center’s
efforts in Education Outreach and Workforce Development with DHS S&T OUP Education Outreach
and Workforce Development program management.
The CDG Fellows program progress will be included in ADAC’s quarterly reviews of the Center’s efforts in
Education Outreach and Workforce Development with DHS S&T OUP Education Outreach and Workforce
Development program management.
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Transition Plan: As students prepare to graduate, ADAC Education and Administrative Manager supports
student career placement into the positions aligned to HSE. Transition plans will continue past lifecycle of
grant for tracking and job initiatives.
3. PROJECT: Minority Serving Institution (MSI) and Significant Minority Enrollment (SME) Summer
Internship (MSI). Note: For Program Year 5 MSI will be integrated with ADAC Arctic Summer Intern
Program.
Project PI: ADAC Education and Administration Manager, Malla Kukkonen
Lead Institution: University of Alaska Anchorage
Supporting Team:
 MSI Institutions: University of Texas El Paso (Hispanic)
SME Institutions:
 Texas A&M (Hispanic)
 University of Alaska Anchorage (Native American Indian)
 University of Alaska Fairbanks (Native American Indian)
Project Description:
Abstract: In Program Year 5, ADAC will recruit five student summer interns from under-represented
classifications seeking to leverage established partnerships with designated MSI and SME institutions. The
ADAC Minority Summer Internship will integrate these five summer interns along with additional
participating ADAC fellows for a new 2019 ADAC Arctic Summer Intern Program.
ADAC’s Arctic Summer Intern Program (ASIP) is a comprehensive 6-week internship conducted at the
University of Alaska Anchorage. ADAC’s ASIP will provide students opportunity to visit across multiple U.S.
federal agencies with offices in Anchorage, participate in ADAC research conducted at UAA, and take part
in an Arctic fieldwork experience conducted in Utqiaġvik (formally Barrow) Alaska.
Objective/Purpose: Provide an Arctic focused summer internship program as part of the overall ADAC
Fellows program oriented for Minority Serving Institutions, under-represented classifications students and
other ADAC Fellows as part of the student program’s overall workforce development to prepare
undergraduate and graduate level students for entry into the Homeland Security Enterprise. The
specifications in expectations for the project are included in the DHS - ADAC Terms and Conditions for
Workforce Development Plan.
Baseline: As part of the ADAC student focus presented under the ADAC Fellows Program, the Center seeks
to recruit student summer interns from under-represented classifications. ADAC will advertise the Minority
Summer Internship opportunity across ADAC research network (in particular through existing networks with
MSI or SMEs), DHS S&T OUP communications, U.S. Arctic Research Commission (USARC), Arctic Research
Consortium of the U.S. (ARCUS), and Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee (IARPC).
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Funding permitting, the selected summer research interns will travel to UAA. ASIP will focus on providing
students workforce development opportunities in operational capacities that will directly benefit the
Department of Homeland Security and its components.
Relevance to DHS: Professionally developing students from under-represented classifications conforms to
DHS diversity goals. Integrating visiting interns with ADAC fellows provides synergy and networking
opportunities for all students. Visiting students may then seek to apply for a fellowship with ADAC, or seek
similar opportunities with other DHS S&T OUP Center of Excellence due to their ASIP experience.
Research Method: Students from under-represented minorities who focus in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields are the most likely candidates to be interested in connecting
with many of the projects the Center is pursuing and may be interested in seeking a career associated with
the HSE.
Through an Arctic-focused, financially supported summer internship program, ADAC will recruit and
connect with students from under-represented minorities. As described in project baseline, ADAC will
recruit students via a comprehensive approach.
Visiting students from under-represented minorities participating in the MSI summer program will comply
with DHS Approved Safety Plan as coordinated with the University of Alaska Anchorage procedures. In all
cases, compliance with DHS approved safety procedures is mandatory for ADAC sponsored academic,
government and industry institutions and will be applied in both field and laboratory conditions.
As described in the Education and Workforce Development segment, coaching and mentoring of students
from under-represented minorities (and other ADAC fellows) is conducted to provide an overview and to
orient these students to careers in government service across the DHS Enterprise .
The University of Alaska Anchorage plans to support the administration of the overall ADAC Fellows
program, including the MSI summer internship program, and the overall ADAC Fellows program via
institutional support resourcing.
Student Involvement: Program is 100% focused on students from under-represented minorities.
Key Milestones: For Program Year 5, ADAC will conduct the following steps to reach intended goals of the
Minority Summer Internships:
1. Recruit five students from under-represented minorities to participate in ADAC’s Arctic Summer
Intern Program and integrate the MSI students with participating ADAC fellows.
2. Outline expectations and opportunities for recruited students by providing advance preparation
information and associated materials.
3. Recruited students will travel to Anchorage and participate in ADAC’s ASIP. Details of ASIP are
available in the associated project segment.
Performance Metrics: Measures of meaningful performance for program success are as follows:


Recruiting five students from under-represented minorities: Program is considered “Success” when
full recruitment goal is achieved. , “Caution” is noted for the program when four students have
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been successfully recruited. The program will receive a “Failure” mark if only three or less students
are successfully recruited.


Visiting minority students who then decide to compete for a DHS CoE student intern program,
because of participating in the ADAC MSI: Program is considered “Success” when one student
considers pursuing a follow-on intern with either ADAC or another DHS CoE.



Visiting minority students who follow-on through a student relationship to a DHS CoE who then
successfully graduate and enters into employment with the HSE. Program is considered “Success”
when one student takes this path over the duration of the ADAC MSI program.

Outcomes/output: Coached, mentored and professionally developed students from under-represented
minorities enter DHS enterprise workforce.
Key Stakeholder Engagement Plan: Students from under-represented minorities will be invited to join
other ADAC fellows taking part in the summer internship program in a scheduled summer ADAC
“Customer’s and Partner’s” Roundtable as a mentoring and professional development opportunity.
Project Champion: While not designated as Project Champion, DHS S&T OUP Education POC
reviews the progress of ADAC’s education program on an approximately quarterly basis.
MSI summer internship program progress will be included in ADAC’s quarterly reviews of the
Center’s efforts in Education Outreach and Workforce Development with DHS S&T OUP Education
Outreach and Workforce Development program management.
Transition Plan: As students prepare to graduate, ADAC Education and Administrative Manager supports
student career placement into the positions aligned to HSE. Transition plans will continue past lifecycle of
grant for tracking and job initiatives.
4. PROJECT: ADAC Arctic Summer Intern Program (ASIP). An ADAC Fellow & Minority Student Integrated
Summer Intern Program.
Project PI: ADAC Education and Administration Manager, Malla Kukkonen
Lead Institution: University of Alaska Anchorage
Supporting Team: Dr. Craig Tweedie, UTEP, Dr. Andrew Mahoney, UAF Utqiagvik (formerly Barrow) Field
team and ADAC Executive Director, Randy Kee, (Exercise lead).
Project Description:
Abstract: In Program Year 5, ADAC will conduct a second Arctic Summer Intern Program (ASIP). ADAC’s
ASIP will integrate visiting Minority Summer Interns with participating ADAC fellows in a comprehensive
orientation and mission focused education experience. ASIP includes visits to U.S. federal agencies based
in Anchorage that are concerned with Arctic issues, a maritime disaster response table-top exercise,
focused time with ADAC researchers at UAA, individual research concept development to generate new
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approaches to addressing Science and Technology solutions to USCG Arctic mission needs, and a 2-week
Arctic Field work experience at Utqiagvik, Alaska.
The summer internship is focused on recruitment of students from underrepresented minorities. Project
specifications of the Minority Student Internship are described in the associated, preceding project
segment and included in the DHS - ADAC Terms and Conditions for Workforce Development Plan.
Objective/Purpose: Provide an Arctic focused summer internship program as part of the overall ADAC
Fellows program oriented for Minority Serving Institutions, under-represented classifications students and
other ADAC Fellows as part of the student program’s overall workforce development to prepare
undergraduate and graduate level students for entry into the Homeland Security Enterprise. The
specifications in expectations for the project are included in the DHS - ADAC Terms and Conditions for
Workforce Development Plan.
Baseline: DHS S&T OUP Cooperative Grant Terms and Conditions require ADAC to develop and conduct
two 10-week summer internships for all Center student fellows during their tenure of association with
ADAC. Accordingly, ADAC proposes to create an innovative Summer Internship program for ADAC fellows
and students from underrepresented minorities.
Additionally, the Center seeks to integrate minority students who are awarded paid internships from
ADAC’s Minority Summer Intern program to ASIP. Specifically, ADAC has established a project to provide
scholarships opportunity for five Minority interns recruited to gain an introduction to Arctic research and
the Homeland Security Enterprise (HSE).
Anchorage Alaska is home to a myriad of U.S. federal field offices focused on Alaska and Arctic Alaska.
These field offices are staffed with federal professionals that are either directly or indirectly associated
with the Homeland Security Enterprise. Anchorage is also home to many State of Alaska department
offices and a number of Arctic-focused Native Alaskan Foundations and Arctic focused commercial
enterprises, and a critical seaport, which offer opportunistic education and outreach experiences for ASIP
interns. Anchorage’s Joint Base Elmendorf Richardson (JBER) is home to a U.S. Northern Command subUnified Command (Alaskan Command) and an array of U.S military forces oriented for the defense of
Alaska and power projection into the Pacific region. JBER also hosts U.S. Coast Guard District 17, Sector
Anchorage, Alaska’s Department of Military and Veterans Affairs (and the Alaska National Guard) and the
Alaska District U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
ADAC’s leadership team includes a retired USAF General Officer with extensive operational experience,
including disaster response and humanitarian assistance missions, plus prior service as a Joint Exercise
Director at a U.S. Unified Command.
University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) and University of Texas El Paso (UTEP) conduct considerable field
research near Utqiagvik, (formerly Barrow) Alaska. Both universities support student activities in this field
research. The two proposed field leads (Dr. Mahoney and Dr. Tweedie) provide complimentary and
extensive experience in Arctic research. Based on existing logistics, the field teams are well suited to
handling up to 8-10 ASIP interns in ADAC Year 5.
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ADAC’s ASIP will leverage the attributes of the Anchorage area in a comprehensive introduction to the
Arctic challenges faced by government agencies and commercial enterprises. ADAC will leverage the
expertise of its staff based in Anchorage to conduct a meaningful guided seminar to facilitate student
understandings of the challenges faced by USCG Arctic operators. ADAC will leverage the skills of UAA
based researchers to guide students in understanding research oriented to support the Arctic operator.
Lastly, ADAC will tap the unique experiences of expert field researchers and established locations at a
critical Arctic location to provide students a safe developmental field research experience.
Research Method: ADAC leads 6 weeks- of planned activity guided by ADAC’s Education Manager that is
overseen by the ADAC Executive Director for the Anchorage based portion of the internship program. UTEP
and UAF Supporting leaders will co-lead the field portion of the internship program and will contribute to an
orientation of students at UAA prior to students departing for Utqiagvik (Barrow). ADAC will screen and
select a student leadership team to support detailed planning and execution of the program. ADAC will
process visiting minority students and participating ADAC fellows into ASIP, and conduct and conclude the
program as detailed in schedule and milestones.
Student Involvement: Program is focused on participating ADAC fellows and students from
underrepresented minorities.
Key Milestones: For Program Year 5, ADAC will conduct the following for ASIP:
1. Recruit five students from underrepresented minorities to participate in the Arctic Summer Intern
Program that will also include the participation of other ADAC fellows.
2. Outline expectations and opportunities for recruited students, providing advance preparation
information and associated materials.
3. Funding permitting, support student travel to Anchorage and participation in ADAC’s ASIP.
4. Orient students in ADAC’s overall mission, the internship experience, expectations of the program,
safety briefs including both Anchorage and Utqiagvik (Barrow) portions. Include professional
mentoring of government careers in HSE and careers in Arctic-oriented science and technology.
a. The orientation is expected to incorporate 2 days of student activity.
5. Engage University researchers associated with ADAC to participate and relay the breadth of Center
research efforts and association with other university research enterprises.
a. ADAC Project leads/their designated representatives will present.
b. ADAC will gain overviews from other UAA research entities such as UAA Institute of Social
and Economic Research, the Applied Environmental Research Center and business
ventures such as UAA’s Business Enterprise Institute.
c. The above activities should take approximately 3 days of student activities.
6. Depart for ASIP Utqiagvik (Barrow) trip for field research. Team proceeds to Utqiagvik (Barrow) for a
~12-day of field-based research and returns to Anchorage.
a. Upon arrival, team participates in overview, safety briefings and orientation, supporting
logistics and training on research tasks at hosted site.
b. Team participates in field-based research co-led by UTEP and UAF researchers.
c. Where possible, students will participate in field-based research that supports other ADAC
projects. For example, field based testing of LRAUV, and affiliated research being
conducted near Utqiagvik by ADAC researchers, including Dr. Tweedie’s storm surge
monitoring and modeling project.
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d. Students will also conduct their own independent research projects that will be designed to
align with both ADAC’s mission and the students’ expertise and future career interests.
Project deliverables from this effort will take the form of a draft research poster suitable for
presentation at a conference.
e. Total time allotted is 14 days (~2 days for travel and ~12 in the field).
7. ADAC UAA team conducts Anchorage area Arctic focused HSE and associated government visits.
a. This activity is 7 days of student activity.
8. ASIP Intern Research White Paper development.
a. This activity is 9 days of student research and paper development.
b. Goal is to generate 2-3 Arctic research focused White Papers.
9. Interns participate in ADAC Customer’s and Partner’s Roundtable.
10. Complete out-process, obtain survey feedback and conclude Internship.
Logistics: ADAC provides funded support to students, and houses students from outside the Anchorage
area at UAA student facilities. UTEP and UAF Co-research leads will work with ADAC leadership to establish
the field-based logistics required for the success of the field-based component of the program. Student
workspace is located at ADAC’s office at 1901 Bragaw Street, Anchorage. ADAC does not provide
transportation for students for personal matters, but will seek UAA transportation assets for local area
visits.
Performance Metrics: Measures of meaningful performance for program success are as follows:


Recruiting MSI metrics as previously described.



Executing Outdoor leadership and Field research program 100% safely.



Collecting feedback from ASIP participants accomplished at end of course survey.

Outcomes/Outputs: Coached, mentored and professionally developed students from both underrepresented minorities and other enrolment categories participating in the ADAC Fellows Program enter
DHS enterprise workforce enriched with their expertise gained by working through the ASIP experience.
Stakeholder Engagement: Students from under-represented minorities will be invited to join other ADAC
fellows taking part in the summer internship program in a scheduled summer ADAC “Customer’s and
Partner’s” Roundtable as a mentoring and professional development opportunity. ASIP progress will be
included in ADAC’s quarterly reviews of the Center’s efforts in Education Outreach and Workforce
Development with DHS S&T OUP Education Outreach and Workforce Development program management.
Transition Plan: As students prepare to graduate, ADAC Education and Administrative Manager supports
student career placement into the positions aligned to HSE. Transition plans will continue past lifecycle of
grant for tracking and job initiatives.
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IV.

Appendix A: Acronyms

ACNFS
ADAC
ADCIRC51
AESC
AFP
AI
AIA

Arctic Cap Nowcast/Forecast System
Arctic Domain Awareness Center
Advanced Circulation Model
Arctic Executive Steering Committee
ADAC Fellows Program
Artificial Intelligence
Aleut International Association

AIS
AOOS
AOSC
ARN
ASRC FS
BOEM
BSSN
CAFF
CDG
CBP

Automatic Identification System
Alaska Ocean and Observation System
Artic Oil Spill Calculator
ADAC Research Network
Arctic Slope Regional Corporation Federal Systems
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
Bering Sea Sub-Network
Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna
Career Development Grant
Customs and Border Protection

C&ES AD
CIMES
CIS
CFS
CMR
COE
CONAS
COTS
CFS

Communications and Educational Support Associate Director
Center for Island Maritime and Extreme Environment
Critical Indicators System
Climate Forecast System
Center for Maritime Research
Center of Excellence
Community Observing Network for Adaptation and Security
Commercial Off-the-Shelf
Climate Forecast System

DGPS
DHS
DHSEM
DHS S&T OUP
DIPP
DR
E2E
ED
EO&WFDD
ERAU
EO&WFDD
ERMA
ET-Storm Surge
FEMA

Differential Global Positioning System
Department of Homeland Security
Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management (State of Alaska)
Department of Homeland Security Science & Technology’s Office of University Prgms
Data Information Protection Plan
Disaster Response
End to End
Executive Director
Education Outreach and Workforce Development Director
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU)
Education Outreach and Workforce Development Director
Environmental Response Management Application
Extra Tropical Storm Surge
Federal Emergency Management Agency
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FMI
FIST
FTD
FTIR
GoMRI
GNOME
HA
HFO
HIOMAS
HIPPA
HYCOM

Finnish Meteorological Institute
Field Information Support Tool
Federal Tribal Designation
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative
General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment
Humanitarian Assistance
High Fidelity Observer
High-resolution Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model

IANA
IARPC
ICECON
IICWG
IMO
InSAR
IONS
JTFN
KTG
LIDAR
LPBK
LRAUV
LWIR
MBARI
MIZMAS
MMA
MDA
MN
MOTR
MSI
MXAK
NAIS
NASA
NCAR
NCEI
NCEP
ND
NIC
NOAA
NSC
NSF
NWS
OODA
OGCWS
OSA

Indian and Northern Affairs
Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee
Ice Conditions Index
International Ice Charting Working Group
International Maritime Organization
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar
Incidents of National Significance
Joint Task Force North (Canada)
Kestrel Technology Group
Light Detection and Ranging
Local Placed Based Knowledge
Long Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
Longwave Infrared
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
Marginal Ice Zone Modeling and Assimilation System
Maine Maritime Academy
Maritime Domain Awareness
Member Node
Maritime Operational Threat Response
Minority Serving Institutions
Marine Exchange of Alaska
North American Ice Service
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Center for Atmospheric Research
National Centers for Environmental Information
National Center for Environmental Prediction
Nova Dine
National Ice Center
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Security Cutter
National Science Foundation
National Weather Service
Observe, Orient, Decide and Act
Open Geospatial Consortium Web Service
Open Systems Architecture
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OUP
ORR
ONR
PI
PII
PIOMAS
PM
PMD
POA
PolSAR
RD
RPA
SAR
S&T
SETS
SDI
SME
STCW
SWAN
TAMOC
TAMU
TRL
UAA
UAF
UAV
UDOP
UNM
UGV
USCG
USCG RDC
USGCRP
US MDA
USN
USNORTHCOM
USV
UTEP
UUV
UW
WHOI

Office of University Programs
Office of Response and Restoration
Office of Naval Research
Principal Investigator
Personally Identifiable Information
Pan-arctic Ice–Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System
Program Manager
Project Management Director
Port of Anchorage
Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar
Research Director
Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Search and Rescue
Science and Technology
Social-Ecological-Technological Systems
Spatial Data Infrastructure
Significant Minority Enrollment
Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping
Simulating Waves Near Shore
Texas A&M Oil Spill Calculator
Texas A&M University
Technology Readiness Level
University of Alaska Anchorage
University of Alaska Fairbanks
Unmanned Aircraft Vehicle
User-defined Operating Picture
University of New Mexico
Unmanned Ground Vehicle
United States Coast Guard
United States Coast Guard Research and Development Center
U.S. Global Change Research Program
United States Maritime Domain Awareness
United States Navy
United States Northern Command
Unmanned Surface Vehicle
University of Texas El Paso
Unmanned Underwater Vehicle
University of Washington
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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V.

Appendix B. Budgetary Information.
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